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Abstract
Complex networks have been used to represent the fundamental structure of a multitude of complex
systems from various fields. In the network representation, the system is reduced to a set of nodes
and links that denote the elements of the system and the connections between them respectively.
Complex networks are commonly adaptive such that the structure of the network and the states
of nodes evolve dynamically in a coupled fashion. Adaptive networks lead to peculiar complex
dynamics and network topologies, which can be investigated by moment-closure approximations, a
coarse-graining approach that enables the use of the dynamical systems theory.
In this thesis, I study several contact processes in adaptive networks that are defined by the
transmission of node states. Employing moment-closure approximations, I establish analytical
insights into complex phenomena emerging in these systems. I provide a detailed analysis of
existing alternative moment-closure approximation schemes and extend them in several directions.
Most importantly, I consider developing analytical approaches for models with complex update
rules and networks with complex topologies.
I discuss four different contact processes in adaptive networks. First, I explore the effect of cyclic
dominance in opinion formation. For this, I propose an adaptive network model: the adaptive rock-
paper-scissors game. The model displays four different dynamical phases (stationary, oscillatory,
consensus, and fragmented) with distinct topological and dynamical properties. I use a simple
moment-closure approximation to explain the transitions between these phases.
Second, I use the adaptive voter model of opinion formation as a benchmark model to test
and compare the performances of major moment-closure approximation schemes in the literature.
I provide an in-depth analysis that leads to a heightened understanding of the capabilities of
alternative approaches. I demonstrate that, even for the simple adaptive voter model, highly
sophisticated approximations can fail due to special dynamic correlations. As a general strategy
for targeting such problematic cases, I identify and illustrate the design of new approximation
schemes specific to the complex phenomena under investigation.
Third, I study the collective motion in mobile animal groups, using the conceptual frame-
work of adaptive networks of opinion formation. I focus on the role of information in consensus
decision-making in populations consisting of individuals that have conflicting interests. Employing
a moment-closure approximation, I predict that uninformed individuals promote democratic con-
sensus in the population, i.e. the collective decision is made according to plurality. This prediction
is confirmed in a fish school experiment, constituting the first example of direct verification for the
predictions of adaptive network models.
Fourth, I consider a challenging problem for moment-closure approximations: growing adaptive
networks with strongly heterogeneous degree distributions. In order to capture the dynamics of such
networks, I develop a new approximation scheme, from which analytical results can be obtained by
a special coarse-graining procedure. I apply this analytical approach to an epidemics problem, the
spreading of a fatal disease on a growing population. I show that, although the degree distribution
has a finite variance at any finite infectiousness, the model lacks an epidemic threshold, which is a
genuine adaptive network effect. Diseases with very low infectiousness can thus persist and prevail
in growing populations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the absence of intentional design and central control, many systems possess the capability to
organize into complex structures and function as if they were engineered to do so. Ants get together
and form colonies that achieve optimal detection of food sources (Goss et al., 1989). Fish form
shoals and display non-trivial dynamical patterns such as mills and vacuoles (Pitcher and Parrish,
1993). Social systems share universal emergent properties such as the city sizes (Clauset et al.,
2009), the number of citations of scientific papers (Redner, 1998), and the world wide web (Barabási
and Albert, 1999) all having power law probability distributions.
The individuals constituting complex systems are often not aware of the global order in the
system. They have only partial information on the system and interact locally with their neighbors,
yet they self-organize into these global structures. Taken in isolation, the local behavioral rules are
insufficient to explain the macroscopic complex phenomena. The complexity emerges at the macro
scale thanks to the local interactions. As put in a nutshell by P. W. Anderson, “more is different”
(Anderson, 1972).
Due to the prominence of local interactions, a vast range of complex social, technological,
economic, biological, epidemiological, and ecological systems have been represented by networks
that describe the system as a discrete set of nodes and links that connect them (Albert and Barabási,
2002; Bornholdt and Schuster, 2002; Newman, 2003a; Newman et al., 2006; Boccaletti et al., 2006;
Dorogovtsev et al., 2008; Barrat et al., 2008; Castellano et al., 2009; Cohen and Havlin, 2010).
For many questions, complex networks involve a dynamical component. Many studies con-
sidered the dynamics of networks, a line of research in which the network itself is treated as a
dynamical system. Prominent examples are the preferential attachment mechanism for network
growth leading to scale-free topologies (Barabási and Albert, 1999) and link rewiring scheme gen-
erating small-world topologies (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). The emergent topological properties of
these so-called evolutionary network models are representative of many real-world networks includ-
ing world wide web (Albert et al., 1999; Huberman and Adamic, 1999), scientific citation networks
(de Solla Price, 1965; Redner, 1998; Barabási and Albert, 1999), collaboration networks (Davis and
Greve, 1997; Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Newman, 2001), and cellular networks (Jeong et al., 2000;
Fell and Wagner, 2000; Jeong et al., 2001) among others.
Other works focused on the dynamics on networks, where each node carries a dynamical state,
the time evolution of which is coupled to the states of other nodes connected by the links of the
network. Examples include the percolation (Cohen et al., 2000; Callaway et al., 2000), synchroniza-
tion of phase oscillators (Barahona and Pecora, 2002; Moreno and Pacheco, 2004), and spreading of
epidemic diseases (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2001b; Brockmann, 2009) on complex networks.
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Dynamics on and of networks typically take place simultaneously in the real-world. If one
considers both types of dynamics in the same model and couples them to one another, an adaptive
network is formed (Gross and Blasius, 2008; Gross and Sayama, 2009). By defining the local
neighborhoods of nodes, the network topology affects the node state evolution. In return, the
information of changes in node states is conveyed back to the topological evolution and the feedback
loop of an adaptive network is closed.
The classical contact process depicts a specific reaction-diffusion system on networks, the nodes
of which are occupied by particles that might disappear, or generate offspring on or diffuse to non-
occupied neighboring nodes (Harris, 1974). In a more general setting, contact process has been used
to describe the transmission of node states through the network via links. Several contact processes
have been studied in adaptive networks where, in addition to node state transmission, links can be
added, removed, or rewired in response to the states of neighboring nodes. Characteristic examples
of contact processes in adaptive networks include the opinion formation (Holme and Newman,
2006; Vazquez et al., 2008; Nardini et al., 2008; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008; Zschaler, 2012;
Durrett et al., 2012; Böhme and Gross, 2012) and epidemic spreading (Gross et al., 2006; Shaw
and Schwartz, 2008; Risau-Gusman and Zanette, 2009; Shaw and Schwartz, 2010; Marceau et al.,
2010; Gräser et al., 2011; Lagorio et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Juher et al., 2012).
The analysis of adaptive networks has been conventionally made by running agent-based sim-
ulations. Due to the computational cost of simulating large systems, this method has serious
limitations. An alternative approach is the analytical investigations of adaptive networks which
not only avoids these computational difficulties but also reveals insights that are hard to obtain
from simulations. A direct microscopic description generally constitutes a very high-dimensional
system. Although there are some microscopic analytical approaches that have been developed for
specific problems, e.g. Atay and Jost (2004); Do et al. (2010, 2012), they are not generically applica-
ble. Most analytical approaches therefore rely on the derivation of low-dimensional coarse-graining
approximations to the full microscopic model, which also enables the use of the tools of nonlinear
dynamics such as the stability analysis and the bifurcation theory (Kuznetsov, 1998).
The coarse-graining approaches to adaptive networks are based on tracking the abundances
of certain sets of labeled subgraphs that are felt to capture the macroscopic dynamical state of
the system. Moment expansions are constituted by systems of rate equations for the densities
of such subgraphs (Keeling, 1999; Bauch, 2005; House and Keeling, 2011). Several variants of
moment-closure approximations have been developed that differ in the basis of subgraphs, the
size of subgraphs that are included, and other details such as whether the degree (the number of
links a node has) heterogeneity is explicitly or implicitly captured. For specific problems, some
approximation schemes might perform better than others. However, the conditions that assure or
revoke good performance of specific approximations have not been identified yet.
In this thesis, I provide an in-depth analysis of major moment-closure approximation schemes
in the literature, identifying the conditions to which specific approximations suit and developing
an insight into the advantages and disadvantages of different schemes, which establishes a signifi-
cantly enhanced understanding of contact processes in adaptive networks. Based on the deepened
understanding, I develop new moment-closure approximation schemes that for instance enables the
analytical treatment of models with varying number of nodes in a density formalism. I demonstrate
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the value added by these approximations by obtaining analytical insights into several applications.
Specifically, I provide the first predictions from adaptive network models that were directly verified
in animal experiments.
I start in Chapter 2 with a discussion of the methods. I give a brief introduction to complex
and adaptive networks. I introduce the moment-closure approximations. Then, I summarize the
main tools of dynamical systems theory which I use to analyze moment-closure approximations.
In Chapter 3, I briefly demonstrate the use of moment-closure approximations on a highly
abstract opinion formation model. I investigate the effect of cyclic dominance between opinions in
a networked society based on an adaptive network model: the adaptive rock-paper-scissors game.
Opinions are locally dominant against some of the other opinions and inferior to the remaining,
forming a cycle of dominance. By the help of a moment-closure approximation, I identify four
different dynamical phases: stationary, oscillatory, consensus, and fragmented. In particular, I
show that the consensus is reached by promotion of arbitrary opinions in the absence of new
supporting evidence.
In Chapter 4, I focus on the performance of moment-closure approximations of adaptive net-
works. I test and compare different moment-closure approximations, using the adaptive voter
model of opinion formation as a benchmark (Holme and Newman, 2006; Vazquez et al., 2008; Nar-
dini et al., 2008; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008). Although it is one of the best studied adaptive
network models, an accurate analytical description is not available. I discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of different approaches with respect to the ease of derivation, the analytical tractabil-
ity, and the capability to adequately capture dynamics. I show that non-trivial state correlations
lead to the failure of homogeneous and heterogeneous approximation schemes, whereas an active
motif expansion performs extremely well due to these correlations but fails when the correlations
vanish. This illustrates conditions under which the assumptions made by different approximations
can be violated and establishes guidelines for the selection among existing alternative schemes.
In Chapter 5, I use a moment-closure approximation to explore the dynamical mechanism
underlying the promotion of democratic consensus by uninformed individuals in a fish school. I
investigate the collective decision-making in a population that hosts conflicting opinions of two
groups: a strongly opinionated minority group and a numerical majority group, which was previ-
ously studied in detailed spatially embedded agent-based simulations (Couzin et al., 2011). The
spatial simulations indicate that the consensus is achieved in the minority direction for low num-
ber of uninformed individuals and the control is given to the majority with increasing number of
uninformed individuals. I develop an adaptive network model by removing the spatial information.
I link the dynamics observed in spatial simulations to the underlying bifurcation structure of the
coarse-grained model. The prediction on the role of uninformed individuals has been confirmed in
fish experiments (Couzin et al., 2011), providing the first example of such verification.
In Chapter 6, I develop a novel moment-closure approximation scheme that proves the absence of
epidemic thresholds in a growing adaptive network. One of the major findings of the network science
is the impact of the degree distribution, the fraction of nodes with a given degree, on the dynamics
of infectious diseases. On networks with finite degree variance, the infectiousness of the disease
should surpass a non-zero epidemic threshold in order to survive in the population. In contrast,
scale-free networks with infinite degree variance possess zero epidemic threshold such that diseases
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with arbitrarily low infectiousness can persist on scale-free networks. Here, I study a growing
network from which individuals are removed due to a susceptible-infected-removed disease. The
model exhibits zero epidemic threshold although the degree distribution has finite variance at any
finite infectiousness, which is purely due to the adaptivity of the network that would not be possible
on static networks. I prove this finding by developing a novel moment-closure approximation scheme
that provides the first analytical results on adaptive networks with broad degree distributions.
I finish in Chapter 7 by summarizing the results and pointing to promising directions for further
research.
In summary, I provide here a detailed exploration of moment-closure approximations, an ana-
lytical tool widely used to study complex systems. I extend the applicability and the robustness
of this analytical approach to address adaptive networks in particular. Thanks to the increased
understanding and extended limits of the analytical tools, I believe this work will promote the use
of adaptive networks in the study of further complex phenomena. Furthermore, this work lays
a conceptual foundation for the development of future moment-closure approximations that are
tailored to specific complex phenomena, which I hope to enable a deeper analytical understanding
of real-world systems.
Chapter 2
Moment-closure approximations of complex net-
works
My fundamental aim in this thesis is to understand the dynamical feedback between network
topology and state evolution in adaptive networks. To this end, I develop moment-closure approx-
imations that provide low-dimensional descriptions in terms of coarse-grained network quantities,
which enables us to utilize the tools of dynamical systems theory to investigate the dynamics of
adaptive networks.
In this chapter, I first give a brief summary of definitions for complex networks. Then, I
introduce the moment-closure approximations of networks. I finish with an overview of concepts
and tools from dynamical systems theory that will be used throughout the thesis to analyze moment-
closure approximations. I intend to provide neither a comprehensive review nor rigorous proofs of
theorems, but instead summarize the related definitions and results in order to aid the reader in
the following chapters.
2.1 Complex networks
The network representation of a system provides a simplification and abstraction through the
discretization of the system that removes any spatio-temporal information that is not included
in the definition of network elements, which provides a common framework to handle seemingly
disparate systems. Networks have accordingly been used as a metaphor for describing complex
systems from a vast range of fields (Albert and Barabási, 2002; Newman, 2003a; Newman et al.,
2006; Boccaletti et al., 2006; Dorogovtsev et al., 2008; Castellano et al., 2009).
In the following, I first define network elements and their properties. Then, I introduce network
statistics. Thereafter, I provide a short review of random graph models, dynamics of networks, and
dynamics on networks. The section closes with an introduction to adaptive networks, which is the
focus in this thesis.
2.1.1 Network definitions
A network or a graph is an ordered pair G = (V,E), where V is the set of nodes (or vertices) and
E is the multiset of edges (or links). A link in E connects two nodes from V . A network is usually
visualized as in Fig. 2.1, where circles correspond to nodes and connecting lines illustrate edges.
On a network, nodes can hold different properties, e.g. phase of an oscillator and direction of a
spin. Properties of a node establish its state, which can be expressed as a single variable s for most
problems. By looking at whether s assumes its value from a countable, e.g. s ∈ {1, 2, ..., S}, or an
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uncountable, e.g. s ∈ R, set, networks can be classified as discrete or continuous. I note that the
state is peculiar to the node and is defined in isolation from the network. For instance, the number
of neighbors of a node is not a state.
1 2
3
4
b
a
c
d e
f g h
i
j
k
5
6
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a network G = (V,E). Nodes (V = 1, 2, ..., 6) and links
(E = a, b, ..., k) are represented as circles and arrowed lines. The arrow shows the direction of the
link, e.g. a is a link from node 1 to 2. An undirected or bidirected link is meant to contain both
directions. Multilinks (b-c and f-g) are allowed in multigraphs.
An element e = (i, j) ∈ E corresponds to a link from node i to node j. If two nodes can be
connected by only a single link, E becomes a set. Otherwise, when E is a multiset, the network
is a multigraph. In the former case the connectance information can be recorded in the adjacency
matrix A = [aij ] (with i, j = 1, 2, ..., N where N = |V |) as follows:
ai,j =
1, eij ∈ E0, otherwise (2.1)
A link eij ∈ E is undirected if eji is also in E. An undirected (or bidirected) network is composed
of undirected links only, i.e. aij = aji, ∀i, j. Otherwise the network is called a directed network or
digraph.
A network might contain loops, which are links that connect nodes to themselves (eii ∈ E). An
undirected network without multiple links and loops is called a simple network.
Links might also have associated weights which, for instance, express the importance of a
connection between two individuals. Such networks are called weighted.
In the scope of this thesis I am interested in simple, unweighted, and discrete networks. Unless
otherwise mentioned, I use the term network as a synonym for a simple, unweighted, and discrete
network.
2.1.2 Network statistics
Networks of interest are large in general, e.g. world wide web is comprised of more than 108
domains and facebook has approximately 9×108 users. In this thesis, I am interested in such large
networks, composed of 105 − 107 nodes, because I analyze the properties in the thermodynamic
limit in order to isolate the finite size effects. Network visualization for large networks is not only
difficult but also hardly provides useful information about the network structure except in some
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special cases such as the fragmentation transition studied in detail in Chapter 4. Weakened visual
understanding needs to be compensated by statistical measures of networks.
Most statistical measures of networks concern the patterns of connections in the network. The
degree or valence of a node is the number of links of the node or equivalently the number of
its nearest neighbors. The degree distribution Pk denotes the frequency of nodes with degree
k. Degree distribution is a normalized quantity, i.e.
∑
k Pk = 1. Its first moment is the mean
degree ⟨k⟩ =
∑
k kPk that measures the level of connectedness of the network. Degree variance
σ2 = ⟨k2⟩ − ⟨k⟩2 measures how dispersed the spectrum of degrees is. When all nodes share the
same degree (σ = 0), the network is called a homogeneous or degree-regular network. Otherwise it is
heterogeneous. The term heterogeneous network is commonly used to indicate a degree distribution
wider than the Poisson degree distribution, which serves as a null model, as I will explain below.
2
3
4
1
0
subgraphsorder
Figure 2.2: Complete set of subgraphs up to order four. Order is the number of links in the
subgraph.
A closely related probability distribution is defined for the excess degree. If a link is selected at
random and is followed to one of its ends, a node with excess degree k is reached, which is the number
of additional links of the reached node (all links except the already followed one). Since a node can
be selected through each one of its links, the excess degree distribution qk grows linearly with its
degree, i.e qk = (k + 1)Pk+1/⟨k⟩. Mean excess degree is denoted as ⟨q⟩ =
∑
k k(k + 1)Pk+1/⟨k⟩ =
(⟨k2⟩ − ⟨k⟩)/⟨k⟩, which is greater than the mean degree when heterogeneous distributions are
considered. I note that the difference between the degree and the excess degree distributions has
important implications for contact processes taking place on complex and adaptive networks. I will
explain these effects in detail in the Chapter 4.
A second class of statistical measures regards the densities of subgraphs in a given network. A
subgraph of the graph G = (V,E) is any graph G̃ = (Ṽ , Ẽ) with Ṽ ⊆ V and Ẽ ⊆ E. The densities of
certain subgraphs carry important topological information (Milo et al., 2002). The mean degree is
actually the density of a subgraph that consists of two nodes and a link connecting them. Densities
of larger subgraphs in the network provide higher order statistics. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the complete
set of subgraphs up to order four, where the order denotes the number of links contained. Moment-
closure approximations that I will introduce in the following section describes the dynamical state
of the network using such subgraphs which are labeled with respect to their states.
Another important topological statistics regards the correlation between the properties of nodes
that are connected by a link. Connected pairs of nodes might exhibit special mixing patterns, also
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called selective linking. If two similar (dissimilar) individuals are connected with a high probability,
this pattern is called assortative (disassortative) mixing. Most social networks are known to mix
assortatively (the homophily concept (McPherson et al., 2001)), whereas biological and technolog-
ical networks tend to mix disassortatively (Newman, 2002a). I show in Chapter 4 that a special
combination of global assortative mixing and a local disassortative mixing might emerge in adaptive
networks.
2.1.3 Random graph models
The interest in networks started with the graph theory field of mathematics, where the graph term
is used instead of the network. Graph theory originally investigated regular graphs until 1950-1960s,
when the study of irregular random graphs initiated by independent pioneering works of Rapoport
et al. (Solomonoff and Rapoport, 1951; Rapoport, 1957, 1968) and Erdős and Rényi (Erdős and
Rényi, 1959, 1960, 1961).
A random graph is a random sample from a statistical graph ensemble that obeys certain
constraints. The simplest ensembles are G(n,m) and G(n, p) (Erdős and Rényi, 1959), which are
known as Poisson graphs or Erdős-Rényi (ER) random graphs. The ensemble G(n,m) consists of
all simple graphs that embrace n nodes and m links appearing with the same probability. In the
G(n, p) ensemble, each pair of nodes is independently connected via a link with probability p and
not connected with the complementary probability 1 − p. The two ensembles G(n, p) and G(n,m)
are statistically equivalent with p = 2m/(n−1). An element of both ensembles is uncorrelated and
for large systems posseses a Poisson degree distribution Pk = ⟨k⟩ke−⟨k⟩/k! , where ⟨k⟩ ≈ np.
The ER random graph serves as a null model for networks, when the information on the actual
network structure is missing. In the following chapters, for instance, instead of making specific
assumptions about the initial population structure, we initiate our adaptive networks of opinion
formation as ER random graphs.
Real world networks, however, are commonly more complex than ER random graphs and display
nontrivial structures and properties that cannot be captured by this ensemble. For instance, social
networks are known to have wide degree distributions. The investigation of the structure of real-
world networks has attracted the attention of physicists in the past two decades and complex
network term has been coined to highlight their nontrivial topological properties.
More elaborate random graph models have been developed in order to incorporate properties of
real-world complex networks such as strongly heterogeneous degree distributions, high clustering,
and specific mixing patterns. These models are called generalized random graphs (Newman, 2003a).
The discussion of these extended models is beyond the scope of this thesis.
2.1.4 Dynamics of networks
An alternative approach to graph generation recipes, which construct network ensembles with de-
sired topological properties, is to model the dynamical processes that lead to these topologies. This
line of research is called the dynamics of networks, where network itself is treated as a dynamical
system.
A prominent example is the scale-free networks that have been studied using such models.
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Most networks are open systems that grow by the joining of new members. For example, the
world wide web grows by opening of new websites that establish hyperlinks to already existing
ones and academic citation networks grow by the publication of new articles that cite the already
existing ones. In both the world wide web and the citation network examples, the new members
establish connections to the already existing ones not totally randomly, but instead preferring the
already popular ones (with high degree) (de Solla Price, 1965; Barabási and Albert, 1999). This
mechanism is called the preferential attachment rule. The network growth, when accompanied by
the preferential attachment rule, leads to a network with power law degree distribution Pk ∼ k−γ .
When the exponent 2 ≤ γ ≤ 3, the mean degree is finite whereas the degree variance is infinite.
A node with arbitrarily high degree is then found with a probability that decays slower than any
exponential distribution in the tail. Thus, the degree distribution of the network lacks a typical
scale and such networks are accordingly called scale-free. Many real-world networks have scale-free
topologies (Albert and Barabási, 2002; Clauset et al., 2009).
The Barabási-Albert (BA) network growth model uses an algorithm based on the above men-
tioned network growth principle to explain the emergence of scale-free networks (Barabási and
Albert, 1999). In the model, the network starts with an initially fully connected network of m0
nodes. At each time step, a new node enters the network and establishes links with m of the
existing nodes selected according to the preferential attachment rule. This model can be solved
analytically using a master equation formalism (Krapivsky et al., 2000; Dorogovtsev et al., 2000;
Bollobás et al., 2001) and has degree distribution Pk ∼ k−3 irrespective of the values of m and m0.
The BA model is the simplest model that captures the fundamental dynamics of growing social
networks. In Chapter 6, I use it to describe the dynamics of a growing population, which is
simultaneously exposed to an infectious disease.
2.1.5 Dynamics on networks
The knowledge on network structure would be incomplete without understanding the influence of
the network topology on the processes taking place on the network. Once the structure of networks
was understood to a reasonable extent, the focus in complex networks research shifted to this
direction. Investigating specific processes on complex networks has enabled researchers to establish
links between network structure and function. For instance the robustness of networks has been
characterized by studying percolation (Callaway et al., 2000; Albert et al., 2000; Gallos et al., 2005;
Gao et al., 2011).
Among other themes epidemic spreading (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2001b; Newman,
2002b; Cohen et al., 2003; Barthelemy et al., 2004; Vazquez, 2006; Serrano and Boguna, 2006;
Brockmann, 2009), opinion transmission (Dornic et al., 2001; Ho lyst et al., 2001; Galam, 2002;
Mobilia, 2003; Sood and Redner, 2005; Suchecki et al., 2005a; DallAsta and Castellano, 2007;
Lambiotte, 2007), synchronization of coupled oscillators (Gade and Hu, 2000; Jost and Joy, 2001;
Barahona and Pecora, 2002; Moreno and Pacheco, 2004; Huang et al., 2006; Timme, 2006; Gómez-
Gardeñes et al., 2007), Ising model (Barrat and Weigt, 2000; Herrero, 2002; Dorogovtsev et al., 2002;
Hong et al., 2002; Leone et al., 2002), and XY model (Kim et al., 2001; Medvedyeva et al., 2003)
have been studied on complex networks and important relations between structure and function
have been discovered.
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In particular, the degree distribution has critical effects on the dynamical behavior of processes
on networks. In particular, scale-free networks characterized by power law degree distributions
have important implications for the dynamics of contact processes, mainly due to the existence of
hubs (nodes with very high degree) that function as superspreaders. For epidemic spreading, scale-
free networks lead to the absence of epidemic thresholds, which is one of the main discoveries of
network science. I study the absence of epidemic thresholds and the impact of degree distributions
on epidemic spreading in detail in Chapter 6. Furthermore, in opinion formation processes scale-
free networks lead to special scaling relations for the time to reach consensus, which I summarize
in Chapter 4. See Boccaletti et al. (2006) and Dorogovtsev et al. (2008) for a detailed discussion
of the effect of the degree distribution on various processes.
2.1.6 Adaptive networks
Until ten years ago the dynamics of and on networks were studied separately in models. If both
types of dynamics occur simultaneously in a coupled fashion, an adaptive network is formed (Gross
and Blasius, 2008; Gross and Sayama, 2009). The feedback loop between node states and network
topology in an adaptive network is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The network topology defines the local
neighborhoods of nodes, affecting the node state evolution in local interactions. In these local
processes, nodes change their states, triggering network topological changes typically in a longer
time-scale.
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Figure 2.3: Feedback loop of adaptive networks that depicts the coupling between network topology
and node states. Adapted from Gross and Blasius (2008).
The dynamic coupling between node states and network topology is ubiquitous in natural, social,
and engineered systems (Gross and Blasius, 2008). For instance, in distribution networks such as
power grids (Scirè et al., 2005), vascular systems (Schaper and Scholz, 2003), and communication
networks (Glauche et al., 2004; Krause et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2007), congestion in some part of a
network puts a high load on those network elements in the neighborhood and it may accordingly
cause failures of nodes and links, possibly resulting in the removal of those nodes and links. In
a longer time scale, persistent failures can impel the construction of new links as means of load
balancing. This completes the feedback loop of an adaptive network. As a second example, in
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friendship networks individuals in general prefer connections with similar opinionated individuals
due to homophily (McPherson et al., 2001; Holme and Newman, 2006), and modify their social
neighborhood to get rid of the peer tension, also known as social segregation. They concurrently
harmonize their opinions to their friends in the so-called social adjustment process (Centola, 2011).
In this way an adaptive network of opinion formation is formed, the examples of which I study in
this thesis. See Gross and Blasius (2008) and Gross and Sayama (2009) and references therein for
further real-world examples of adaptive networks.
In the past decade, significant effort has been put into modeling several coevolutionary systems
by using adaptive networks. Adaptive networks have been used to model problems of opinion
formation (Holme and Newman, 2006; Vazquez et al., 2008; Nardini et al., 2008; Kimura and
Hayakawa, 2008; Zschaler, 2012; Durrett et al., 2012; Böhme and Gross, 2012), epidemic spreading
(Gross et al., 2006; Shaw and Schwartz, 2008; Risau-Gusman and Zanette, 2009; Shaw and Schwartz,
2010; Marceau et al., 2010; Gräser et al., 2011; Lagorio et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Juher
et al., 2012), evolution of cooperation (Zimmermann et al., 2000; Skyrms and Pemantle, 2000;
Zimmermann et al., 2004; Pacheco et al., 2006; van Segbroeck et al., 2009; Poncela et al., 2009;
Szolnoki and Perc, 2009a; Do et al., 2010; Zschaler et al., 2010; van Segbroeck et al., 2011; Lee et al.,
2011; Fehl et al., 2011; Santos et al., 2012), synchronization (Zhou and Kurths, 2006; Sorrentino
and Ott, 2008; Aoki and Aoyagi, 2009; Assenza et al., 2011; Botella-Soler and Glendinning, 2012),
neuronal activity (Bornholdt and Rohlf, 2000; Bornholdt and Röhl, 2003; Levina et al., 2007a,b;
Jost and Kolwankar, 2009; Meisel and Gross, 2009; Ren et al., 2010; Meisel et al., 2012; Droste
et al., 2012), collective motion (Huepe et al., 2011), cartelisation of markets (Peixoto and Bornholdt,
2012), and particle diffusion (Kim and Noh, 2008) among others.
As to the complex phenomena associated with adaptive networks, robust self-organization to
critical behavior (Bornholdt and Rohlf, 2000; Bornholdt and Röhl, 2003; Droste et al., 2012), self-
organization to complex topologies (Fronczak et al., 2006; Holme and Ghoshal, 2006), spontaneous
division of labor (Ito and Kaneko, 2001, 2003; Zimmermann et al., 2004), and complex system-level
dynamics (Ito and Kaneko, 2001; Gross et al., 2006) are the fingerprints of adaptive networks.
Among these, complex system-level dynamics are of special interest to this thesis, since they
emerge in most contact processes in adaptive networks. The interplay between node dynamics and
topological evolution in adaptive networks lead to novel system-level complex dynamics that are
not possible on fixed network counterparts.
The first type of complex dynamics originate from system level bifurcations in adaptive net-
works. The most prominent examples are observed in adaptive networks of epidemic spreading.
See Chapter 6.1 for a brief review.
The second type of complex dynamics are topological phase transitions. I observe and analyze
networks that exhibit fragmentation transitions in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In Chapter 6, I analyze
an epidemiological system that exhibits a transition from a scale-free topology to an exponential
one. I note that similar topological phase transitions have also been observed in several game-
theoretical models (Pacheco et al., 2006; Szolnoki and Perc, 2009b; van Segbroeck et al., 2009,
2011).
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2.2 Moment-closure approximations
Dynamical processes on discrete networks, in particular adaptive networks, have been frequently
analyzed by coarse-graining approaches that describe the network as a set of macroscopic network
quantities, in the so-called moment-closure approximations (MCAs) of networks.
MCAs of networks originate from the ‘conventional’ MCAs of stochastic processes (Gillespie,
2009). In a stochastic process, let X be the state variable, where we assume X ∈ N in the following
as a matter of convenience. Let P (X, t) be the time-dependent probability distribution of the state
variable X and µn(t) =
∑∞
x=0 P (x, t)x
n be its nth moment. Then a set of ordinary differential
equations governs the evolution of statistical moments:
dµn(t)
dt
= f(µ1(t), µ2(t), ..., µmn(t)), n = 1, 2, ... (2.2)
When mn > n, Eq. 2.2 leads to an infinite hierarchy of equations and needs to be closed by
making specific assumptions on the properties of the probability distribution, which is the actual
MCA. The conventional way is to set the moments higher than a certain order to zero and solve
for the remaining low-dimensional system. For instance, setting µℓ = 0 for ℓ > 2 is equivalent to
assuming a Gaussian distribution (Goodman, 1953; Whittle, 1957). Conventional MCAs have been
applied to various problems in biology and chemistry (Goodman, 1953; Whittle, 1957; Gillespie
and Mangel, 1981; Matis and Kiffe, 1996, 1999; Keeling, 2000; Gandhi et al., 2000; Krishnarajah
et al., 2005, 2007; Gillespie, 2009; Milner et al., 2011).
MCAs were applied to networks initially in the context of population ecology and epidemics
(Matsuda et al., 1992; Keeling, 1999; Bauch, 2005; House and Keeling, 2011). These approxi-
mations are also closely related to the Bethe-Peierls approximation in statistical physics (Bethe,
1935; Peierls, 1936), which has found application in solid state physics, computer science, and
optimization theory (Pearl, 1988; Freeman et al., 2000; Tanaka, 2002; Mézard and Zecchina, 2002).
In MCAs of networks, the network moment is defined to be the density or abundance for
a certain set of labeled subgraphs. As to compare to the conventional moment definition, the
statistical moments of the degree distribution, Pk, can be obtained from the densities of a certain
subset of subgraphs (star subgraphs). Furthermore the complete set of subgraphs involves more
information than the moments of the degree distribution. With the use of appropriate network
moments one can store, for instance, the information of nodes that are apart from each other with
a very large geodesic distance (in principle infinite), and also the information of degree-degree
correlations.
MCAs have been applied to various dynamical network models, serving as a complementary
approach to conventional agent-based (AB) simulations. Although simple models can be efficiently
simulated by AB algorithms, the numerical performance scales badly with the complexity of update
rules in the model. In particular, those models where the update of the state or neighborhood
of nodes depends on multiple other neighboring nodes pose strong numerical demands, defining
a strong need for analytical approaches such as MCAs. MCAs have been recently successfully
applied to models with such complex update rules. This has not only provided analytical insight
into specific models but also has highlighted the exploration of realistic models as an area where
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analytical work could outpace and guide numerical exploration.
Several MCAs have been developed, addressing the challenges imposed by the properties of
the network as well as the complexity of the model. For classifying the different approximation
schemes that have been proposed, it is useful to distinguish between homogeneous and hetero-
geneous approximations. While all approximations attempt to capture the dynamics of certain
subgraphs, they differ in the way in which subgraphs are identified: Homogeneous approximations
(Gross et al., 2006; Vazquez et al., 2008; Nardini et al., 2008; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008; Shaw
and Schwartz, 2008; Gross and Kevrekidis, 2008; Vazquez and Eguiluz, 2008; Zschaler et al., 2010;
Gleeson et al., 2012) classify subgraphs according to states of the nodes and the internal topology
in the subgraph, whereas heterogeneous approximations additionally take the degree of the nodes
in the subgraph into account (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2001a,b; Moreno et al., 2002; Sood
and Redner, 2005; Sood et al., 2008; Pugliese and Castellano, 2009; Nöel et al., 2009; Marceau
et al., 2010; Gleeson, 2011; Durrett et al., 2012).
2.2.1 Homogeneous moment-closure approximations
Homogeneous MCAs have been used in the past two decades to explain dynamics on static networks
(Matsuda et al., 1992; Keeling, 1999; Bauch, 2005; House and Keeling, 2011; Gleeson et al., 2012)
and have more recently been applied to adaptive network models of epidemic spreading (Gross et al.,
2006; Shaw and Schwartz, 2008; Zanette and Risau-Gusman, 2008; Risau-Gusman and Zanette,
2009; Fu et al., 2009; Shaw and Schwartz, 2010; Juher et al., 2012), opinion formation (Zanette
and Gil, 2006; Vazquez et al., 2008; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008; Nardini et al., 2008), cooperation
(Gräser et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2009; Zschaler et al., 2010), and collective motion (Huepe et al.,
2011).
In the homogeneous approach, one develops balance equations for the density of subgraphs (net-
work moments) labeled by their states only, not differentiating with respect to the heterogeneities
in the degree or other aspects. One starts with writing an evolution equation for small subgraphs,
such as single nodes, before writing equations for larger motifs and reaches the moment expansion.
The system of equations obtained generally depends on the abundance of other, typically larger,
subgraphs that are not captured, and thus needs to be closed by estimating the abundance of these
subgraphs in terms of others – the actual MCA.
I note that, throughout the thesis, I will use MCA to refer to both the actual closure approxi-
mation and the closed form of the moment expansion after this closure. Which one is specifically
meant, will become clear from the context.
Moment Expansion
The moment expansion expresses the rates of changes in network moments. Writing the rate
equation for a network moment necessitates calculating the rates of all processes that result in
either the formation or destruction of the respective subgraph.
We first need to formally define the homogeneous network moments. The network moments
are the densities of subgraphs that are normalized with respect to the number of nodes N , i.e.
[Ω] = NΩ/N where we used Ω as a placeholder for an arbitrary subgraph, such that NΩ is the total
abundance of that subgraph in the network. For instance, the moment [X] denotes the density of
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nodes with state X, the moment [XY ] denotes the density of links between nodes of state X and
Y, and the moment [XY Z] denotes the density of triplets constituted by a node of state Y in the
center and its two neighbors of state X and Z, with X, Y, Z ∈ S, where S is the set of node states.
For a discussion of network moments, it is useful to define the order of a network moment as the
number of links contained in the corresponding subgraph. For instance, the moments [X], [XY ]
and [XY Z] have order zero, one, and two respectively. Accordingly, one can define the order of a
network model as the largest order of subgraphs used in definition of the network update process.
Let us denote the model order as oM and the set of network moments of order o as [Ωo], e.g.
[Ω0] = {[X] : X ∈ S}, [Ω1] = {[XY ] : X,Y ∈ S}, and [Ω2] = {[XY Z] : X,Y, Z ∈ S}. Then the
moment expansion is expressed as
d
dt
[ωo] = fωo ([Ω0], [Ω1], ..., [Ωo+oM ]) , (2.3)
where [ωo] ∈ [Ωo] and fωo is a R-valued function that is moment specific and comprises the rates
of all processes that lead to the formation and destruction of the subgraph ωo.
One should note that there are variants of moment expansions that differ in the definition of
the set Ωo. I show in Chapter 4 that different bases of moments may lead to drastically different
results. The selection of an appropriate basis is therefore crucial. One intuitive approach is to
include all possible subgraphs that contain o links into the set Ωo. However, more appropriate
basis of subgraphs can be constructed by considering the specific properties of the model. For
instance, sparse random graphs tend to be locally tree-like. If a model does not have any particular
update rules that actively create small cycles, cyclic motifs are exceedingly rare and can thus in
general be safely ignored.
Moment-closure approximation
The moment expansion leads to an infinite hierarchy of equations, which needs to be truncated by
the actual MCA. The closure can be applied at all orders, where the order of the closure is the
order of the largest subgraph left in the closed system of equations.
In principle every moment expansion should converge to the correct result if the order of the
approximation is increased. The simplest homogeneous approximation is the zeroth-order node
approximation that ignores all, even link level, correlations and assumes that the network is well-
mixed in terms of node states (Nardini et al., 2008). The node approximation is analogous to the
molecular field approximation of the Ising model (Katsura and Takizawa, 1974). The first-order
approximation, also known as pair approximation (PA), accounts for nearest-neighbor correlations
but neglects higher order ones (Gross et al., 2006; Vazquez et al., 2008; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008;
Shaw and Schwartz, 2008; Vazquez and Eguiluz, 2008; Zschaler et al., 2010). This is analogous to
the Bethe-Peierls approximation (Bethe, 1935; Peierls, 1936; Burley, 1972; Katsura and Takizawa,
1974; Yedidia et al., 2005) in statistical physics. When the density of cycles is non-negligible,
i.e. when the network has high clustering, the PA is extended in order to account for the cyclic
motifs, corresponding to Bethe-Kirkwood type approximations (Law et al., 2003; Peyrard et al.,
2008). Approximations that make the closure at higher orders are analogous to high-order Kikuchi
approximations (Kikuchi, 1951).
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In this thesis, I use first and second order homogeneous approximations which will now be
derived. The performance of homogeneous approximations will later be discussed in Chapter 4 in
detail.
First-order approximation:
The first-order homogeneous approximation or PA ignores all state correlations beyond nearest
neighbors. For illustration, let us derive the PA for the second-order moment [XYX].
An XYX-triplet comprises two adjacent XY-links sharing a common Y-node. Therefore, first
note that the density of single XY-links is [XY ]. Next, we compute the probability that an addi-
tional X-node is connected to the Y-node of this link.
Since we reached the Y-node by following a link, its degree follows the excess degree distribution
QYk = kP
Y
k /([Y ]⟨kY ⟩), where P Yk denotes the probability that a randomly selected Y-node has
degree k and ⟨kY ⟩ is the mean degree of a randomly selected Y-node. The expected number of
additional links of a Y-node in an XY-link is the mean excess degree ⟨qY ⟩ =
∑
k (k − 1)QYk .
A key assumption that we have to make at this point is that the XY-links are uncorrelated,
except for the effect of the node degree described above. Using this assumption, each of the
additional links of the Y-node is an XY-link with probability [XY ]/([XY ] + 2[Y Y ]). Using the
relation ⟨kY ⟩[Y ] = [XY ] + 2[Y Y ], which will later be derived in Section 4.2, we find
2[XYX] ≃ κY
[XY ]2
[Y ]
, (2.4)
where κY = ⟨qY ⟩/⟨kY ⟩. Here, the prefactor 2 appears to preclude double counting that arises from
the fact that the same XYX-subgraph is reached if one starts the above explained triplet selection
process in either of the two constituting XY-links.
Analogous approximations for other second-order moments [ω2] ∈ [Ω2] can be derived straight
away (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). Moreover, PA can also be applied to moments of order
higher than two (see Chapter 5), leading to [ωk] ≃ gωk([Ω0], [Ω1]), for [ωk] ∈ [Ωk], k ≥ 2. Here,
the function gωk is the MCA for the subgraph ωk. Inserting the approximations for moments [Ωk],
where 2 ≤ k ≤ 1 + oM , on the right-hand side of Eq. 2.3 leads to the closed system of differential
equations for the set of moments {[Ω0], [Ω1]}.
The parameter κY that appears in these equations is generally not known in adaptive networks
because the degree distribution is reshaped by the rewiring process (although see Zschaler (2012)
for an exception). Governing κY are two counteracting effects, on the one hand we know that the
degree of a node that is reached via a link is on average greater than the mean degree and on the
other hand we have to subtract 1 from this increased degree, because we are only interested in the
number of additional links. On ER random graphs, these effects cancel exactly such that κY = 1.
Although the value of κY can be significantly higher in networks with broad degree distributions,
assuming κY = 1 has yielded good results for models with a fairly broad degree distribution, but
still with finite degree variance (Gross et al., 2006).
A particularly challenging network topology is scale-free networks which have finite mean degree
and infinite degree variance, thus infinite κ. Due to the divergence of the parameter κ, the homoge-
neous approximations fail on scale-free networks for most problems and heterogeneous approaches
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(see Section 2.2.2) should be preferred instead since they treat densities of nodes with different
degrees separately, allowing the explicit representation of hubs, nodes with extra-ordinarily high
degree. In Chapter 6, I use the advantage of the heterogeneous approach for scale-free networks,
the degree distribution being explicitly represented, and then derive a coarse-grained description
of the heterogeneous equations in terms of homogeneous moments. I thereby obtain first analytical
results from MCAs on adaptive networks that organize into scale-free topologies.
Second-order approximation:
Instead of truncating Eq. 2.3 by a first-order approximation, one can leave the second-order mo-
ments [Ω2] as state variables and approximate higher order moments in terms of the moments in
the set {[Ω0], [Ω1], [Ω2]}. Here, I illustrate the derivation of the second-order approximations to
third-order moments, which I will use in Chapter 4.
Figure 2.4: Types of third-order subgraphs (quadruplets): star (top) and chain (bottom).
I note that there are two types of third-order subgraphs: chain and star quadruplets (shown in
Fig. 2.4). I first derive the second-order approximation for the chain quadruplet density [XY Y X].
In order to construct the quadruplet, we start with the YY-link at the center, which has density
[Y Y ], and estimate the number of the X-nodes connected to the two ends, between which no
correlation exists according to the second-order approximation. Each Y-end has [XY Y ]/2[Y Y ]
X-neighbors on average. We thus reach the following second-order approximation:
2[XY Y X] ≃ 0.5[XY Y ]2/[Y Y ],
where the prefactor two appears on both sides, because we can’t distinguish between the two
Y-nodes in the YY-link and the two XYY-triplets in the XYYX-quadruplet.
I now derive the second-order approximation for the star motif density [(X)Y Y Y ], which is the
density of subgraphs formed by an X-node in the center and its three Y-neighbors. We consider the
star motif as an assembly of two triplets originating from the same end of a shared link. We start
with locating an XY-link that appears at density [XY ]. Each excess neighbor of the X-node has
state Y with probability 2[Y XY ]/⟨q⟩[XY ]. The expected number of star-quadruplets originating
from one end of a random link is 1/2(⟨k3⟩ − 3⟨k2⟩ + 2⟨k⟩)/⟨k⟩, where ⟨kn⟩ is the nth moment of
the degree distribution. By using it, we obtain 6[(X)Y Y Y ] = ⟨k⟩((⟨k3⟩ − 3⟨k2⟩ + 2⟨k⟩)/(⟨k2⟩ −
⟨k⟩)2)(4[XYX]2)/[XY ]. If we assume a Poisson distribution, the second moment ⟨k2⟩ = ⟨k⟩2 + ⟨k⟩
and third moment ⟨k3⟩ = ⟨k⟩3 + 3⟨k⟩2 + ⟨k⟩. Then, we obtain the approximation
6[(X)Y Y Y ] ≃ 4[XYX]
2
[XY ]
,
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where the prefactors on both sides again account for the cardinality of the isomorphic graphs
obtained by the interchange of the constituting nodes.
2.2.2 Heterogeneous moment-closure approximations
Heterogeneous MCAs follow the same idea of moment expansion and in addition take degree and
neighborhood heterogeneities into account. A closure procedure is still required, although not
explicitly mentioned in most cases, due to the very same coupling to higher order subgraphs.
Before going into the discussion of specific heterogeneous approximations, I note that in the
context of heterogeneous MCAs, the moment expansion is often called the master equation. Mo-
ment expansions (both homogeneous and heterogeneous) are actually thermodynamic limits of the
underlying master equations. To illustrate this, let z be the state vector of the densities of sub-
graphs and ż = f(z) be the moment expansion. If one instead works with the number of subgraphs
Z = Nz, it still evolves according to the same equation, i.e. Ż = f(Z). This is a master equation
of a jump process, where jumps in state are provided by the discrete update events (Rogers et al.,
2012). Then one can derive a Langevin equation for finite but large N through a Kramers-Moyal
expansion (van Kampen, 1992):
ż = f(z) +
1√
N
η(t), (2.5)
where η(t) is a vector form correlated multiplicative Gaussian noise. This approach has been re-
cently followed in Rogers et al. (2012), calculating the correlations between different density noise
elements. This provides a general means to study the effect of noise in adaptive networks. Through-
out this thesis, I take the thermodynamic limit and treat the moment expansions deterministically.
However, the inclusion of stochastic dynamics may improve the performance of approximations
significantly, especially for degenerate systems (see Chapter 3).
In this thesis, I investigate all the major heterogeneous MCAs in the literature: heterogeneous
node, heterogeneous pair, and active neighborhood approximations. Using the convention of homo-
geneous approaches, the heterogeneous node approximation is a zeroth-order approximation that
ignores all degree and state correlations, whereas heterogeneous PA is a first-order approximation
that accounts for the state and degree correlations between nearest neighbors only. Active neigh-
borhood approximation uses moments that capture the non-uniform distribution of node states in
the neighborhoods of focal nodes, but the correlations between active neighborhoods is ignored.
Heterogeneous node approximation
The simplest heterogeneous approach is the heterogeneous node approximation (Pastor-Satorras
and Vespignani, 2001a,b; Moreno et al., 2002; Sood and Redner, 2005; Sood et al., 2008), in which
the degree heterogeneity is incorporated into the zeroth-order homogeneous approximation. This
approach is well suited for networks with broad degree distributions but weak degree and state cor-
relations, where the network can be assumed to be comprised of independent nodes with prescribed
degrees.
The network evolution is captured by a set of equations for the quantities [Xk], where [Xk] is
the density of nodes with state X ∈ S and degree k ∈ M = {0, 1, 2, ..., kmax}. Here, S is the set of
node states and M is the set of allowed degrees, kmax denoting the maximum degree. The general
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form of the heterogeneous node approximation is
d
dt
[Xk] = fXk ([SM ]) , k ∈ M, (2.6)
where [Xk] ∈ [SM ], [SM ] denotes the set of all moments with state X ∈ S and degree k ∈ M , and
fXk formulates the rate of change for the density [Xk]. Changes in [Xk] can result from a state
change, gain/loss of links, and also addition/removal of nodes.
See Chapter 6.3 for the application of the approach to an adaptive network model. In this thesis,
I extend the heterogeneous node approach by formulating the changes in densities at events where
nodes are added or removed such that systems with varying number of nodes can be investigated
in a density formalism.
Heterogeneous pair approximation
The heterogeneous PA is developed to study the impact of the degree and state correlations on the
dynamics on networks (Pugliese and Castellano, 2009). It incorporates the degree heterogeneities
of neighboring nodes into the homogeneous PA and ignores higher order correlations.
The heterogeneous PA consists of writing a set of coupled rate equations for the density of links
[XkYk′ ] between a node of state X ∈ S and degree k ∈ M and a node with state Y ∈ S and degree
k′ ∈ M . If the network is homogeneous, we would expect these densities to be independent of k
and k′. The heterogeneous PA can be expressed as
d
dt
[XkYk′ ] = fXkYk′ ([SM × SM ]) , k, k
′ ∈ M, (2.7)
where [XkYk′ ] ∈ [SM × SM ], [SM × SM ] denotes the set of all degree-heterogeneous link densities.
The changes in densities (formulated by fXkYk′ ) result again from the state changes in one of the
constituting nodes, addition/removal of links to one of these nodes, and addition/removal of nodes.
The heterogeneous PA has so far only been used for static networks. In this thesis, this approach
is extended to adaptive networks. See Chapter 4.3.1 for the implementation of the heterogeneous
PA to the adaptive voter model.
Active neighborhood approximation
Another first-order heterogeneous approximation is the active neighborhood approach (Nöel et al.,
2009; Marceau et al., 2010; Gleeson, 2011; Lindquist et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2012; Wieland
et al., 2012a; Durrett et al., 2012), which is developed specifically to study adaptive networks. This
approach is tailored to the study of binary models with heterogeneities in local active neighbor-
hoods, i.e. non-uniform distribution of the ratio of links with the opposite state to the same state
neighbors.
In the active neighborhood approximation, nodes are grouped by their state, total degree and the
number of links to the opposite state nodes. There is no need for estimating the close neighborhood
of a node, because this information is already contained in its class. However, the information on
second-order neighbors (neighbors of the nodes belonging to the neighborhood of a focal node) is
still ignored.
Here, let us denote the set of binary states as S = {A,B}. Then the equations for the densities
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[(A, k, n)] and [(B, k, n)] are obtained again by considering the changes in corresponding subgraphs,
where [(A, k, n)] ([(B, k, n)]) denotes the density of nodes with n neighbors of state B (A) and k
neighbors in total. The active neighborhood approximation is expressed as
d
dt
[(A, k, n)] = fA,k,n ([(A,M,F )], [(B,M,F )]]) , k ∈ M,n ≤ k,
d
dt
[(B, k′, n′)] = fB,k′,n′ ([[(A,M,F )], [(B,M,F )]]) , k
′ ∈ M,n′ ≤ k′, (2.8)
where [(A, k, n)] ∈ [(A,M,F )] and [(B, k′, n′)] ∈ [(B,M,F )], [(A,M,F )] ([(B,M,F )]) denoting the
set of all active neighborhood densities with node of state A (B) at center. Again the changes in
densities are due to state changes and link gains/losses of the central node and its neighbors, as
well as addition/removal of nodes.
In this thesis, the active neighborhood approximation is applied to the adaptive voter model and
we show that the approximation interestingly fails in the vicinity of the fragmentation transition
due to non-trivial state correlations and heterogeneities. See Chapter 4.3.2 for a discussion of the
failure of the approximation.
2.3 Dynamical systems
The MCA leads to a closed system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), which I will analyze
using the tools of dynamical systems theory. I note that, in addition to ODEs, dynamical systems
have been modeled by difference equations, partial differential equations, and stochastic differential
equations. Here, we restrict our interest to ODEs due to the focus on MCAs. In the following,
I summarize the basic definitions and results regarding dynamical systems, where I mainly follow
Guckenheimer and Holmes (1983) and Kuznetsov (1998).
2.3.1 Dynamical systems definitions
A dynamical system is constituted by a set of state variables and dynamical rules that govern
their evolution. Let us consider a system with an n-dimensional vector of state variables x =
(x1, x2, ..., xn) which evolves in time according to the ODE
d
dt
x = f(x), (2.9)
where f : Rn → Rn is a vector-valued function that can be nonlinear, time-varying, and depend on
external parameters. We consider autonomous systems, where the function f is time-invariant.
Eq. 2.9 establishes a time-ordered collection of points in the phase space Rn starting from a
given initial point x0. This ordered collection is called the orbit or the trajectory of x0. The
assembly of the orbits starting from each point of the phase space defines the phase portrait that
depicts the overall time evolution of the dynamical system in the phase space.
Steady-states are special points in the phase space that strongly shape the phase portrait. A
steady-state x∗ of the dynamical system is a state that satisfies f(x∗) = 0. A system that starts
exactly at the steady-state remains there forever and the understanding of the properties of steady-
states is central to the analysis of dynamical systems.
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Different types of behavior, and accordingly phase portraits, can arise depending on the stability
of the steady-states that describes whether small perturbations can drive the system away from
the steady-state or the system quickly restores to it. In this thesis, I use the conventional local
asymptotic stability notion to explore the response of the system to local perturbations. A steady-
state x∗ is locally asymptotically stable if a) started in its close neighborhood the system stays close
to the steady-state x∗ for every time t (Lyapunov stability), and b) all the trajectories started in
the local neighborhood converge to the steady-state.
Under specific conditions to be stated below, the behavior of the system defined by Eq. 2.9
around the steady-state x∗ can be well approximated by a linearized version of the system, which
provides the local asymptotic stability information. Using f(x∗) = 0 in the steady-state, the
linearization of Eq. 2.9 around the steady-state x∗ leads to
d
dt
x = J(x∗) · (x− x∗) , (2.10)
where J ≡ J(x∗) = [Jij ]n×n is the Jacobian with matrix entries
Jij =
∂fi
∂xj
∣∣∣∣
x=x∗
. (2.11)
Since we are interested in the dynamics of the deviation from the steady-state for the local
asymptotic stability analysis, we introduce the deviation vector ε = x− x∗ that obeys
d
dt
ε = J · ε. (2.12)
Let the eigenvalue spectrum of the Jacobian J be {λ1, λ2, ..., λn}, where eigenvalues are ordered
such that Re(λ1) ≥ Re(λ2) ≥ ... ≥ Re(λn), and {v1,v2, ...,vn} be the corresponding eigenvectors.
Then, broadly speaking, the deviation ε scales as exp(λkt) in time t in the direction of the corre-
sponding eigenvector vk for each k = 1, 2, ..., n. Therefore, the deviation exponentially grows for
eigenvalues with positive real parts and diminishes for eigenvalues with negative real parts.
If all eigenvalues of the Jacobian J have non-zero real parts, the steady-state is hyperbolic and
the dynamics of perturbations around the steady-state is locally well approximated by Eq. 2.12.
Then, the eigenvalue λ1 determines the stability of the steady-state x
∗. If the real part of the
eigenvalue λ1 is negative, all local trajectories that are driven away by a perturbation return back
asymptotically to the steady-state and the steady-state is asymptotically stable. If the real part
of the eigenvalue λm is instead positive, the steady-state is unstable so that the local trajectories
exponentially escape away from the steady-state.
If there is an eigenvalue λk with zero real part, the steady-state is non-hyperbolic, leading to the
failure of the linear stability analysis. Then, higher-order terms of the Taylor expansion need to be
included into the analysis. Non-hyperbolic steady-states are central to the analysis of bifurcations.
In the following, I will discuss bifurcations without focusing on its connection to non-hyperbolic
steady-states. See Guckenheimer and Holmes (1983) and Kuznetsov (1998) for further details.
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2.3.2 Bifurcations
The behavior of a dynamical system changes as the external parameters are varied. As the param-
eters are varied, the phase portrait might vary smoothly preserving its topological properties or it
undergoes changes in the qualitative picture, i.e. topological changes. The latter change is called
a bifurcation, which takes place at a bifurcation point, that includes appearance and disappearance
of steady-states and periodic solutions, and changes in their stability.
There are different types of bifurcations: a) local bifurcations that arise from changes in the
close neighborhood of steady-states, and b) global bifurcations that do not grow out of local effects
around steady-states. In that sense, global bifurcations lead to global changes in the phase portrait.
Bifurcations can occur as one or more parameters are varied. This is characterized by the
codimension of bifurcations, the smallest number of parameters that need to be varied which leads
to the bifurcation persistently (Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1983). A codimension-n bifurcation
can occur generically, i.e. robust to slight perturbations, in systems with n parameters but not in
systems with n− 1 parameters.
The bifurcation analysis of arbitrary dynamical systems is undertaken by transforming them into
so-called normal forms, which are low-dimensional model systems that share the same topological
properties with classes of more detailed models. Normal form analysis is a standard procedure that
has been automatized in software programs for bifurcation analysis such as AUTO, which I use for
the analysis in the following chapters.
For the bifurcation analysis, it is of prior importance to understand how the bifurcation points
change as the values of parameters change. The continuation algorithms of software programs such
as AUTO enable the tracking of bifurcation points as parameters are varied. The algorithm starts
from a user provided steady-state of the system and iterates by calculating the steady-state at
the next point where the continuation parameter (or parameters) is increased or decreased at an
infinitesimal amount (Kuznetsov, 1998). The eigenvalues are concurrently calculated, providing
the stability information and enabling the detection and the continuation of bifurcation points
(Kuznetsov, 1998).
Before going into the discussion of specific bifurcations, it is important to emphasize the relation
between bifurcations and adaptive networks. As explained above in Section 2.1.6, many adaptive
network models have been shown to exhibit complex system-level dynamics. Here, I use low-
dimensional ODEs, obtained from MCAs, to investigate these dynamics. This enables an analytical
insight into the behavioral changes that we identify as bifurcations. Although these systems are
reasonably low-dimensional, closed form equations for bifurcations cannot be formulated for most
cases. Therefore, I use numerical algorithms of AUTO for analysis.
In the following, I give the normal forms of local codimension-1 bifurcations and explain their
properties. For higher codimension and global bifurcations, I refer the interested reader to Guck-
enheimer and Holmes (1983) and Kuznetsov (1998).
Fold bifurcations
The first type of codimension-1 bifurcation is the saddle-node or fold bifurcation, which is charac-
terized by the existence of a zero eigenvalue of the Jacobian J. The normal form of the saddle-node
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bifurcation is
d
dt
x = r + x2, (2.13)
where x ∈ R and r is the bifurcation parameter. On one side of the bifurcation, r < 0, there is
one unstable steady-state at x =
√
−r and one stable steady-state at x = −
√
−r. They collide
and annihilate each other at the bifurcation point r = 0, above which no steady-state exists. The
bifurcation diagram is plotted in Fig. 2.5-top.
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Figure 2.5: Bifurcation diagrams of saddle-node (top), transcritical(middle), and pitchfork (bottom-
left: supercritical, bottom-right: subcritical) normal forms. Continuous and dashed lines represent
stable and unstable steady-states respectively. Bifurcation points are marked by dots.
When additional symmetries exist in the system, the type of the bifurcation can change. Tran-
scritical and pitchfork bifurcations emanate from specific symmetries on top of the saddle-node
normal form. Nonetheless, there always exists a perturbation that removes the symmetry and
transforms the transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations to the non-degenerate saddle node bifur-
cation (Kuznetsov, 1998). Due to this relation, transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations can be
considered as specific forms of saddle-node bifurcations. Chapter 5 shows that the removal of a
symmetry in an adaptive network model of collective motion leads to a change from a pitchfork
bifurcation to a saddle-node bifurcation.
The normal form of the transcritical bifurcation (Fig. 2.5, middle) is
d
dt
x = rx− x2. (2.14)
On both sides of the bifurcation, there are coexisting stable and unstable steady-states, x = 0 and
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x = r, that switch stability at the bifurcation point.
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Figure 2.6: Bifurcation diagram of Hopf bifurcations (top: supercritical, bottom: subcritical).
Continuous and dashed horizontal lines, at x = x∗, denote stable and unstable steady-states re-
spectively. Vertical lines represent the range of corresponding limit cycles, bounded by the end
points, forming the curves. Continuous and dashed curves, and vertical lines, indicate that the
corresponding limit cycles are stable and unstable, respectively. The bifurcation points are marked
by dots. I note that the plotted are not the bifurcation diagrams of the normal forms in the complex
plane C, but prototypical diagrams of a system in R2.
The pitchfork bifurcation has two types: supercritical (Fig. 2.5, bottom-left) and subcritical
(Fig. 2.5, bottom-right). On one side of the bifurcation, there is a single steady-state at x = 0. This
steady-state changes stability and two new branches, x = ±
√
|r|, emerge, both of which are stable
or unstable. The two branches x = ±
√
|r| are both stable if the steady-state at x = 0 is unstable
in the coexistence regime or vice versa. The pitchfork bifurcation is supercritical (subcritical) if
the two branches emerging at the bifurcation point are stable (unstable).
The normal form of the supercritical pitchfork bifurcation is
d
dt
x = rx− x3, (2.15)
whereas the subcritical normal form is
d
dt
x = rx + x3. (2.16)
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Hopf bifurcations
The second class of codimension-1 bifurcations is the Hopf or Andronov-Hopf bifurcation (Guck-
enheimer and Holmes, 1983; Kuznetsov, 1998), which is characterized by a complex conjugate pair
of eigenvalues of the Jacobian J with zero real part. The Hopf bifurcations are related to the birth
or destruction of limit cycles and thus oscillations.
As pitchfork bifurcations, Hopf bifurcations have supercritical and subcritical variants. In the
supercritical Hopf bifurcation, a stable steady-state loses its stability at the bifurcation point and
a stable limit cycle emerges. Supercritical Hopf bifurcation (Fig. 2.6-top) leads to a local birth of
sustained oscillations, amplitude of which grows smoothly as one moves away from the bifurcation
point. In the subcritical Hopf bifurcation (Fig. 2.6-bottom), an unstable steady-state gains stability
at the bifurcation point where an unstable limit cycle is given birth.
The normal form of the Hopf bifurcation in the complex plane is
d
dt
z = (α + i)z − z|z|2, (2.17)
where z ∈ C and α is the first Lyapunov coefficient. The coefficient α identifies the type of the Hopf
bifurcation. The bifurcation is supercritical (subcritical) if the coefficient α is negative (positive).
The coefficient α may assume also zero value due to symmetries in the system. In that case, the
Hopf bifurcation is degenerate and the steady-state becomes a nonlinear center. In the degenerate
Hopf bifurcation, at the bifurcation point not an isolated limit cycle but a continuum of non-isolated
periodic orbits emerges.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, I have given a review of concepts, tools, and results from complex networks, MCAs,
and dynamical systems theory. I have pointed to potential challenges for the existing MCAs of
networks including heterogeneous distributions of state correlations, heterogeneous degree distri-
butions, and varying number of nodes. In the following chapters, addressing these challenges for
MCAs, I model and analyze contact processes in adaptive networks. MCAs enable the applica-
tion of the concepts and tools of dynamical systems theory, which provides analytical insights into
contact processes in systems ranging from abstract models to experiments with animals.
Chapter 3
Cyclic dominance in adaptive network models
of opinion formation
In this chapter, I use a simple MCA scheme to investigate the effects of cyclic dominance in
adaptive network models of opinion formation. This chapter is essentially designed as a brief and
quick demonstration of the methodology rather than a formal derivation of approximations or
a complete and comprehensive analysis of a particular problem, which will be considered in the
following chapters.
Opinions of individuals are strongly influenced by those of their social neighbors, namely family,
friends, and acquaintances. The opinion of an individual is mainly shaped by two social processes:
social adjustment and social segregation. Both of these processes are attempts to get rid of the
disharmony with social neighbors. An individual tends to align its opinion with its social neigh-
bors in the social adjustment process, whereas it adapts its connections such that it keeps only
the connections to those individuals with similar opinions in the social segregation process. The
opinion formation process and regarding adaptive network models will be discussed in more detail
in Chapter 4.
Here, let me discuss the motivation for studying cyclic dominance in the context of opinion
formation. In questions of interest to the general public, such as religious belief or mitigation of
global warming, there is a multitude of opinions. If pairwise comparisons are made between those
opinions there will be some pairings where two opinions are almost equally attractive, and some
others where one opinion is clearly much more attractive or reasonable than the other opinion. If
these pairwise comparisons lead to a simple order of the complete set of opinions, inferior opinions
will quickly vanish in time so that the competition will reduce to a subset constituted by the most
dominant and almost equally attractive opinions. An important missing piece in this picture is the
motif of cyclic dominance that revokes the order. This motif depicts a cycle of opinions in which
every opinion is superior to the next one in the cycle, but inferior to the previous one.
I believe that cyclic dominance between opinions can emerge when topics of broad interest are
discussed by non-specialists who may have only partial knowledge of the situation. For instance, in
the discussion of public security, it is often quoted that a) additional security measures are required
to stop an increase in crime, b) closed-circuit cameras are much cheaper than additional police
patrols, and c) cameras have no quantifiable effect on crime. Together, these partial arguments
define a cycle of dominance between the three policies “do-nothing”, “more-police”, and “more-
cameras”.
This chapter is based on Demirel et al. (2011). I incorporate the cyclic dominance between
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three opinions into the adaptive voter model, which I will analyze in detail in Chapter 4. The
model leads to four distinct dynamical phases: stationary, oscillatory, consensus, and fragmented.
In particular, the population reaches an arbitrary consensus through an apparently paradoxical
behavior. The network approaches consensus states where they are dynamically unstable, whereas
other dynamics prevail when the consensus states are stable. I illustrate the use of a first-order
homogeneous MCA to provide an intuitive understanding into this paradoxical behavior.
I start by discussing the effects of cyclic dominance in a more general setting in Section 3.1.
Then, I introduce the adaptive network model in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, I develop the MCA.
Dynamics of the model and the MCA are discussed in Section 3.4. I finish by a summary and
discussion of results in Section 3.5.
3.1 Cyclic dominance and rock-paper-scissors game
The most simple model of cyclic dominance is known as the rock-paper-scissors (RPS) game. A
single RPS game is played by two individuals, each choosing between the three pure strategies:
rock (R), paper (P), and scissors (S). An individual who has chosen R wins against an individual
who has chosen S, an individual who has chosen S wins against an individual who has chosen P,
and finally an individual who has chosen P wins against an individual who has chosen R. Thus,
none of the options is globally advantageous or disadvantageous, as sketched in Fig. 3.1.
Paper
Scissors
Rock
Figure 3.1: The cyclic dominance between strategies Rock (R), Paper (P), and Scissors (S). Every
option wins against the option its arrow is pointing to, but loses against the third option.
The multi-player RPS game has been studied in various different contexts such as bacterial
competition (Iwasa et al., 1998; Kerr et al., 2002; Kirkup and Riley, 2004), mating strategies
(Sinervo and Lively, 1996; Sinervo et al., 2007), learning in social interactions (Sato et al., 2002;
Sato and Crutchfield, 2003), and emergence of cooperation (Semmann et al., 2003; Hauert et al.,
2007). Most importantly, cyclic dominance has been shown to function as the source of biological
diversity and species coexistence in many biological systems (Sinervo and Lively, 1996; Iwasa et al.,
1998; Kerr et al., 2002; Kirkup and Riley, 2004; Sinervo and Calsbeek, 2006; Sinervo et al., 2007).
For instance, the three-morph mating system in side-blotched lizards displays sustained oscillations,
a dynamic form of species coexistence, due to the cyclic dominance relationship between the morphs
(Sinervo and Lively, 1996).
The effect of the network topology on the dynamics of the RPS game has been the subject of
several previous investigations (Szabó et al., 1999; Frean and Abraham, 2001; Szabó et al., 2004;
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Szolnoki and Szabó, 2004; Reichenbach et al., 2007; Reichenbach and Frey, 2008; Peltomäki and
Alava, 2008). In well-mixed systems, cyclic dominance is insufficient for ensuring coexistence (Frean
and Abraham, 2001; Reichenbach et al., 2006), whereas on regular lattices coexistence is maintained
through spiral chaos (Reichenbach et al., 2007; Reichenbach and Frey, 2008; Peltomäki and Alava,
2008). Furthermore, in populations of mobile agents on regular lattices, a non-equilibrium phase
transition from coexistence to exclusion (uniformity) is observed as the diffusion of agents is in-
creased (Reichenbach et al., 2007; Peltomäki and Alava, 2008). When studied on degree-regular
small-world networks with annealed and/or quenched randomness, the RPS game displays non-
equilibrium phase transitions between stable coexistence, oscillations, and uniformity (Szabó et al.,
2004; Szolnoki and Szabó, 2004).
3.2 Adaptive rock-paper-scissors game
Here, I consider the RPS game in the context of opinion formation, rather than the biological
setting, and introduce the adaptive RPS game. I consider a network of N nodes and L links,
where nodes correspond to agents and links represent social interactions. On the network, each
node has an internal state representing its opinion (R, P, or S). The network is initialized as an
ER random graph and agents are assigned states randomly with equal probability. The network is
then let to evolve according to the following rules: In an update step, a link is chosen at random.
If the selected link connects agents in the same state (inert link), then nothing happens. If the
link connects agents in different states (active link), the RPS game is played from which one agent
leaves as the winner and the other as the loser. With probability p, the loser cuts its connection to
the winner and establishes a new connection (rewires) to a randomly chosen agent of its own state.
Otherwise (with probability 1 − p), the loser adopts the opinion of the winner.
In the spirit of discrete event simulations, using the Gillespie algorithm, the probability p can
be thought of as an effective parameter capturing the rate of rewiring events, normalized by the
total rate of update events happening in the network. I therefore call p the rewiring rate.
I note that both rewiring and adoption events conserve the total number of nodes and links in
the system. Therefore the mean degree ⟨k⟩ = 2L/N is time-independent and can be treated as an
external parameter.
3.3 Moment-closure approximation of the adaptive network model
In the following, I develop a first-order homogeneous MCA for the model introduced above. I
consider the densities of nodes of a certain opinion X, denoted by [X], and the densities of links
between nodes with given opinions X and Y, denoted by [XY ], where X,Y ∈ {R,P, S}. Due to
the normalization with respect to the number of nodes N , we have the following relations between
different moments of the same order:
[R] + [P ] + [S] = 1, (3.1)
and
[RR] + [PP ] + [SS] + [RS] + [PR] + [SP ] = ⟨k⟩/2. (3.2)
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Here, I provide directly the rate equation obtained after the first-order closure. The derivation
of the MCA follows from Section 4.2.
The zeroth and first-order moments evolve according to
d
dt
[R] = (1 − p) ([RS] − [PR]) ,
d
dt
[P ] = (1 − p) ([PR] − [SP ]) ,
d
dt
[S] = (1 − p) ([SP ] − [RS]) ,
d
dt
[RR] = (1 − p)
(
[RS] +
[RS]2
[S]
− 2[PR][RR]
[R]
)
+ p[PR],
d
dt
[PP ] = (1 − p)
(
[PR] +
[PR]2
[R]
− 2[SP ][PP ]
[P ]
)
+ p[SP ],
d
dt
[SS] = (1 − p)
(
[SP ] +
[SP ]2
[P ]
− 2[RS][SS]
[S]
)
+ p[RS]
d
dt
[RS] = (1 − p)
(
−[RS] + 2[RS][SS]
[S]
+
[RP ][PS]
[P ]
− [RS]
2
[S]
− [RS][PR]
[R]
)
− p[RS],
d
dt
[SP ] = (1 − p)
(
−[SP ] + 2[SP ][PP ]
[P ]
+
[RS][PR]
[R]
− [SP ]
2
[P ]
− [SP ][RS]
[S]
)
− p[SP ],
d
dt
[PR] = (1 − p)
(
−[PR] + 2[PR][RR]
[R]
+
[SP ][RS]
[S]
− [PR]
2
[R]
− [PR][SP ]
[P ]
)
− p[PR].(3.3)
Here, we consider all the processes that lead to either the formation or the destruction of
corresponding subgraphs. The first three equations describe the change in the density of agents
holding a given opinion. For instance, the first equation captures the change in the density of agents
holding opinion R, [R], which depends on the gain from agents of opinion S adopting opinion R on
RS-links at rate (1 − p)[RS] and the loss from nodes of opinion R adopting opinion P on PR-links
at rate (1 − p)[PR].
The next three equations in Eq. 3.3 describe the changes in the densities of inert links. Every
adoption or rewiring event creates at least one inert link. In addition, more inert links can be
created in adoption events if the adopting node has multiple neighbors holding the opinion that is
adopted. This creation of additional inert links is captured by the quadratic terms in the equations.
Finally, inert links can be destroyed if one of the connected individuals adopts the opinion of a
third individual. The corresponding rates then scale both with the density of inert links of a given
type, say [RR], and the rate at which a given node of the respective type adopts a different opinion,
here (1 − p)[PR]/[P ].
The last three equations in Eq. 3.3 describe the dynamics of active links, which are affected by
the same processes as the inert links.
I note that I have used the random graph approximation, κ = 1, in the first-order moment-
closure terms, e.g. [RPS] = κ[RP ][PS]/[P ] (see Chapter 2.2.1). I have confirmed the validity of
this approximation by checking the degree distributions in AB simulations.
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3.4 Dynamical phases: stationary, oscillatory, consensus, and frag-
mented
In the following, I analyze the dynamics of the adaptive RPS game as a function of the rewiring
rate p. In representative simulation runs of the AB model (see Fig. 3.2), four different types of
dynamical behavior are observed: First, at small rewiring rate p, a stationary phase is observed.
Although the network remains dynamic on the microscopic level of individual nodes and links, the
macroscopic densities of opinions, [R], [P ], and [S], approach a state of stationary coexistence in
the stationary phase. Second, at higher values of rewiring rate p there is an oscillatory phase where
the three opinions exhibit oscillatory behavior as they go through a stable cycle of succession (see
Fig. 3.3). Third, if the rewiring rate p is increased further, then oscillatory behavior is only observed
transiently while the system goes through oscillations of increasing amplitude. The system, then,
hits the absorbing boundary where all agents are of the same opinion. In this consensus phase,
all links are inert and the dynamics freezes. Fourth, for high values of the rewiring rate p, a
fragmented phase is observed in which rewiring rapidly drives the system to an absorbing state
where the network consists of three disconnected communities that reach local consensus.
I locate the transitions between the four phases numerically by simulation of the AB model
and analytically by computation of bifurcations in the MCA. For illustration, a comparison of the
expected maximum and minimum values of the density [P ] in the long-term dynamics is shown in
Fig. 3.4. Although the diagrams in Fig. 3.4 are similar, there are notable differences: In the MCA a)
the oscillatory phase is absent and b) the location of the transition points is poorly approximated.
Although a more refined approximation, such as the second-order homogeneous MCA, or the
Langevin equation discussed in Section 2.2.2 can be expected to establish a better description, I stick
to the first-order MCA for the sake of simplicity. Furthermore, regarding a) it will become apparent
below that the simple approximation scheme, despite the absence of the oscillatory phase, provides
still a conceptual framework for understanding the dynamical phases. Regarding b) I note that
the discrepancies arise mainly from the relatively low mean degree ⟨k⟩, which I chose specifically
to accentuate the differences. Fig. 3.5 shows that for higher mean degree ⟨k⟩ the numerical results
approach the analytical prediction. It is remarkable that for networks with high mean degree ⟨k⟩,
the oscillatory and fragmented phases occupy only a small portion of the parameter space, such
that the system is with high probability in the stationary phase if p < 0.5 and in the consensus
phase otherwise.
For considering the transitions between different dynamical phases more closely, I start by
computing the location of the steady-state in which the system resides in the stationary phase
[X] =
1
3
,
[XY ] =
1
9
(
⟨k⟩ − 1
1 − p
)
,
[XX] =
1
9
(
⟨k⟩
2
+
1
1 − p
)
, (3.4)
where X ∈ {R,P, S}, XY ∈ {RS, SP, PR}, and XX ∈ {RR,PP, SS}.
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The stationary phase is active which is characterized by positive active link densities and, thus,
coexistence of different opinions in the thermodynamic limit. The stationary phase loses its stability
at p = 0.5 and is dynamically unstable for p > 0.5. The destabilization occurs in a Hopf bifurcation.
I note that the location of the Hopf bifurcation changes at low mean degree, when ⟨k⟩ < 2. The
bifurcation occurs at p = (15⟨k⟩ − 14 −
√
6)/(15⟨k⟩ + 2 − 2
√
6) if (14 +
√
6)/15 ≤ ⟨k⟩ ≤ 2.
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Figure 3.2: Transient and long term dynamics of the adaptive RPS game. The timeseries (main)
show the transient dynamics of the density of individuals holding the opinion P in four different
phases: stationary (top-left, p = 0.2), oscillatory (top-right, p = 0.3), consensus (bottom-left,
p = 0.4), and fragmented (bottom-right, p = 0.8) The insets display the corresponding long-term
behavior in the ternary phase space spanned by the opinion densities [R], [P ], and [S]. Parameters:
⟨k⟩ = 4, N = 106.
In the first-order MCA, the first Lyapunov coefficient is exactly zero, which corresponds to a
degenerate Hopf bifurcation in which the steady-state forms a center of a dense set of cycles with
neutral stability (see Section 2.3.2). The degeneracy of the Hopf bifurcation in the MCA is an
artifact of the approximation scheme, which could be fixed by considering higher order moments
in the expansion, which should turn the degenerate bifurcation either into a supercritical or a
subcritical Hopf bifurcation. The AB simulations strongly suggest a supercritical Hopf bifurcation,
which explains the onset of oscillations.
Let me now move on to the discussion of the consensus phase. In this phase, the network
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approaches one of three consensus states in which all nodes hold the same opinion. Consequently,
the density of active links is zero, [RS] = [SP ] = [PR] = 0, and the dynamics freezes. Any finite
system encountering such an absorbing state must therefore remain there for all times. In small
systems there is a significant probability that a consensus state is encountered due to random
fluctuations, regardless of the rewiring rate p. However, in the thermodynamic limit, N → ∞,
captured by the MCA, the consensus states are reached only in a certain parameter range, i.e. in
the consensus phase.
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Figure 3.3: Cyclic succession in the oscillatory phase. Shown are time series of the three variables
[R], [P ], and [S] in the long-term dynamics. Parameters: ⟨k⟩ = 4, N = 106, p = 0.3.
In the thermodynamic limit, the consensus states are stationary but not absorbing. Because of
the normalization, there can be a finite number of active links even if [RS] = [SP ] = [PR] = 0.
Consider a system resting in one of the consensus states, say [P ] = 1, in which a finite number
of nodes of state S and a finite number of SP-links remain. If a game is played on one of the
SP-links, then the individual holding opinion P will lose and react either by rewiring the SP-link
or by adopting S. Thus two scenarios are possible, if p is sufficiently large, then the removal of
SP-links by rewiring events dominates over creation of SP-links by adoption events and the number
of SP-links declines exponentially. In this case [P ] = 1 is stable. However, if creation of SP-links
by adoption is faster than removal by rewiring, then [SP ] and [S] grow exponentially. In this case
the [P ] = 1 state is a saddle point which has an unstable manifold on which the system can depart
toward [S] = 1.
Intuition suggests that consensus states should be observed only if they are stable, however,
almost the opposite is the case. By stability analysis of the consensus states in the analytical model,
I find that the consensus state is unstable for p < p∗ = 1 − 1/⟨k⟩, showing that consensus states
are unstable in the consensus phase.
For understanding why consensus states are observed despite their instability, I return to the
example from the previous paragraph. In the parameter range under consideration the [P ] = 1
state is susceptible to the invasion of players holding opinion S. The system will, therefore, depart
exponentially from the [P ] = 1 state and eventually approach [S] = 1. However, for reasons of
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symmetry [S] = 1 must be susceptible to the invasion of R, and [R] = 1 must be susceptible to the
invasion of P. Thus, a limit cycle is closed, which is essentially the system boundary, that connects
all three consensus states. Such a cycle connecting multiple saddle-points is called a heteroclinic loop
(Kuznetsov, 1998). Because the approach to and departure from a consensus state are exponential,
a round-trip on the heteroclinic loop takes infinite time and an observer studying the system on
the loop at an arbitrary time will find it in one of the saddle points (here, the consensus states)
with probability one.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of AB simulations (left) with the MCA (right). Shown are the maximum
(purple-filled circles) and minimum (blue-empty circles) values of [P ] in the long-term dynamics.
Both the stationary phase (low p) and the fragmented phase (high p) are characterized by maxima
and minima close to [P ] = 1/3. In the consensus phase, some simulation runs approach an all-P
state ([P ] = 1) while others approach an all-R or all-S state ([P ] = 0). An oscillatory phase, where
[P ] oscillates in a finite range, is only observed in AB simulations. Plotted are the values from 100
individual runs. Parameters: ⟨k⟩ = 4, N = 106.
For finding the transition marking the onset of the consensus phase, one has to ask for the
value of p at which not the consensus states, but the heteroclinic loop connecting them becomes
dynamically stable. This analysis is complicated by the general difficulties in the stability analysis
of limit cycles and the specific degeneracy of the MCA described above. I leave this point as an
open question for further research but describe a plausible dynamical mechanism that could explain
this destabilization.
Consider that the stability of any limit cycle can only change in bifurcations. One such bi-
furcation is the transcritical bifurcation of cycles, where two cycles meet and interchange their
stability. In the AB simulations, we have already observed that a stable limit cycle emerges from
what we identified as a Hopf bifurcation. When p is increased, this cycle grows until it coincides
with the heteroclinic loop. At this point the heteroclinic loop becomes stable while the limit cycle
is destabilized, and leaves the physical space. In the MCA we do not observe an oscillatory phase,
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but the dense set of cycles created in the degenerate Hopf bifurcation extends to the heteroclinic
loop where it should likewise induce a change in stability.
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Figure 3.5: Phase diagram of the adaptive RPS game from AB simulations (left) and the MCA
(right), depending on the values of the mean degree ⟨k⟩ and the rewiring rate p. Parameters:
N = 106.
Finally, I consider the transition from the consensus phase to the fragmented phase. In the MCA
this transition occurs at p = p∗, which is essentially the parameter value at which the consensus
states become stable. For understanding why the stabilization of the consensus states marks the
end of the consensus phase, note that the consensus states are not the only absorbing states in the
system. To qualify as absorbing, a given state has to satisfy [RS] = [SP ] = [PR] = 0, whereas the
other variables, [R], [P ], [S], [RR], [PP ], [SS], can assume every set of values that is consistent
with the normalization. The absorbing states thus include the consensus states and a much larger
mass of fragmented states, where different opinions survive in disconnected network components.
If p < p∗ all of these states are dynamically unstable. Because only the consensus states profit from
the heteroclinic mechanism, none of the others appear in the long-term dynamics. By contrast, for
p > p∗ all absorbing states are dynamically stable. The consensus states are now only three points
on a huge manifold of stable states and fragmented behavior is observed with high probability. In
AB simulations in the fragmented phase, active links are removed so rapidly that only few adoption
events occur before the absorbing state is reached. Therefore, the distribution of opinions in the
fragmented absorbing state closely mirrors the initial distribution.
3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, I have demonstrated MCAs on an adaptive network of opinion formation, where
three opinions are related by a cyclic dominance relationship. Depending on the values of the mean
degree and the rewiring rate, the network is in one of the four distinct dynamical phases, which I
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characterized as stationary, oscillatory, consensus and fragmented.
The model introduced here combines features that were previously observed in models of cyclic
dominance on non-adaptive networks (Sinervo and Lively, 1996; Frean and Abraham, 2001; Szabó
et al., 2004; Szolnoki and Szabó, 2004) and in adaptive network models of opinion formation (see
Chapter 4). Specifically, the transitions between stationary, oscillatory and consensus phases were
observed in networks of cyclic dominance with different degrees of disorder (Szabó et al., 2004),
whereas the fragmentation transition, leading to the fragmented phase, was observed in the adaptive
voter model, as shown in Chapter 4. One can, therefore, suspect that the transitions connecting
the stationary, oscillatory, and consensus phases can be understood in terms of the disorder that is
generated intrinsically by rewiring of links. By contrast, the fragmentation transition is a genuine
adaptive network effect that cannot be observed in non-adaptive networks.
The first-order homogeneous MCA scheme was observed to be incapable of capturing the dy-
namics of the model accurately. This indicates that an in-depth analysis of MCAs is needed to
understand when and which specific approximation schemes can be successfully applied, which I
consider in Chapter 4. Despite its deficiencies, I have demonstrated that the simple approximation
scheme employed, provides a qualitative understanding of the transitions between different phases,
by considering the stability properties. Most interestingly, consensus states are observed when
they are unstable and another class of dynamics, a fragmented topology, is observed when they are
stable.
Regarding the social dynamics, I have argued that the motif of cyclic dominance could appear in
questions of broad importance where a population of non-specialists tries to reach a conclusion based
on a set of partial arguments. A sensible behavior in this case were to maintain an ongoing discussion
until new evidence becomes available that highlights one of the opinions as globally advantageous.
In the model, I find such an ongoing discussion in the stationary phase. In networks of high
connectivity, this phase is observed when social adjustment is more frequent than social segregation.
However, if segregation dominates, then the system most likely ends up in the consensus phase,
where all agents agree on one opinion. Which opinion is selected is arbitrary, because no opinion is
globally advantageous based on the available information. Although there is no new evidence for
any of the opinions, consensus is reached collectively through a growing oscillatory mechanism, in
contrast to the previously developed opinion formation models where it is reached through pure
stochastic fluctuations as shown in Chapter 4. Individuals experiencing such a collective approach
to the consensus would perceive it as if there were some new evidence for the corresponding opinion,
forgetting about similar support for other opinions in the past.
Chapter 4
Performance of moment-closure approximations
of adaptive networks
In the previous chapter, I illustrated the use of MCAs on a simple contact process in an adaptive
network. Here, I investigate and compare the performance of major MCA schemes in the literature
focusing on the adaptive voter model (VM), an adaptive network model of opinion formation.
For the study of dynamical processes on networks, and in particular adaptive networks, many
different approximation schemes have been proposed that build on similar principles but take differ-
ent information regarding the network structure into account. As explained in Section 2.2, MCAs
in the literature differ widely in the basis and the number of subgraphs captured. Generally speak-
ing, inclusion of a larger number of subgraphs, which capture additional degree and neighborhood
heterogeneities and/or increase the order of the closure, improves the quality of the approxima-
tion (see Matsuda et al. (1992); Szabó et al. (2004); Bauch (2005); Kimura and Hayakawa (2008);
Peyrard et al. (2008); Marceau et al. (2010)). However, this is achieved at the cost of dealing with
a larger system of equations, which almost always requires numerical simulations.
Although MCAs have been applied to many problems, little intuition has previously been es-
tablished on when particular approximation schemes work and when they fail. This is most notable
when considering the adaptive Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) model (Gross et al., 2006),
which will be briefly discussed in Chapter 6, and the adaptive VM (Nardini et al., 2008; Vazquez
et al., 2008; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008), which is analyzed below in detail. Both of these models
are of similar complexity, namely both are first-order contact processes in binary adaptive networks.
However, for the adaptive SIS model, even a very simple approximation (first-order homogeneous
approximation) estimates the dynamics reasonably well (Gross et al., 2006), with more complicated
approaches (heterogeneous pair and active neighborhood approximations) yielding expectedly bet-
ter results (Marceau et al., 2010; Wieland et al., 2012a,b). By contrast, for the adaptive VM,
simple approximation schemes (first and second-order homogeneous approximations) only provide
poor estimates to dynamics (Vazquez et al., 2008; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008) and, as shown
below, more sophisticated approaches can actually perform worse.
This chapter is based on Demirel et al. (2012). I aim to offer an in-depth analysis of the perfor-
mance and the failure of MCA schemes introduced in Section 2.2. For the purpose of illustration, I
use the adaptive VM as a benchmark, because it provides a mathematically simple, yet challenging
example. The investigation of the dynamical and topological properties of the network in different
dynamical regimes helps to identify the conditions leading to the violation of assumptions made by
specific approaches. With a heightened understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of dif-
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ferent approximation schemes, I discuss when specific approaches should be preferred and illustrate
how new approximation schemes tailored to specific complex phenomena can be introduced.
The chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 introduces the adaptive VM. Section 4.2
focuses on the homogeneous approximations and explores the effect of the order of approximation.
In Section 4.3, I discuss heterogeneous pair and active neighborhood approximations and compare
them with homogeneous approximations. Then, Section 4.4 introduces the active motif expansion.
Finally, Section 4.5 gives a summary and discussion of results.
4.1 Adaptive voter model: a benchmark model
The adaptive VM is possibly the most commonly used and the best studied adaptive network
model of opinion formation. Including the adaptive RPS game of Chapter 3, various other adaptive
network models of opinion formation have been developed in the past decade (Zanette and Gil,
2006; Holme and Newman, 2006; Gil and Zanette, 2006; Vazquez et al., 2008; Nardini et al., 2008;
Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008; Kozma and Barrat, 2008a,b; Benczik et al., 2008, 2009; Iñiguez et al.,
2009; Zhong et al., 2010). In all of these models, nodes denote individuals and links represent social
interactions between them. The opinion of an individual may change due to the interaction with its
neighbors in the network and also connections may be affected from the opinions of social neighbors,
respectively due to social adjustment and segregation processes, as illustrated in Chapter 3.
It is possible to distinguish between different classes of models. The most fundamental difference
is between whether the opinion is chosen among a discrete number of alternatives, e.g. the voting
decision in an election, or a continuous spectrum, e.g. a political view in the space of all political
views. Furthermore, opinions on different topics can be integrated in a single model as entries of
an opinion array. Here I focus on opinions that are represented as discrete states and refer the
interested reader to Kozma and Barrat (2008a) and Kozma and Barrat (2008b) for examples of
continuous opinions, and Centola et al. (2007), Vazquez et al. (2007), and Wang et al. (2009) for
examples of opinion arrays.
Apart from models with more than two states (Holme and Newman, 2006; Herrera et al., 2011;
Böhme and Gross, 2012) and models with directed links(Zschaler, 2012), discrete state models
consider a competition between two opinions on an undirected network (Zanette and Gil, 2006;
Holme and Newman, 2006; Gil and Zanette, 2006; Vazquez et al., 2008; Nardini et al., 2008;
Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008; Benczik et al., 2008, 2009; Zhong et al., 2010). Among these models,
the most typical one is the adaptive VM where nodes change state by copying the state of one
of its neighbors and the network topology evolves through rewiring of links (Holme and Newman,
2006; Vazquez et al., 2008; Nardini et al., 2008; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008). In closely related
other models, certain links are removed instead of being rewired (Zanette and Gil, 2006; Gil and
Zanette, 2006). Instead of pairwise interactions, agents may also adopt the majority opinion in
their social neighborhood, where the network topology evolves according to either probabilistic
linking (assigning links between each pair at every time step with some probability) (Benczik et al.,
2008, 2009; Schmittmann and Mukhopadhyay, 2010) or by local and global rewiring (Fu and Wang,
2008; Klimek et al., 2008; Sobkowicz, 2009; Cheng et al., 2010). There are also models in which the
rewiring of one link (Mandrà et al., 2009) or many links (Lambiotte and Gonzalez-Avella, 2011)
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happens when the number of disagreeing neighbors crosses a given threshold.
In the absence of network adaptation, the dynamics of the VM (static VM) can be successfully
captured by coarse-graining MCAs. However, the network adaptation introduced in the form of
social segregation leads to the failure of conventional MCAs due to a non-equilibrium transition,
the fragmentation transition, as I will show in the following sections. In the following, I summarize
the established results in the literature on the static and adaptive versions of the VM.
4.1.1 Static voter model
In the original non-adaptive or static VM (Holley and Liggett, 1975) the underlying interaction
topology is static. At each time step, a pair of nodes connected by a link is selected. If it is inert,
connecting nodes in the same state, then nothing happens. Otherwise (when the link is active),
one of the nodes connected by the link adopts the other’s state.
On regular graphs, the model is analytically solvable in any dimension d, constituting one of
the very few such examples (Redner, 2001). Since there is no noise in the state adoption process,
the two global consensus states (all-A or all-B) are absorbing steady-states at any dimension d.
When the dimension d ≤ 2, the consensus state is stable and is achieved both in finite and infinite
systems. On the contrary, when the dimension d > 2, the consensus solution becomes unstable and
it can be reached asymptotically only in finite systems due to fluctuations (interfacial noise) (Cox,
1989; Redner, 2001). A generalization of the model takes the noise in state adoption into account
and reveals that the VM is a peculiar first-order transition point on a line of second-order phase
transitions separating ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases (de Oliveira et al., 1993; de Oliveira,
2003).
The VM has later been investigated on static complex networks (Castellano et al., 2003; Vilone
and Castellano, 2004; Suchecki et al., 2005a,b; Castellano et al., 2005; Sood and Redner, 2005;
Castelló et al., 2007; Sood et al., 2008; Vazquez and Eguiluz, 2008). The dynamical behavior is
separated into two phases. In the first fast phase, the density of active links quickly drops preserving
the magnetization (σ = [A] − [B] ) transiently. Subsequently, the dynamics falls onto a specific
parabola of active states, which is plotted in Fig. 4.1 –as a specific case (p = 0) of the adaptive
VM. Following this parabola through random fluctuations, the system reaches one of the absorbing
consensus states. As I will show later, MCAs can capture these dynamics accurately.
4.1.2 Adaptive voter model
The adaptive variant of the model (Holme and Newman, 2006; Vazquez et al., 2008; Nardini et al.,
2008; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008) additionally incorporates link rewiring. A pair of nodes con-
nected by a link is selected at each time step. If the link is inert, then nothing happens, as in
the static version. Otherwise, when the link is active, either (with probability p) one of the nodes
rewires the link by detaching it from the other node and attaching to a random node that shares
its opinion, or (with probability 1 − p) one of the nodes copies the other node’s state.
Previous investigations (Holme and Newman, 2006; Nardini et al., 2008; Vazquez et al., 2008;
Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008; Böhme and Gross, 2011) have shown that there is a critical rewiring
rate, p∗, at which the behavior of the model changes qualitatively. If p > p∗, then the system quickly
approaches a fragmented state in which the network splits into two disconnected components that
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Figure 4.1: Parabola of active states. Shown are five representative trajectories for each of three
parameter values and three different update rules. If the rewiring rate p exceeds a threshold p∗,
then the system quickly approaches a fragmented state in which the density of active links [AB]
vanishes, while the density of a given opinion (say, [A]) remains almost constant. If the rewiring
rate p is below the threshold, then the model approaches a parabola of meta-stable active states
on which it remains for a long time while undergoing a random walk in the opinion density that
eventually leads to consensus. Parameters: N = 105 and ⟨k⟩ = 4.
hold opinion A and B, respectively. Since no active links survive, the dynamics freezes in this
fragmented state. By contrast, if p < p∗, then the system remains active for a long time before
eventually reaching a complete consensus on one of the opinions, which is likewise an absorbing
state (see Fig. 4.1).
Update rules: reverse node, direct node, and link
I note that many variants of the adaptive VM using different update rules have been investigated
in the literature (Holme and Newman, 2006; Zanette and Gil, 2006; Gil and Zanette, 2006; Nardini
et al., 2008; Vazquez et al., 2008; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008; Benczik et al., 2008; Fu and Wang,
2008; Benczik et al., 2009; Sobkowicz, 2009; Zhong et al., 2010). The most prominent difference is
between direct node update, reverse node update, and link update rules. In the reverse and direct
node update rules, one selects a random node (node X) then a random neighbor (node Y). The
degree of node X follows the degree distribution of the network, whereas the degree of node Y
follows the excess degree distribution. Therefore, node Y has a higher expected degree than node
X, which influences the dynamics under different update rules as shown in the following section. In
models using direct node update, node X retains the link in rewiring events and adopts Y’s state
in copy events, whereas in models using reverse node update node Y retains the link in rewiring
events and adopts X’s opinion in copy events. By contrast, in the link update rule one randomly
selects a link, such that both selected nodes have identical statistical properties.
When p = 0, i.e. the static VM, the most fundamental effect of the update rule is on the time
to reach consensus TN (Suchecki et al., 2005a). For the direct node update rule, when the degree
variance σ2 is finite TN scales linearly with system size N . In scale–free networks (Pk ∝ k−γ ,
γ ≤ 3), TN ∝ N/logN when the exponent γ < 3 and scales sublinearly when the exponent γ = 3.
In the link update rule, TN ∝ N irrespective of the degree distribution. In the reverse node update
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rule, TN ∝ N when the exponent γ > 2.
The strong impact of the update rule on the consensus time is retained when p > 0 (Nardini
et al., 2008). Here, I focus on the shape of the active parabola, rather than the time it takes to
reach the absorbing ends. In this regards, the phenomenon of fragmentation transition is robust to
the update rule (see Fig. 4.1), but the actual transition point is affected, as will be shown later.
Formal model definition
The specific model that I consider throughout most of this chapter is as follows: I start with an
ER random graph with N nodes and L links, such that the mean degree is ⟨k⟩ = 2L/N . Initial
opinions are assigned randomly with equal probability, i.e. [A] = [B] = 1/2 initially. The network
is then evolved by a link update rule: At each time step an active link is selected at random.
With probability p one of the nodes rewires the link and connects to a random node of same state.
Otherwise, that is with the complementary probability 1 − p, one of the nodes adopts the other’s
state. The respective node that retains the link or adopts the other’s opinion is selected randomly
with equal probability. The model is simulated according to these rules until either fragmentation
occurs or an active state is reached where the density of active links remains approximately constant
over an intermediate time scale.
In the remainder of this chapter I apply different MCAs for capturing the dynamics of the
adaptive VM. Specifically, I compare the ability of different approaches to predict the density of
active links in the state when both opinions are equally abundant, i.e. the tip point of the parabola.
4.2 Homogeneous moment-closure approximations
In the following, I derive the homogeneous moment expansion for the adaptive VM and then
apply the MCA. I test and compare the performances of first and second order homogeneous
approximations.
4.2.1 First-order moment expansion
For the adaptive VM, the moment expansion for nodes and links has already been developed in
Vazquez et al. (2008) and independently for an identical model by Kimura and Hayakawa (2008):
d
dt
[A] = 0,
d
dt
[AA] =
1
2
[AB] +
(1 − p)
2
(
2[ABA] − [AAB]
)
,
d
dt
[BB] =
1
2
[AB] +
(1 − p)
2
(
2[BAB] − [ABB]
)
, (4.1)
where [X] denotes the density of nodes with state X, [XY ] denotes the density of links between
nodes of state X and Y, and [XY Z] denotes the density of triplets constituted by a node of state
Y in the center and its two neighbors of state X and Z, with X, Y, Z ∈ {A,B}. I provide the
derivation of the equation below.
The first equation in Eq. 4.1 states that the density of nodes of state A (and equivalently
B) is conserved in the thermodynamic limit. In an update step, the A-node adopts state B with
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probability (1−p)/2 and equivalently the B-node adopts state A with the same probability (1−p)/2
leading to a vanishing net drift in the deterministic limit.
The second equation captures the change in the density of AA-links [AA]. If a B-node adopts
state A on an AB-link (at rate (1 − p)[AB]/2) or an A-node rewires an AB-link and forms a link
to another A-node (at rate p[AB]/2), an AA-link is directly created in the update. The total rate
of this direct creation of AA-links is thus [AB]/2.
Additionally, AA-links can be created indirectly. Consider a B-node that is connected to two
A-neighbors such that the three nodes form an ABA-triplet. When this B-node adopts state A,
instead of one, two AA-links are formed. While the rate of adoption events creating A-nodes is
(1− p)[AB]/2, I denote the expected additional links created indirectly in such adoption events as
Q(A|BA). The quantity Q(A|BA) can be written as Q(A|BA) = P (A|BA) ⟨qB⟩, where P (A|BA)
denotes the probability that a random neighbor of the B-end of a randomly selected AB-link has
state A and ⟨qB⟩ denotes the mean excess degree of B-nodes. The probability P (A|BA) is expressed
as a ratio of the corresponding triplet densities, i.e. P (A|BA) = 2[ABA]/(2[ABA]+[ABB]), where
[ABA] = NABA/N (NABA is the number of ABA-triplets) and analogously [ABB] = NABB/N .
For simplification, we now want to express the 2[ABA] + [ABB] sum in terms of the link
densities using simple combinatorics arguments. Let ki and ni be the number of all (A and B) and
A-neighbors of a B-node with index i respectively. A summation over i provides the total number
of ABA and ABB triplets: NABA =
∑
i∈{B} ni(ni − 1)/2 and NABB =
∑
i∈{B} niki, where {B} is
the set of B-nodes. We thus obtain 2NABA+NABB =
∑
i∈{B} ni(ki−1) =
∑
i∈{B} niki−
∑
i∈{B} ni.
By definition
∑
i∈{B} ni = NAB = N [AB]. With the definition (i, j) ∈ EAB such that nodes with
index i ∈ {B} and j ∈ {A} and they are connected, the summation
∑
i∈{B} niki over B-nodes
can be replaced by the
∑
(i,j)∈EAB ki summation over AB-links. Since the B-node of a randomly
selected AB-link (node i) follows the excess degree distribution, we reach
2NABA + NABB = N [AB]
(∑
k
k
kPBk
[B]⟨kB⟩
− 1
)
.
Since
∑
k kP
B
k = [B]⟨kB⟩, 1 can be replaced by
∑
k kP
B
k /([B]⟨kB⟩ in the equation above, leading
to
2NABA + NABB = N [AB]
∑
k
(k − 1)kPBk /([B]⟨kB⟩)
= N [AB]⟨qB⟩.
We have obtained 2[ABA] + [ABB] = (2NABA + NABB)/N = [AB]⟨qB⟩. By this, we reach
Q(A|BA) = 2[ABA]
[AB]
.
Thus the total rate for the indirect creation of AA-links is (1 − p)([AB]/2)Q(A|BA) = (1 −
p)[ABA].
Finally, AA-links can be destroyed indirectly if one of the A-nodes forming an AA-link adopts
state B due to an interaction with another B-node, which happens at rate (1−p)([AB]/2)Q(A|AB) =
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(1 − p)[AAB]/2.
The rate equation for the density [BB] is obtained by interchanging A and B in the second
equation of Eq. 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Validity of the moment expansion. The quasi-stationary density [AB] at [A] = [B] = 1/2
from AB simulations is compared with [AB] computed analytically from the moment expansion
(Eq. 4.2 for the link update, and see Appendix A for the node update rules). In this plot, the MCA
is avoided and the analytical results use the triplet densities [AAB] and [ABA] measured in the
AB simulation. Parameters: N = 105, ⟨k⟩ = 4.
In order to test the validity of the moment expansion Eq. 4.1 for the adaptive VM, I solve for
the density [AB] in the same equation at the steady-state, which yields
[AB] = (1 − p) ([AAB] − 2[ABA]) . (4.2)
To assess the validity of the expansion independently of the subsequent closure approximation, I
compute the expected number of active links for the respective triplet densities [AAB] and [ABA]
observed in an AB simulation. The resulting diagram, Fig. 4.2, shows an almost perfect match for
the active link density [AB] with the numerical results for the model with link update.
The difference between the degree distributions of the two nodes selected in an update step in
node update rules leads to modifications in the moment expansion (see Appendix A). The match for
node update rules is bad in particular for low rewiring rates, but becomes better as one approaches
the transition point where active links vanish and network fragments.
Let us discuss the bad performance of the expansion for the node update rules in a little more
detail. The moment expansion can only be exactly valid in the thermodynamic limit. However,
finite size effects can be neglected for the model considered here. The only other explanation is that
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Figure 4.3: Performance of the first and second-order homogeneous MCAs. As a function of the
rewiring rate p, the density of active links [AB] from AB simulations is compared with results of
the first-order homogeneous approximation, and two different second-order approximations using
[(A)BAA] = 0.5[AAA][AAB]/[AA] (dashed) and [(A)BAA] = 0.5[AAB]2/[AB] (dash-dotted).
Parameters: N = 105, ⟨k⟩ = 4.
the simulated system contains some correlations that are not captured by the moment expansion. In
the expansion, it is implicitly assumed that the triplets are statistically independently distributed
within the network, which is approximately true for the link update rule at low rewiring rates.
By contrast in the node update rules the bias can induce additional correlations. This effect is
counteracted by the rewiring as this mixes the network and thus the moment expansion captures
the dynamics better at high rewiring.
4.2.2 First-order moment-closure approximation
We have seen in Section 2.2.1 that moment expansions lead to an infinite hierarchy of equations.
Eq. 4.1 illustrates this already at the level of equations for link densities, which are coupled to
the densities of triplets. So far we truncated the moment expansion after the first order and used
numerical values for the densities of larger subgraphs. Because we generally develop the expansion
to obtain an analytical solution, we cannot rely on numerics, but must estimate the density of large
subgraphs using suitable MCAs.
Here I use the first-order (pair) approximation that was developed in Section 2.2.1:
2[ABA] ≃ κB
[AB]2
[B]
,
[ABB] ≃ κB
2[BB][AB]
[B]
,
[BBB] ≃ κB
2[BB]2
[B]
. (4.3)
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Substituting Eq. 4.3 into Eq. 4.1 and using the random-graph approximation κB = 1 yields
d
dt
[A] = 0,
d
dt
[AA] =
1
2
[AB] +
(1 − p)
2
(
[AB]2
[B]
− 2[AA][AB]
[A]
)
,
d
dt
[BB] =
1
2
[AB] +
(1 − p)
2
(
[AB]2
[A]
− 2[BB][AB]
[B]
)
. (4.4)
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Figure 4.4: Validity of the random-graph approximation. Comparison of the degree distribution of
B-nodes, PBk , in AB simulations with a Poisson distribution Pk = e
−⟨k⟩⟨k⟩k/k!. The degree distribu-
tion remains almost exactly Poisson at both low and high p, and the random-graph approximation
is thus valid. Parameters: N = 105, ⟨k⟩ = 4.
In order to test the performance of the approximation, we solve Eq. 4.4 for the stationary
density of active links
[AB] =
(
⟨k⟩(1 − p) − 1
(1 − p)
)
[A] (1 − [A]) ,
which nicely captures the parabola shape of the states, shown in Fig. 4.1. Furthermore, considering
the tip of the parabola [A] = 1/2, we find
[AB] =
(
⟨k⟩(1 − p) − 1
4(1 − p)
)
. (4.5)
A comparison of Eq. 4.5 with numerical results is plotted in Fig. 4.3. The comparison shows
that the approximation captures qualitative features of the model. The highest density of active
links is found for p = 0, then as p is increased the density of active links declines and finally reaches
zero at a finite rewiring rate p∗. However, the quantitative correspondence between the analytical
and numerical results is very bad. In particular the PA significantly overestimates the rewiring rate
at which fragmentation occurs.
Let us investigate the reason of the bad performance of the approximation in more detail. I
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have already argued above that the random-graph approximation κB = 1 is probably harmless.
This can be confirmed by comparing the degree distribution observed in simulations to the Poisson
distribution of a random graph (Fig. 4.4). The comparison shows that the degree distribution stays
very close to the Poisson distribution. For such a close match the random-graph approximation is
almost exact and cannot be the source of the major discrepancy observed in the results.
Figure 4.5: Test of the PA. Shown is the ratio between the observed number of triplets in AB
simulations and the expected number based on the observed number of nodes and links. The PA
is approximately valid for ABB-triplets, whereas the error in the approximation of ABA-triplets
diverges as the system approaches the fragmentation point p∗. The drawing in the inset depicts the
corresponding topology. Close to fragmentation many active links are created by very few nodes
that are in the wrong cluster. This induces a high correlation between active links which is not
captured by the PA. Parameters: N = 105, ⟨k⟩ = 4.
Accepting the validity of the moment expansion and ruling out the random-graph approximation
as a source of error leaves us with only two further sources of errors: We have assumed that a) the
actual density of large motifs can be replaced with its expectation value and b) that correlations
between active links can be neglected by the PA when computing this expectation value.
Let us first consider assumption a) or the truncation assumption. Approximating any system
by a lower-dimensional system is only possible if there is a time scale separation between slow
low-order moments and fast higher-order moments (Gross and Kevrekidis, 2008). The system then
quickly converges to the slow manifold, characterized by the slow variables only (Kuehn, 2011).
Therefore, dynamics of moments higher than some order are enslaved to the dynamics of lower
ones and they can be expressed as algebraic functions of low-order slow moments. In our moment
expansion the higher-order moments are disproportionately more likely to be affected by updates.
For instance a single rewiring event effects one link, but approximately 2(κB⟨k⟩)2 triplets. While
a more detailed investigation of this point would probably be fruitful, I conclude that assumption
a) is probably not the main source of error in the present approximation scheme.
Accepting that the actual dynamical densities of higher-order moments can be replaced by their
static expectation values, leaves us with the task of capturing the corresponding slow manifolds
in a suitable functional form. Above, I derived such a functional form based on the assumption
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b), the absence of longer-ranged correlations. We can test this assumption by comparing the
numbers of triplets observed in simulations to the expected values for uncorrelated active links.
This comparison, shown in Fig. 4.5, indicates that the expectation for ABB-triplets is almost
correct, while the error in the estimation of ABA-triplets diverges as the system approaches the
fragmentation point.
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Figure 4.6: Emergence of ABA-correlations close to fragmentation. Shown is TmABA, the fraction of
ABA-triplets with m A-neighbors. Averages from AB simulations are compared with the expecta-
tion of an ER random graph without any second neighbor correlations. Close to the fragmentation
transition, the A-neighbor distribution of ABA-triplets deviate from the PA. Parameters: N = 105,
⟨k⟩ = 4.
An intuitive explanation of the failure of the PA is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.5. The sketch
shows a representation of a typical configuration close to fragmentation. The nodes have sorted
into two large clusters, connected by a few remaining links. On those links occasionally opinion
adoption events take place which introduce some “wrong” nodes into the clusters and thus create
many active links. This points to a special combination of global assortative (almost homogeneous
giant components) with local disassortative (wrong nodes) mixing by state. The majority of active
links is located on few nodes. This creates both a disproportionately large number of ABA-triplets
and constitutes a strong three-node correlation that is not captured by the PA.
The intuitive explanation above can be quantified by a numerical test shown in Fig. 4.6. For
this numerical test, we compare the quantity TmABA, the fraction of ABA-triplets that have a B-node
with m A-neighbors, from AB simulations with theoretical values on an ER random graph without
any second or higher order state correlations.
To calculate the theoretical value for the reference model, I first define Bmk as the fraction of
B-nodes with k total (A and B) and m A-neighbors with the normalization
∑
k
∑k
m=0B
m
k = 1. The
fraction Bmk is expressed as B
m
k = P
B
k P (m, k)/[B], where P
B
k /[B] is the fraction of B-nodes with
degree k and P (m, k) is the probability that m links out of k are active. For an infinite ER random
graph, PBk /[B] is Poisson distributed, i.e. P
B
k /[B] = ⟨k⟩ke−⟨k⟩/k!. If we neglect state correlations to
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second nearest-neighbors, then every link connected to a B-node is active with probability σp,⟨k⟩ =
[AB]sp,⟨k⟩/([B]⟨k⟩) = 2[AB]
s
p,⟨k⟩/⟨k⟩ at [B] = 1/2, where we measure the average active link density
[AB]sp,⟨k⟩ from AB simulations at specific p and ⟨k⟩. When second nearest-neighbor correlations
are ignored, P (m, k) is a binomial distribution, i.e. P (m, k) = (m!(k−m)!/k!)σmp,⟨k⟩(1−σp,⟨k⟩)
k−m.
Therefore, in the reference model
Bmk =
m!(k −m)!e−⟨k⟩⟨k⟩k
(k!)2
σmp,⟨k⟩(1 − σp,⟨k⟩)
k−m. (4.6)
The quantity TmABA is defined as
TmABA =
∑
k≥m
1/2m(m− 1)Bmk . (4.7)
I calculate the quantity TmABA numerically from Eq. 4.7 at varying p and m and compare with
the values from AB simulations. The results confirm that close to fragmentation the value in AB
simulations deviates largely from the expected value for uniformly distributed ABA-triplets and
most ABA-triplets occur on B-nodes having many A-neighbors.
4.2.3 Better homogeneous approximations
The reasoning presented above identifies the actual closure approximation, essentially assuming the
absence of longer-ranged correlations, as the reason for the failure of the PA close to the fragmen-
tation transition. Let us therefore discuss ways in which the approximation can be improved.
In the context of the adaptive VM a second-order closure has been used by Kimura and
Hayakawa (2008), and for the specific model studied here the second-order closure is derived below.
Second-order moment expansion
The second-order expansion is obtained by leaving the second-order moments on the right-hand side
of Eq. 4.1 as dynamical variables and deriving the corresponding rate equations for these moments.
In Fig. 4.7, I illustrate the complete set of possibilities and the corresponding rates where ABA-
triplets are created or destroyed. The rates of the processes leading to the creation and destruction
of other triplets are formulated analogously, leading to the second-order expansion
d
dt
[A] = 0,
d
dt
[AA] =
(1 − p)
2
(
[AB] + 2[ABA] − [AAB]
)
+
p
2
[AB],
d
dt
[AAA] =
1 − p
2
(
2[ABA] + [AAB] + [ABAA] + 3[(B)AAA] − [AAAB]
−[(A)BAA]
)
+
p
2
(
[AAB] + 2
[AA][AB]
[A]
)
,
d
dt
[ABA] =
1 − p
2
(
− 4[ABA] + 2[ABBA] + [(A)BAA] − [ABAB]
−3[(B)AAA]
)
− 4p[ABA],
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d
dt
[AAB] =
1 − p
2
(
[ABB] + 2[BAB] − 2[AAB] + [BAAA] + [ABAB]
+2[(B)AAB] − [ABAA] − 2[BAAB] − 2[(A)BBA]
)
+
p
2
(
2[BAB] − 2[AAB] + [AB]
2
[A]
)
, (4.8)
where [XY ZW ] denotes the density of chain-quadruplets constituted by a node of state X (node
1), a Y-neighbor of node 1 (node 2), a Z-neighbor of node 2 (node 3), and a W-neighbor of node 3
(node 4), and [(X)Y ZW ] denotes the density of star-quadruplets constituted by a node of state X
at the center and its three neighbors of state Y, Z, and W with X, Y, Z, W ∈ {A,B}.
For illustration, I derive the corresponding contributions to d[ABA]/dt for processes (e) and
(h) in Fig. 4.7.
In the process (e), an ABA-triplet is created per each AB-link connected through its B-node to
the B-end of an AB-link on which B-node adopts state A. The B-node on a random AB-link adopts
state A at rate (1 − p)[AB]/2. Let us denote the A (B) end of a randomly selected AB-link as
node X (Y) and a random excess neighbor of node Y as node Z. The expected number of AB-links
connected through its B-node to node Y is Q(AB|BA) = P (AB|BA)KBA, where P (AB|BA) is
the probability that node Z has state B and a random neighbor of node Z has state A, and KBA
is the expected number of excess triplets attached to node Y.
We first derive the expression for KBA. Node Y has degree k with probability kP
B
k /([B]⟨kB⟩).
Assuming neutral mixing by degree, node Z has degree k′ with probability k′Pk′/⟨k⟩. Thus, KBA =(∑
k (k − 1)kPBk /([B]⟨kB⟩)
)
(
∑
k′ (k
′ − 1)k′Pk′/⟨k⟩) = ⟨qB⟩⟨q⟩. In the symmetric state [A] = [B] =
1/2, KBA = ⟨q⟩2.
Analogous to the expression of P (A|BA) above, I write the conditional probability P (AB|BA)
as a fraction of appropriate network moments, i.e. P (AB|BA) = 2[ABBA]/ (2[ABBA]+[ABBB]+
[ABAB] + [ABAA]). Using the line of derivation above (for the sum of triplets), simple al-
gebra leads to 2[ABBA] + [ABBB] + [ABAB] + [ABAA] = ⟨q⟩2[AB]. Thus, P (AB|BA) =
2[ABBA]/(⟨q⟩2[AB]). Since KAB = ⟨q⟩2, we reach
Q(AB|BA) = 2[ABBA]/[AB]. (4.9)
Since the state adoption takes place at rate (1 − p)[AB]/2, the total change in [ABA] due to
process e) is (1 − p)[AB]Q(AB|BA)/2 = (1 − p)[ABBA].
In the process (h), an ABA-triplet becomes an AAA-triplet for every two A-neighbors of the
B-end of a randomly selected AB-link. The B-node on a random AB-link adopts state A at rate
(1−p)[AB]/2. I again denote the A (B) end of a randomly selected AB-link as node X (Y). I denote
the expected number of the configurations where node Y is connected to two additional A-nodes as
Q(A,A|BA) = P (A,A|BA)SB, where P (A,A|BA) is the probability that two random neighbors of
node Y both have state A, and SB is the average number of two-combinations of excess neighbors
of node Y.
The conditional probability P (A,A|BA) is expressed as a fraction of appropriate moments
as before such that P (A,A|BA) = 3[(B)AAA]/(3[(B)AAA] + 2[(B)AAB] + [(B)ABB]). Using
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analogous combinatorics as above, we reach 3[(B)AAA] + 2[(B)AAB] + [(B)ABB] = [AB]SB,
leading to
Q(A,A|BA) = 3[(B)AAA]/[AB]. (4.10)
Therefore, the rate of change in [ABA] due to process h) is −(1−p)[AB]Q(A,A|BA) = −3/2(1−
p)[(B)AAA].
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Figure 4.7: Second-order moment expansion equation for d[ABA]/dt. Shown are the events leading
to the formation and destruction of ABA-triplets, and the corresponding rates.
By using analogous expressions for the other contributions, we reach Eq. 4.8. The rates of
changes for missing terms can be obtained by interchanging A and B in Eq. 4.8.
Second-order moment-closure approximation
In order to close the expansion Eq. 4.8, we need to express third-order moments in terms of
lower order ones. Using the second-order MCAs developed in Section 2.2.1, I obtain the following
approximations
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[AAAB] ≃ [AAA][AAB]
[AA]
,
[ABAA] ≃ 2[ABA][AAB]
[AB]
,
[ABAB] ≃ 4[ABA][BAB]
[AB]
,
[ABBA] ≃ [ABB]
2
4[BB]
(4.11)
for chain quadruplets and
[(A)BAA] ≃ [AAB]
2
2[AB]
or
[AAB][AAA]
2[AA]
,
[(A)BBA] ≃ [AAB]
2
4[AA]
or
[AAB][BAB]
[AB]
,
[(A)BBB] ≃ 2[BAB]
2
3[AB]
(4.12)
for star quadruplets.
I note that approximations for star-quadruplet densities are not unique. In the second-order
approximations of stars, stars are assumed to be comprised of two triplets originating from one
link. It then depends on which pair is considered to be shared by the two constituting triplets,
leading to different alternative approximations given above. In the symmetric steady-state, the
densities [(A)BBA] and [(B)AAB] are equal and cancel each other in Eq. 4.8, whereas [(A)BAA]
and [(B)ABB] terms don’t cancel out. Therefore, we have two alternative second-order ap-
proximations at the symmetric steady-state using [(A)BAA] ≃ [AAB]2/ 2[AB] or [(A)BAA] ≃
[AAB][AAA]/2[AA].
The performance of second-order closures is shown in Fig. 4.3. Although the triplet-level closures
perform better than the pair-level closure, the prediction is still very bad close to the transition
point. We can explain this result by considering Fig. 4.6 again. In the triplet-level closure we have
to estimate the density of four-node subgraphs. In this estimation we use the assumption that the
four-node subgraphs are uncorrelated. However, from the numerical results we know that many
active links connect to nodes that have ten or more such links, which implies also a high correlation
at the four-node level.
Higher order approximations and alternative approaches
The reasoning above implies that the order of the approximation will have to be increased beyond
the mean degree of the network. Increasing the order of the approximation is expected to improve
the performance of the approximation in general (Matsuda et al., 1992; Bauch, 2005; Kimura and
Hayakawa, 2008), but convergence to the full model is not necessarily fast or uniform. Moreover,
increasing the order of the expansion creates a number of technical problems. First, the number
of subgraphs increases quickly with the order. For instance, a third-order approximation to the
adaptive VM already consists of 29 rate equations and 48 estimated fourth-order moments. Second,
the computation of the prefactors that arise from symmetries in high-order moments is not totally
trivial. Third, and most interestingly, the closures for non-chain subgraphs are not unique such
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that there are alternative ways of closing expansions beyond the pair level, as illustrated above
for star motifs. A criterion on which closure should be used is an important open mathematical
problem.
Because of the technical difficulties described above, carrying the closure on orders beyond the
mean degree is cumbersome. However, most of the large subgraphs are either exceedingly rare
or irrelevant for the dynamics. Considering that the number of subgraphs rises combinatorially
with the order of the expansion, say tenth-order expansion would include an enormous number
of subgraphs, not all of which are important. Consider furthermore that the tenth-order closure
would also comprise 11-node chains, and thus captures correlations that are probably longer than
the network diameter. Therefore, a lot of redundant and irrelevant information is stored in full
moment expansions. This suggests that a reduced basis of subgraphs tailored to the specific system
in consideration, which selectively contains only the important subgraphs, can provide a better
performance at a lower cost. We will return to this idea in Section 4.4.
A promising alternative approach is to use a relatively low-order moment expansion, but use
a more intelligent closure. For instance, Gross and Kevrekidis (2008) implement the equation-free
modeling approach (Kevrekidis et al., 2004) to extract a proper closure form for the adaptive SIS
model automatically from short bursts of simulation runs. This not only provides a good estimation
to AB simulations but can also still be analyzed by continuation algorithms, enabling the detection
of bifurcations.
Another approach proposed in a recent paper (Rogers, 2011) is to generate closures using a
maximum entropy principle. This approach thus in principle solves the problem of non-uniqueness
of closures. However, in many cases the approach provides only implicit equations for closures that
do not have closed-form solutions. This can be seen as an indication that explicit unique closure
approximations for moments beyond the first-order might not exist at all.
4.3 Heterogeneous moment-closure approximations
Presently it is widely believed that quite universally better results can be obtained by heterogeneous
approximations that capture information on the degree of the nodes. Indeed, such approaches have
yielded an improvement in several example systems (Pugliese and Castellano, 2009; Marceau et al.,
2010; Gleeson, 2011; Durrett et al., 2012).
Here, we investigate two prominent heterogeneous MCA schemes introduced in Section 2.2.2.
Although the heterogeneous approaches can capture effects resulting from the heterogeneity of the
degree distribution, they do not specifically address the complications identified above. Here, we
test the performance of these approaches for the VM, which reveals that they do not perform better
than the homogeneous approximations, in this context.
4.3.1 Heterogeneous pair approximation
The heterogeneous PA is based on writing a set of coupled rate equations for the density of active
links [AB]k,k′ between a node of degree k and a node of degree k
′. In networks with narrow degree
distribution we expect these densities to be independent of k and k′, whereas the same is not true
for networks with broad degree distribution (Pugliese and Castellano, 2009). Here we follow an
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approach which is an extension of the one developed in Vazquez and Eguiluz (2008) and Pugliese
and Castellano (2009) for the case of adaptive networks. We consider the direct node update rule,
since the derivation is easier in this case.
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of three update events that lead to a change in the density of active links
[A9B3] connecting nodes of degree k = 9 and k
′ = 3, when a node i of degree k = 9 and state A
is chosen. Initially (left), the number of neighbors of degree k′ = 3 is N3 = 4, from which n3 = 3
are in the opposite state B, and the total number of active links is n = 6. After the update (right),
some links change class. At the bottom of each panel are indicated the transitions in link classes
that involve an A9B3-link, and the associated changes in the density [A9B3]. (a) With probability
n(1−p)/k node i copies the state of a randomly chosen B-neighbor, thus links attached to i change
from active to inert and vice-versa. (b) With probability n4p/k an active link connected to one of
the neighbors of degree 4 (node j in this example) is chosen and rewired to a node a of class (A, 8).
(c) With probability n3 p/k an active link of type A9B3 is chosen at random and rewired to a node
a of class (A, 9). I note that this figure is an illustration of only some of the terms in Eq. 4.13.
We start by writing the active link density as [AB]k,k′ = [AkBk′ ] + [BkAk′ ], where, for instance,
[AkBk′ ] denotes the density of links connecting a node of state A and degree k with a node of state
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B and degree k′. Assuming a node with state A (node i) is chosen in an update event, then
d[AkBk′ ]
dt
∣∣∣∣
A
=
k∑
l=1
[Al]
1/N
l∑
N1=0
...
l∑
Nk=0
N1∑
n1=0
...
Nk∑
nk=0
M(N1, ..,Nk; l)
k∏
m=1
B(nm;Nm)
×
{
n
l
(1 − p)
[
(Nk − nk)δl,k′ − nk′δl,k
]
− nk
′
l
p δl,k
+
p
l
[nk′+1N(Ak|Bk′+1Al) − nk′ N(Ak|Bk′Al)]
+
n
l
p
[
[A]k−1N(Bk′ |Ak−1)
[A]
− [A]kN(Bk
′ |Ak)
[A]
]}
1
N
. (4.13)
With probability [Al], node i belongs to class (A, l). The product of terms M(N1, ...,Nk; l)×∏k
m=1B(nm;Nm) expresses the probability that the configuration around node i consists of Nm
links to neighbors of the degree class m (m = 1, .., k, with k the maximum degree) and nm of these
neighbors have the opposite state B (nm = 0, ..,Nm). Here B(nm;Nm) stands for the probability
that nm of the Nm links to neighbors of class m are active.
We distinguish again between direct and indirect changes in [AkBk′ ]. A direct change takes place
when node i is in either class Ak′ or Ak, giving the first two terms inside the brackets of Eq. 4.13,
respectively. Node i adopts state B when it copies the state of a randomly chosen B-neighbor,
which happens with probability (1 − p)n/k, where n =
∑k
m=1 nm is the number of active links. In
these events, the corresponding changes in the density [AkBk′ ] are ∆[AkBk′ ] = (Nk − nk)/N and
∆[AkBk′ ] = −nk′/N respectively (see Fig. 4.8-a).
An indirect change occurs due to an update on a neighboring node. The third term inside the
brackets of Eq. 4.13 corresponds to the rewiring of an active link connected to a neighbor j of class
(B, k′) (with probability pnk′/k), that results in the loss of an AkBk′ link.
Other indirect changes take place when node i is in a generic class Al, and one of its links to a
neighbor j is rewired, affecting the class of the links to the node j, and the class of a–b links, where
a is the node that receives the rewired link and node b is a neighbor of node a (see Figs. 4.8-b and
c). In Fig. 4.8-b, we describe the situation in which node j is in class (B, k′ + 1) (with probability
nk′+1/k). Given that node j loses one link, it changes to class (B, k
′), thus there is a gain of
N(Ak|Bk′+1Ak) links, represented in the fourth term of Eq. 4.13. The fifth term (see Fig. 4.8-c)
corresponds to a loss in a similar update, when node j is in class (B, k′).
Finally, the last gain and loss terms belong to the case where one of the active links of node i
is rewired (with probability pn/k) to a node a in class (A, k− 1) (see Fig. 4.8-b), or in class (A, k)
(see Fig. 4.8-c) respectively. Given that the link is rewired to an A-node chosen at random, the
probabilities for these events are [Ak−1]/[A] and [Ak]/[A], respectively. In the former event, the
N(Bk′ |Ak−1) links of type Ak−1Bk′ attached to node a change to type AkBk′ , while in the latter
event the N(Bk′ |Ak) links of type AkBk′ attached to node a change to type Ak+1Bk′ .
By replacing the number of active links n around the chosen node by
∑k
m=1 nm, Eq. 4.13 can
be written as
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d[AkBk′ ]
dt
∣∣∣∣
A
=
k∑
l=1
[Al]
l
l∑
N1=0
...
l∑
Nk=0
M(N1, ..,Nk; l) S(N1, ..,Nk), (4.14)
where
S(N1, ..,Nk) ≡
N1∑
n1=0
...
Nk∑
nk=0
k∏
m=1
B(nm;Nm)
×
{
(1 − p)
[
Nknk − n2k + (Nk − nk)
k∑
m̸=k
nm
]
δl,k′
− (1 − p)
[
n2k′ + nk′
∑
m̸=k′
nm
]
δl,k − pnk′δl,k + pnk′+1N(Ak|Bk′+1Al)
− p nk′N(Ak|Bk′Al) + p
[
[Ak−1]N(Bk′ |Ak−1)
[A]
− [Ak]N(Bk
′ |Ak)
[A]
] k∑
m=1
nm
}
.
(4.15)
To carry out the summations in Eqs. 4.14 and 4.15, we assume that the network has no degree-
degree correlations, thus the probability that a given node has a neighbor of degree m follows the
excess degree distribution Qm = mPm/⟨k⟩. Then, the probabilities M and B become multinomial
and binomial distributions, respectively,
M
(
N1, ...,Nk; l;Q1, ..., Qk
)
=

l!
N1!...Nk!
QN11 .. Q
Nk
k
, when
∑k
m=1Nm = l
0 , otherwise
and
B(nm;Nm) =
Nm! qnmm|l(1 − qm|l)
Nm−nm
nm!(Nm − nm)!
. (4.16)
Here, qm|l = P (B|m;A, l) ≃ [AlBm]/lQm[A]l is the conditional probability that a neighbor of
a node in class (A, l) that has degree m is in state B. This probability is estimated as the ratio
N(A, l → B,m)/N(A, l → m) between the number of links N(A, l → B,m) = [AlBm]N from nodes
of class (A, l) to nodes of class (B,m), and the number of links N(A, l → m) = [A]lNlQm from nodes
of class (A, l) to nodes of degree m and state A or B. The multiple summation in Eq. 4.15, weighted
by the product of the binomials, leads to the first and second moments, ⟨nm⟩ =
∑
mB(nm;Nm)nm
and ⟨n2m⟩ =
∑
mB(nm;Nm)n2m, respectively, obtaining
S(N1, ..,Nk) = (1 − p)
[
Nk⟨nk⟩ − ⟨n2k⟩ + (Nk − ⟨nk⟩)
k∑
m̸=k
⟨nm⟩
]
δl,k′
− (1 − p)
[
⟨n2k′⟩ + ⟨nk′⟩
∑
m̸=k′
⟨nm⟩
]
δl,k − p⟨nk′⟩δl,k + p⟨nk′+1⟩N(Ak|Bk′+1Al)
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−p⟨nk′⟩N(Ak|Bk′Al) + p
[
[A]k−1N(Bk′ |Ak−1)
[A]
− [A]kN(Bk
′ |Ak)
[A]
] k∑
m=1
⟨nm⟩
= (1 − p)
[
qk|l(qk|l − 1)Nk + (1 − qk|l)Nk
k∑
m
qm|lNm
]
δl,k′
−(1 − p)
[
(1 − qk′|l)qk′|lNk′ + qk′|lNk′
∑
m
qm|lNm
]
δl,k − pqk′|lNk′δl,k
+pN(Ak|Bk′+1Al)qk′+1|lNk′+1 − pN(Ak|Bk′Al)qk′|lNk′
+p
[
[A]k−1N(Bk′ |Ak−1)
[A]
− [A]kN(Bk
′ |Ak)
[A]
] k∑
m=1
qm|lNm, (4.17)
where we have used the expression for the moments ⟨nm⟩ = qm|lNm and ⟨n2m⟩ = qm|lNm +
q2m|lNm(Nm − 1) of the binomials defined in Eq. 4.16. Now, inserting Eq. 4.17 for S in Eq. 4.14
leads to
d[AkBk′ ]
dt
∣∣∣∣
A
=
k∑
l=1
[A]l
l
{
(1 − p)
[
(qk|l − 1)qk,l⟨Nk⟩(1 − qk|l)
k∑
m=1
qm|l⟨NkNm⟩
]
δl,k′
− (1 − p)
[
(1 − qk′|l)qk′|l⟨Nk′⟩ + qk′|l
∑
m
qm|l⟨Nk′Nm⟩
]
δl,k
− pqk′|l⟨Nk′⟩δl,k + pN(Ak|Bk′+1Al)qk′+1|l⟨Nk′+1⟩ − pN(Ak|Bk′Al)qk′|l⟨Nk′⟩
+ p
[
[A]k−1N(Bk′ |Ak−1)
[A]
− [A]kN(Bk
′ |Ak)
[A]
] k∑
m=1
qm|l⟨Nm⟩
}
. (4.18)
Then, using N(Bk′ |Ak) ≃ kQk′qk′|k and the PA to estimate the additional number of nodes in
class (A, k) attached to the B-end of an AlBk′-link as N(Ak|Bk′Al) ≃ N(Ak|Bk′) ≃ (k′−1)Qkrk|k′ ,
with rk|k′ = P (A|k;B, k′) ≃ [AkBk′ ]/ (k′Qk[B]k′), we arrive at
d[AkBk′ ]
dt
∣∣∣∣
A
=
k∑
l=1
[A]l
{
(1 − p)(l − 1)
k∑
m=1
qm|lQm
[
(1 − qk|l)Qkδl,k′ − qk′|lQk′δl,k
]
− qk′|lQk′δl,k + pk′rk|k′+1qk′+1|lQkQk′+1|l − p(k′ − 1)rk|k′qk′|lQkQk′
+ p
[
(k − 1)qk′|k−1Qk′ [A]k−1
[A]
−
kqk′|kQk′ [A]k
[A]
] k∑
m=1
qm|lQm
}
, (4.19)
where we have used the following expressions for the moments of the multinomial distribution M ,
defined in Eq. 4.16:
⟨Nk′⟩ ≡
l∑
N1=0
...
l∑
Nk=0
M(N1, ..,Nk; l) Nk′ = Qk′ l
⟨Nk′Nm⟩ ≡
l∑
N1=0
...
l∑
Nk=0
M(N1, ..,Nk; l) Nk′Nm =
Qk′Qml(l − 1) for k′ ̸= m;Qk′ l + Q2k′ l(l − 1) for k′ = m.
(4.20)
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Using in Eq. 4.19 the expression for the probabilities qk′|l and rk|k′ , and expressing the sum∑
m qm|lQm as [AlB]/l[A]l, with [AlB] ≡
∑k
m=1[AlBm], we arrive at the expression
d[AkBk′ ]
dt
∣∣∣∣
A
= (1 − p)k
′ − 1
k′
Qk
(
1 − [Ak
′Bk]
k′Qk[A]k′
)
[Ak′B] − (1 − p)
k − 1
k2
[AkBk′ ][AkB]
[A]k
− [AkBk
′ ]
k
+p
(
k′
k′ + 1
[AkBk′+1]{ABk′+1}
[B]k′+1
− k
′ − 1
k′
[AkBk′ ]{ABk′}
[B]k′
+
[Ak−1Bk′ ] − [AkBk′ ]
[A]
{AB}
)
, (4.21)
where [AkB] ≡
∑k
m=1[AkBm], {ABk′} ≡
∑k
l=1[AlBk′ ]/l, and {AB} ≡
∑k
l=1[AlB]/l.
Given that [AkBk′ ] may also change when a B-node is chosen, the evolution of [AkBk′ ] is given
by
d[AkBk′ ]
dt
=
d[AkBk′ ]
dt
∣∣∣∣
A
+
d[AkBk′ ]
dt
∣∣∣∣
B
.
The second term on the right hand side can be obtained from Eq. 4.21, by interchanging A and
k by B and k′, respectively. Adding the two contributions leads to
d[AkBk′ ]
dt
=
(
1
k
+
1
k′
)
[AkBk′ ] + (1 − p)
{
Qk′
k − 1
k
[ABk] + Qk
k′ − 1
k′
[Ak′B]
−
(
[ABk]
[B]k
k − 1
k2
+
[Ak′B]
[A]k′
k′ − 1
k′2
)
[Ak′Bk]
−
(
[AkB]
[A]k
k − 1
k2
+
[ABk′ ]
[B]k′
k′ − 1
k′2
)
[AkBk′ ]
}
+ p
{
k′
k′ + 1
[AkBk′+1]{ABk′+1}
[B]k′+1
+
k
k + 1
[Ak+1Bk′ ]{Ak+1B}
[A]k+1
−
(
k′ − 1
k′
{ABk′}
[B]k′
+
k − 1
k
{AkB}
[A]k
)
[AkBk′ ]
+
(
[Ak−1Bk′ ]
[A]
+
[AkBk′−1]
[B]
)
{AB} − [AkBk
′ ]{AB}
[A][B]
}
. (4.22)
Finally, given that [AB]k,k′ = [AkBk′ ] + [BkAk′ ], and using the symmetry between A and B
states and the fact that in a time of order unity, a quasi-stationary state is established, in which
the fraction of nodes in different degree classes [A]k/Pk ([B]k/Pk) reach the value corresponding to
the global density [A] ([B]), we reach the final equation
d[AB]k,k′
dt
= (1 − p)
(
Qk′
k − 1
k
[AB]k + Qk
k′ − 1
k′
[AB]k′
)
−
{
(1 − p)
2⟨k⟩[A][B]
(
k − 1
k
[AB]k
Qk
+
k′ − 1
k′
[AB]k′
Qk′
)
+
1
k
+
1
k′
}
[AB]k,k′
+
{
k′[AB]k,k′+1{AB}k′+1
Qk′+1
+
k[AB]k+1,k′{AB}k+1
Qk+1
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−
[
(k′ − 1){AB}k′
Qk′
+
(k − 1){AB}k
Qk
]
[AB]k,k′
+2⟨k⟩
(
[AB]k−1,k′ + [AB]k,k′−1 − 2[AB]k,k′
)
{AB}
}
p
4⟨k⟩[A][B]
, (4.23)
where Qk = kPk/⟨k⟩ is the excess degree distribution, {AkB} ≡
∑k
l=1[AkBl]/l, {AB}k ≡ {AkB}+
{ABk}, [AB]k =
∑k
l=1([AkBl] + [BkAl]), and {AB} ≡
∑k
k=1{AkB} =
∑k
l=1[AlB]/l.
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Figure 4.9: Performance of heterogeneous PA in comparison to homogeneous PA and AB simula-
tions for the direct node update rule. Parameters: N = 105, ⟨k⟩ = 4.
Eq. 4.23 together with the consistency conditions {AB}k =
∑k
l=1[AB]k,l/l and [AB]k =∑k
l=1[AB]k,l form a closed system of coupled ODEs. Since the system is too complex to solve
directly, we obtain the stationary solution by numerical integration starting from the homogeneous
[A] = [B] = 1/2 initial states in a random graph with Pk = e
−⟨k⟩⟨k⟩k/k!.
Fig. 4.9 plots the global stationary density of active links [AB] =
∑k
k=1[AB]k/2 as a function
of rewiring rate p, and compare it with results from AB simulations. The heterogeneous PA is in
good agreement with simulations for low p, but discrepancies become very large as the rewiring rate
p increases. The overall performance is surprisingly worse than the homogeneous PA. This might
be due to the accruing of discrepancies in individual terms [AkBk′ ]. While the heterogeneous PA
certainly provides a more accurate description of networks with wide degree distribution, it does
not suitably capture the correlations arising in the fragmentation transition.
4.3.2 Active neighborhood approximation
A recently proposed alternative heterogeneous MCA is the active neighborhood approach (Nöel
et al., 2009; Marceau et al., 2010) that was first employed to study the dynamics of the SIS model
on adaptive networks (Gross et al., 2006). The active neighborhood approach has been applied
to other epidemics systems (Lindquist et al., 2011; Gleeson, 2011; Taylor et al., 2012), Glauber
dynamics (Gleeson, 2011), and a voter-like model where the rewiring is state independent (Durrett
et al., 2012). The approximation was found to reproduce the time evolution of both the states and
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the structure of the network with remarkable accuracy. A moment-generating function approach
has also been applied to decrease the computational cost of the numerical integration (Wieland
et al., 2012a,b).
Figure 4.10: Schematic representation of the possible update events leading to changes in node
states (a-c) and links (d-f), for the active neighborhood approach. Open and filled circles represent
nodes in states A and B, respectively.
We now follow the active neighborhood approach for the adaptive VM. Nodes with state A (B),
degree k, and n (n = 0, .., k) neighbors in the opposite state B (A) are placed into the compartment
labeled as (A, k, n) ((B, k, n)). For reasons of simplicity, we assume that the time is continuous,
thus that opinion adoption and rewiring processes take place in parallel. Every node in the network
transmits its state to its neighbors at rate β, and rewires the connection from each neighbor in the
opposite state to a random node with the same state at rate γ. That is, in a small time interval
dt all links are updated with the same probability (β + γ)dt. This “link homogeneous” dynamics
is equivalent to the link update dynamics, in which links are chosen and updated with probability
1/L, where L is the number of links in the network. Therefore, stationary states obtained from
numerical simulations of both dynamics are similar, as shown in Fig.4.11.
The evolution of Ak,n, the density of nodes in the compartment (A, k, n), is governed by the
rate equation,
dAk,n
dt
= β ((k − n)Bk,k−n − nAk,n) + β
AAB
AA
((k − n + 1)Ak,n−1 − (k − n)Ak,n)
+ β
BAA
BA
((n + 1)Ak,n+1 − nAk,n) + γ ((n + 1)Ak,n+1 − nAk,n)
+ γ
AB
A
(Ak−1,n −Ak,n) + γ ((n + 1)Ak+1,n+1 − nAk,n) , (4.24)
with the zeroth-order moments
A ≡
∑
k,n
Ak,n and B ≡
∑
k,n
Bk,n, (4.25)
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first-order moments
AA ≡
∑
k,n
(k − n)Ak,n, AB ≡
∑
k,n
nAk,n,
BB ≡
∑
k,n
(k − n)Ak,n and BA ≡
∑
k,n
nBk,n, (4.26)
and second-order moments
AAB ≡
∑
k,n
n(k − n)Ak,n and BAA ≡
∑
k,n
n2Bk,n
BBA ≡
∑
k,n
n(k − n)Bk,n and ABB ≡
∑
k,n
n2Ak,n. (4.27)
These moments are related to the moments defined in Chapter 4.2 by A = [A], AA = 2[AA],
AB = [AB], AAB = [AAB] and ABB = [AB] + 2[BAB].
In Fig. 4.10, we illustrate the six possible transitions of nodes from compartment (A, k, n) to
other compartments (the reference node in compartment (A, k, n) is denoted as node i), which
correspond to the six loss terms in brackets of Eq. 4.24. The first of these describes the transition
of node i from compartment (A, k, n) to compartment (B, k, k−n) at rate βn, when it adopts state
B from an active neighbor (see Fig. 4.10-a).
The second loss term describes the change of one of the k − n A-neighbors of node i to B that
happens at rate βAAB/AA, where AAB/AA is the estimated number of the B-neighbors ignoring
the specific compartment information of the A-neighbors of node i (see Fig. 4.10-b). This yields
the transition of i to (A, k, n + 1).
The third term is analogous to the second term, but with the change B → A of one of the n
B-neighbors of node i at rate βBAA/BA (see Fig. 4.10-c), that brings i to compartment (A, k, n−1).
The fourth term represents the replacement of a B-neighbor of node i by an A-node at rewiring
rate γn (see Fig. 4.10-d), thus node i moves to (A, k, n− 1).
Node i gains a link coming from an A-node due to a rewiring event which occurs at rate γAB/A
(see Fig. 4.10-e). Node i switches accordingly to (A, k + 1, n), represented by the fifth term.
Finally, node i switches to the compartment (A, k − 1, n − 1) when it loses a link due to the
disconnection of one of its B-neighbors at rate γn (see Fig. 4.10-f). The gain terms can be explained
analogously.
We obtain the equation for the density Bk,n by exchanging A and B in Eq. 4.24 using the
symmetry of the model. This closes the system of equations. Numerical integration of the closed
system of equations by standard numerical integration algorithms gives the values of the fractions
Ak,n for a given time, and therefore, it allows one to obtain the time evolution of macroscopic
variables, such as the densities of active links. We numerically solve Eq. 4.24 with initial conditions
Ak,n(0) = A0Pk
(
k
n
)
(1 −A0)nAk−n0 ,
Bk,n(0) = B0Pk
(
k
n
)
An0 (1 −A0)k−n, (4.28)
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where A0 = B0 = 1/2 and Pk = e
−⟨k⟩⟨k⟩k/k!, and determine the asymptotic values of the density of
AB-pairs AB =
∑
k,n nAk,n for different values of the ratio between the rewiring and state adoption
dynamics γ/β = p/(1 − p), where p is the rewiring probability.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of active neighborhood approximation, and AB simulations with the link
and parallel update rules. To make AB simulations compatible with the parallel update rule, the
following algorithm is implemented: In a time interval dt = 0.01, every node and link is selected.
Each node i with state A (B) changes to B (A) with probability βndt, where n is the number of
neighbors of i in state B (A). Also, each link i–j is removed with probability 2γdt and replaced
either by a link i–k or a j–k link both with probability 1/2, where node k is randomly chosen within
those nodes with state A (B). Parameters: β = 0.01, γ = βp/(1 − p), N = 105, ⟨k⟩ = 4.
Results from the active neighborhood approximation are compared with AB simulations in
Fig. 4.11. The agreement between the analytical approach and AB simulations is good for small
values of p, but discrepancy increases with increasing p, such that also the active neighborhood
approach fails to capture the fragmentation transition faithfully.
4.4 Active motif expansion
In conventional moment expansions discussed above, moments are taken as densities of regular
subgraphs characterized by a given number of links and prescribed node states, and degrees in
case of heterogeneous moments. While such bases provide reasonable approximations to most
systems, they do not take into account the system-specific dynamics. The failure of all conventional
approaches indicates that it is essential to capture the extremely heterogeneous distribution of
active links due to few opposite state nodes in otherwise state homogeneous components. Even the
sophisticated active neighborhood approach is in a sense a first-order approximation in picking up
the correlations in the active links.
We could thus conclude that capturing the fragmentation transition requires tracking subgraphs
of an order roughly up to the mean degree of the network due to the long-ranged state correlations.
While a representation of all such subgraphs would lead to an enormously large system of equations,
the expansion is greatly simplified, if we tailor the subgraph basis to the problem by using only those
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subgraphs that capture the relevant information. The analysis above has shown that properties
such as the density of ABB-triplets and the degree distribution conforms very well to statistical
expectations. By contrast the density of ABA-triplets and larger subgraphs comprising a high
number of active links attached to the same node deviates largely from statistical expectations
close to the fragmentation point.
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of the evolution of active links in a degree-regular network with degree
k = 3 and link update rule. Arrows correspond to dynamical updates and are labeled with the
corresponding transition rate. Depending on the parameters the updates lead to proliferation or
decline of active motifs containing one active link (encircled dotted) or two active links (encircled
dashed).
Using the argumentation above, in order to study the fragmentation transition one should use
a basis consisting of subgraphs that contain different numbers of active links attached to the same
node. Two such active motif bases were proposed in Böhme and Gross (2011). In application to
the adaptive VM, it was shown that both bases provide a precise prediction of the transition point
(Böhme and Gross, 2011). The approach was subsequently extended to multi-state VMs (Böhme
and Gross, 2012), also yielding good results. In the following, we briefly explain the approach and
then extend it in order to capture the estimation of active link densities.
In the active motif approximation, we consider the situation where two state-homogeneous
communities holding opposite opinions have formed, which are only connected by few active links
as in the inset in Fig. 4.5. As in conventional approaches, a moment expansion is derived governing
the time-evolution of the densities of subgraphs. However, because we are only concerned with
subgraphs containing active links and such links are rare close to the fragmentation point, we
arrive at a linear system of equations. The dynamics of the expansion is thus fully captured by the
eigenvalues of the corresponding Jacobian matrix. If all eigenvalues of the Jacobian are negative
the fragmented state is stable and the remaining active motifs will disappear. By contrast, if
the Jacobian has an eigenvalue with positive real part, then the fragmented state is unstable and
the network will remain connected. The transition point is thus obtained from the solution of
λ(p, ⟨k⟩) = 0, where λ(p, ⟨k⟩) is the leading eigenvalue.
To illustrate the approach in more detail let us assume that the network is degree-regular, such
that every node has the same degree. This assumption can be justified by our earlier observation
that the degree distribution stays narrow for all values of p. For illustration let us further consider
the specific case of k = 3. Here, the dynamics of active motifs is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. We
start by considering a single active link (1-fan). In the next update, the link will be rewired with
probability p deactivating the motif. With probability 1 − p one of the nodes connected by this
link adopts the other’s state. In the adoption event, the original active link becomes inert, but the
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k − 1 other connections of the adopting agent become active. This leads to a k − 1-fan, a motif
of k − 1 active links, connected by a base node. If the next update, which affects the k − 1-fan, is
a rewiring event (with probability p) the motif becomes a k − 2-fan. If the update is an adoption
event, then either the base node changes its opinion or one of the fringe nodes adopts the base
node’s opinion, giving rise to a 1-fan or to two fans, one containing k − 2 and the other one k − 1
active links. In the case of link update both processes occur with equal probability (1 − p)/2.
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of the evolution of active links in a degree-regular network with degree
k = 3. Updates which lead to transitions between different motifs are depicted as in Fig. 4.12.
Now the transition rates depend on the probability σ = [AB]/(⟨k⟩[A]) that a newly created fan is
active.
For k = 3, we obtain a two-dimensional closed ODE system for the densities {q} of q-fans:
d{1}
dt
= −{1} + 2{2},
d{2}
dt
= −2{2} + (1 − p){1} + (1 − p){2}. (4.29)
The corresponding Jacobian is
J =
(
−1 2
1 − p −1 − p
)
, (4.30)
and the condition λ(p, 3) = 0 yields p∗ = 1/3 for the transition point. The described procedure
can be generalized to arbitrary k. For k = 4 (the degree considered here), the predicted transition
point p∗ ≈ 0.464 is in good agreement with the value (p∗ ≈ 0.445) from AB simulations.
In order to account for a heterogeneous network, a basis set of {m, l}-spiders is used in Böhme
and Gross (2011). A spider motif consists of one central base node which is connected to m nodes of
its own opinion and l nodes of opposing opinion. In contrast to fan motifs, spider motifs incorporate
the number of inert links of a motif. Here, we stick to the degree-regular formulation but note that
the heterogeneous formulation slightly improves the estimation.
In the estimation above for the calculation of the transition point, we assumed that in a q-fan
motif, all neighbors of the fringe nodes (except for the base node) hold the same opinion as the
fringe nodes. This assumption is valid for vanishing active link density at the symmetric state
σ = [AB]/(⟨k⟩[A]) → 0. Now we consider the case p < p∗, where there is a finite density of active
links. In our equations we therefore have to include the possibility that a fringe node already holds
outer active links (apart from the one connecting to the base node), which become inert when the
fringe node adopts the state of the base node. By utilizing the observation that active links tend
to gather, rather than distribute homogeneously over the whole system, we assume that whenever
a new k − 1-fan is created, this fan is either active, with probability (1 − σ), or inactive with
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probability σ.
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Figure 4.14: Performance of active motif approach, compared to AB simulations for the link update
rule. Parameters: N = 105, ⟨k⟩ = 4.
In Fig. 4.13, an example for the degree-regular case (k = 3) is illustrated, where we include the
active link density in the transition probabilities. As before, this can be summarized in a system
of evolution equations for the motif densities
d{1}
dt
= −{1} + 2{2}
d{2}
dt
= −2{2} + (1 − p)(1 − σ) ({1} + {2}) . (4.31)
Note that for σ = 0 we recover Eq. 4.29.
The corresponding Jacobian now depends on p and σ. Solving λ(p, σ) = 0 yields
σ(p) =
4(1 − 2p) − (1 − p)2
8(1 − p) − (1 − p)2
. (4.32)
In Fig. 4.14, the resulting curve [AB] = σ⟨k⟩/2 is shown for ⟨k⟩ = 4. Comparison to AB
simulation results shows that, as expected, the approximation of the active link density works well
in the vicinity of the fragmentation threshold, whereas for small rewiring rates its performance
worsens as active links are increasingly well mixed.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, I provided a detailed discussion of the performance of MCAs for discrete adap-
tive networks. In order to assess different approaches, I used the adaptive VM as a benchmark
model. The analysis showed that both homogeneous and heterogeneous MCAs capture qualitative
properties of the fragmentation transition, but fail to provide precise quantitative estimates espe-
cially close to the fragmentation point. I have shown that complicated heterogeneous approaches
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can produce estimates that are even worse than those from low-order homogeneous approximation
schemes. Finally, I have illustrated that the active motif approximation provides very good results
close to the fragmentation point, which is the regime this approximation scheme is specifically
designed for.
I expect these results to hold in a much larger class of models. In the adaptive VM, conventional
approaches fail close to the fragmentation point because of some specific correlations, combining
global assortative and local disassortative state mixing. One would expect these correlations to
arise in fragmentation transitions regardless of the details of the specific model under consideration
and should thus occur in most opinion formation models (Holme and Newman, 2006; Zanette and
Gil, 2006; Gil and Zanette, 2006; Vazquez et al., 2007; Kimura and Hayakawa, 2008; Kozma and
Barrat, 2008a,b; Iñiguez et al., 2009; Bryden et al., 2011; Böhme and Gross, 2012). I further expect
that similar correlations could arise in networks that self-organize into specific topologies such as
leader-follower networks, bipartite networks, and complex topologies with other long-ranged state
correlations (Zimmermann et al., 2004; Zimmermann and Eguiluz, 2005; Holme and Ghoshal, 2006).
As to the advantages and disadvantages of different conventional MCAs, low-order homogeneous
approximations provide a fairly good description of system-level dynamics that can be analytically
solved or treated by continuation analysis software programs for a large range of models. Increasing
the order of the approximation improves its precision, but leads to the loss of analytical tractability.
Furthermore, the non-uniqueness of MCAs for subgraphs with non-chain geometries presents a
big difficulty for the application of high-order approximations. Heterogeneous approximations
provide accurate representations when degree and active neighborhood heterogeneities are strong.
However, as shown here, for specific correlations they might perform worse than homogeneous
approaches. Moreover, they almost always necessitate numerical integration, which is arguably the
main drawback of heterogeneous approaches. This largely precludes the identification of unstable
steady-states, and the study of bifurcations and complex dynamics.
When none of the existing conventional approaches suits to the model under consideration,
an expansion should be used that is tailored specifically to the system at hand. Here, in order
to identify the reason behind the failure of conventional approximations, I have used extensive
numerical and analytical investigations. However, just considering a sketch of the network topology
in the vicinity of the fragmentation point, such as in the inset in Fig. 4.5, could have helped us
to identify these correlations as the problem and thus direct us to a suitable new approximation
scheme.
An appropriate basis of moments for a specific model can be identified in general by a direct
investigation of the emerging topological and dynamical properties. For instance, the basis of the
active motif expansion should provide good predictions in models close to fragmentation transi-
tions. By contrast, using this basis can have an adverse effect in models that remain well-mixed,
as illustrated here for the adaptive VM at low rewiring rates. Models that promote degree-state
correlations or strong clustering will require specific approaches, which account for cycles for in-
stance, such as Matsuda et al. (1992); Keeling (1999); Eames and Keeling (2002); Bauch (2005);
Bansal et al. (2007); Volz and Meyers (2007, 2009) (see House and Keeling (2011) for a review). By
contrast, in models with strong random rewiring and sufficiently low degree, small cycles should
vanish and thus cyclic subgraphs can be ignored. For all models that lead to strongly heterogeneous
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degree and active neighborhood distributions, heterogeneous approximations are required. How-
ever, even in the case when degree distributions become broad but has finite variance, such as in
Gross et al. (2006), it may be worth to consider homogeneous approximations first as they may still
provide relatively good results, at a significantly lower cost than the heterogeneous approximations
in terms of the effort required to derive the approximation and also to analyze it.
Finally, I note that for the simple adaptive VM, we have not been able to identify an approx-
imation that works well over the whole parameter range. While the active motif approximation
yields almost exact results close to the fragmentation, it fails miserably in the well-mixed regime.
Conversely, the conventional approaches work reasonably well in the well-mixed regime, but fail
at the fragmentation point. This presents a challenge for the development of new approximation
schemes to reproduce the dynamics of the adaptive VM for the entire parameter range.
Chapter 5
Information and consensus in a fish school
In the previous chapter, I focused on the VM which is a highly abstract network model of opinion
formation. The main drawback of such phenomenological models is that their predictions cannot
be directly tested by real-world experiments. Here, I develop a more realistic adaptive network
model of opinion formation, suited to mobile animal groups, and subsequently employ a MCA that
faithfully captures the dynamics of the model. The predictions of the adaptive network model are
verified by an experiment in a fish school, constituting the first example of its kind.
Despite their widespread use, physics-inspired phenomenological models of social dynamics, such
as the VM, are often criticized in the social sciences due to the simplistic assumptions involved
(Castellano et al., 2009). Demonstration of the merit of these models, which aim to preserve only
primarily important mechanisms but not system-specific details, requires the verification of their
predictions in real-world experiments. However, the design of experiments of opinion formation in
human populations is an exceedingly difficult task due to evident reasons such as the dependence
of the opinions to external conditions.
To return back to the adaptive VM example, the model predicts a transition from the consensus
phase to the fragmented phase at a critical strength of social segregation, as shown in Chapter 4.
Although separate human groups have been observed to reach consensus or to get fragmented in
the real-world (Castellano et al., 2009; Vespignani, 2012), there is no direct experimental evidence
that heightened levels of social segregation brings a population from consensus on a topic to frag-
mentation. In order to test this prediction, one should devise an externally controlled mechanism
that adjusts the level of social segregation in the population. This is, however, very difficult and
has not been achieved in the literature yet.
In contrast to humans, animal populations are established subjects of social experiments, as
illustrated by numerous experiments on animal behavior (see Sumpter (2010) for examples). The
experiments on animal groups can thus be expected to serve as a testbed for the predictions of
adaptive network models of opinion formation. Collective motion of animal groups is a particularly
good candidate to become a testbed, since the collective motion is organized by local interactions,
implying the feasibility of a complex networks approach. Furthermore, collective motion is closely
related to opinion formation, which I will discuss thoroughly in Section 5.2. Most importantly,
the coherent collective motion, where all individuals in the group move in the same direction, is
achieved by a consensus within the group.
Consensus in general brings special benefits to animal groups such as the avoidance of predators
and better foraging capabilities (Buchanan and Tullock, 1958; Arrow, 1963; Olson, 1971; Riker,
1982; Mansbridge, 1983; Krause and Ruxton, 2002; Conradt and Roper, 2003, 2005; Couzin et al.,
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2005; King et al., 2009; Seeley, 2010; Ward et al., 2011). However, populations are not always
composed of individuals with shared interests and then the consensus has to be reached in the
presence of conflicting interests (Buchanan and Tullock, 1958; Arrow, 1963; Olson, 1971; Riker,
1982; Mansbridge, 1983; Krause and Ruxton, 2002; Conradt and Roper, 2003, 2005; Couzin et al.,
2005; King et al., 2009; Seeley, 2010; Ward et al., 2011). Previous research has shown in particular
that a small group of individuals (minority) with strong preferences can dictate their choice to the
whole population (King et al., 2009; Conradt et al., 2009).
The calculations presented here were part a larger effort to investigate the role of uninformed
individuals in achieving consensus in mobile animal groups (Couzin et al., 2011). The considered
population hosts two informed subpopulations: a strongly opinionated minority and a numerical
majority with different preferred directions of motion, and a third uninformed or naive subpopula-
tion that does not possess any prior preference. The previously developed spatially embedded AB
simulations showed that the population is more likely to reach a consensus in the minority-preferred
direction in the absence of uninformed individuals, whereas the inclusion of the uninformed passes
the control to the numerical majority. Here, I develop an adaptive network model and a correspond-
ing MCA that associates this phenomenon with a bifurcation in the coarse-grained description. The
prediction of the critical role of uninformed individuals has been confirmed in fish experiments.
In Section 5.1, I start with a review of different modeling approaches to the collective motion
of animal groups and experimental attempts to test the predictions of these models. Section 5.2
proceeds with a discussion of the connections between collective motion, information spreading,
and consensus. Section 5.3 introduces the adaptive network model. Then, the MCA is developed
in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 reports the results on the role of uninformed individuals in the adaptive
network model and briefly explains the fish experiment. Finally, Section 5.6 gives a discussion of
the results.
5.1 Modeling of collective motion in animal groups
Collective motion is among the most intriguing phenomena in nature that is observed in a vast
range of social animal groups including fish schools, insect swarms, bird flocks, and ungulate herds
among others. The emergent patterns of collective motion are largely independent of the properties
and the cognitive complexity of constituting individuals such that similar patterns emerge in groups
of humans as well as microorganisms (see Sumpter, 2010; Vicsek and Zafeiris, 2012, and references
therein). Recent research has indeed shown that the collective motion is not a mere biological
phenomenon but can also emerge in non-living systems such as nematic fluids, metallic rods, and
simple robots (see Vicsek and Zafeiris, 2012, and references therein).
Collective motion has been the subject of several modeling attempts. The first model that
simulates the motion of individuals, steered according to the positions and the orientations of their
temporal neighbors, is the boids model (Reynolds, 1987). The boids model is the ancestor of self-
propelled particle (SPP) models that are today the main modeling paradigm of collective motion
(Vicsek et al., 1995; Czirók et al., 1999; Levine et al., 2001; Grégoire and Chaté, 2004; Aldana
et al., 2007; Chaté et al., 2008; Strefler et al., 2008; Romanczuk et al., 2009; Vicsek and Zafeiris,
2012).
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The most commonly used SPP model is the Vicsek model, where animals are represented as
point particles on a two-dimensional space (Vicsek et al., 1995). Particles move at a constant
speed and tend to align their direction of motion with their neighbors, those individuals within a
circle of radius r around the focal particle. Individuals do not follow the average direction of their
neighbors exactly but deviate from it due to random noise, which is represented as a deviation angle
drawn uniform randomly from the interval [−η/2, η/2]. When η = 0, individuals follow the average
direction perfectly and when η = 2π they make a two-dimensional random walk. The Vicsek model
displays a non-equilibrium order-disorder phase transition, also known as the swarming transition,
at a critical noise intensity ηc or equivalently particle density ρc. At high noise intensity, η > ηc,
or low particle density, ρ < ρc, particles move incoherently in a totally random fashion leading to
the disordered phase. At low noise intensity, η < ηc, or at high particle density, ρ > ρc, particles
spontaneously get ordered in a particular direction selected at random and move coherently in that
direction leading to an ordered phase.
The prediction that a swarming transition takes place at a critical density of individuals or noise
intensity was later verified in experiments on desert locust bands (Buhl et al., 2006), fish schools
(Becco et al., 2006), migrating tissues (Szabo et al., 2006), and bacteria populations (Sokolov et al.,
2007). To give an example, in the first experiment of this kind (Buhl et al., 2006), desert locusts
were placed on a ring shaped arena. At low locust density ρ, locusts walk incoherently in a random
fashion. The population exhibits a swarming transition as more locusts are added. At high density
ρ, the locusts rotate in the clockwise or the counter-clockwise direction coherently. The Vicsek
model reproduces very similar behavioral patterns at around the same parameter values extracted
from the experiment.
In addition to the alignment tendency, two other behavioral incentives, repulsion and attraction,
have been incorporated in the so-called zonal SPP models (Grégoire and Chaté, 2004; Couzin et al.,
2005; Chaté et al., 2008; Strefler et al., 2008). Individuals move away from those within the smallest
repulsion zone in order to avoid collisions, tend to align themselves with those in the intermediate
alignment zone, and get attracted to those in the outer attraction zone that assures the cohesion
of the group. Individuals determine their direction and speed of motion typically as a weighted
average of these three incentives.
The plausibility of the SPP models has recently been challenged in a number of studies that
track the responses of individuals to their neighbors in the real-world (Bazazi et al., 2008; Lukeman
et al., 2010; Katz et al., 2011; Herbert-Read et al., 2011; Lopez et al., 2012; Sumpter et al., 2012).
Although the patterns of collective motion obtained from SPP models closely match those of real-
world animal groups, the local mechanisms in the real-world may still be completely different.
Different local mechanisms in models have been shown to lead to the same patterns (Bode et al.,
2011; Sumpter et al., 2012), which might at the same time indicate that the macro-scale patterns
are robust to the changes in local behavioral rules. This is supported by the fact that SPP models
generically display the swarming transition irrespective of the details of the model. The emergence
of long-ranged correlations, which is caused by spatial relocations during the group movement, has
been shown to be sufficient for the emergence of the coherent collective motion (Toner and Tu,
1995). The long-ranged correlations transmit the information of the global state of the population
to the individuals (Toner and Tu, 1995), which is reminiscent of the local accessibility of global
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topological properties in adaptive networks (see Gross and Blasius, 2008, and references therein).
A modeling paradigm that serves as an alternative to the spatially embedded SPP models is
the complex networks approach, where nodes represent individual animals and links denote mutual
awareness or the existence of interactions between individuals. The studies of network models
of collective motion indicate that the spatial information is not so central to the emergence of
ordering (Aldana and Huepe, 2003; Aldana et al., 2007; Huepe et al., 2011; Leonard et al., 2012).
In particular, a small-world network is sufficient for the emergence of the collective order in the
absence of spatial information thanks to the long-range connections (Aldana and Huepe, 2003).
An important ingredient that is missing in most of the network models of collective motion is the
evolution of neighborhoods (network topology) due to the relocations in the space. The topological
evolution is partially incorporated in a model where the animal group is represented as a network of
coupled phase oscillators with phases of nodes representing the direction of motion (Leonard et al.,
2012). The coupling between nodes captures the alignment tendency and the coupling strengths,
weights of links, evolve dynamically according to the phase difference between couples of nodes.
Incentives other than alignment have been incorporated in another adaptive network model (Huepe
et al., 2011), which I will discuss in detail in Section 5.3.
5.2 Information, consensus, and collective motion
The spreading of information and opinions on social networks is reminiscent of the collective motion
where the decisions of individuals, e.g. the direction of motion, are copied by their neighbors (Bas-
sett et al., 2012). Using the analogy between social contagion and collective motion, the imitation
behavior in markets, for instance, is called the herding effect (Banerjee, 1992). An accompanying
perspective is to conceptualize groups of social animals as decentralized, collective computational
entities that achieve efficient transfer and processing of information (Couzin, 2007). The collectivity
of the intelligence enables individuals to make better decisions and display better performance in
achieving complex tasks in comparison to individual members in isolation (Parrish and Edelstein-
Keshet, 1999; Couzin et al., 2005), for instance due to the damping of local fluctuations (Simons,
2004).
Despite the apparent close connections between collective motion and social decision-making,
these two processes have been modeled by essentially different approaches. The spatial embedding
has been perceived to be of prior importance for collective motion, whereas the decision-making pro-
cesses are social and, therefore, do not rely on the physical space. The collective motion has accord-
ingly been modeled by spatially explicit SPP models as explained above, whereas decision-making
is modeled as a contact process on complex networks, i.e. opinion formation (see Section 4.1). The
complex and adaptive network approaches to swarming mentioned above are attempts to filling in
the gap between these two fields.
The coherent collective motion is essentially established by a consensus on the direction of mo-
tion, which is one of the possible outcomes of opinion formation models, as illustrated in Chapter 4.
In the absence of individual preferences, the collective motion consensus is achieved in an arbitrary
direction by spontaneous symmetry-breaking (Vicsek et al., 1995; Buhl et al., 2006). However, there
is typically a heterogeneity between individual members in terms of access to the information. In
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many cases, only a very small fraction of the group can see an approaching predictor or have knowl-
edge about the location of a food source (Reebs, 2000; Couzin et al., 2005). These few informed
individuals should be able to lead the whole population. Moreover, in animal groups such as fish,
birds, ungulates, and insects, the informed individuals should direct the group without using any
signals due to the absence of such signals, crowding, or the difficulty of individual recognition (see
Couzin et al., 2005, and references therein).
The emergence of consensus under information asymmetry has been studied using a zonal SPP
model (Couzin et al., 2005). A small portion of the group is informed about the location a food
source at a specific position and the rest of the group is uninformed. Individuals, informed or
uninformed, are unaware of who is informed, and indeed whether some are informed. Yet, in
the absence of any signaling, only a small number of informed individuals is sufficient to lead the
population efficiently to the desired target. The predictions of this simulation study have been
verified by an experiment with a group of people that are instructed to basically follow the rules
of the model (Dyer et al., 2008).
A more interesting scenario is the case of conflicting interests, where the consensus should be
reached by resolving conflicts between individuals. The conflict is typically resolved either by the
dictation of the preferences of a small but strongly opinionated minority or democratically according
to plurality (Buchanan and Tullock, 1958; Arrow, 1963; Olson, 1971; Riker, 1982; Conradt and
Roper, 2003, 2005; Couzin et al., 2005; Issacharoff, 2008; King et al., 2009). However, democratic
consensus requires the equal representation of individuals, which cannot be guaranteed in the
absence of mechanisms such as voting. Therefore, it has been argued that the collective decisions
in groups of animals, and also humans, are vulnerable to manipulation by strongly opinionated
minorities (Buchanan and Tullock, 1958; Arrow, 1963; Olson, 1971; Riker, 1982; Issacharoff, 2008;
King et al., 2009; Conradt et al., 2009). Uninformed individuals, in particular, are expected to
support the domination of the strongly opinionated minorities (Buchanan and Tullock, 1958; Olson,
1971; Riker, 1982; Conradt et al., 2009).
In the following section, I develop an adaptive network model to investigate the conditions under
which strongly opinionated minorities can dictate the collective decision and the role of uninformed
individuals in this process.
5.3 Adaptive network model of collective motion
Following the discussion above, I consider a population that consists of three mutually exclusive
subpopulations: a strongly opinionated minority, a numerical majority, and an uninformed group.
Individuals belonging to minority and majority groups are assumed to be informed about or to
have preference for targets, e.g. food sources, at two different locations. Here, I use an adaptive
network model to depict the dynamics of such a population.
A recent study by Huepe et al. (2011) has introduced a discrete adaptive network model of
collective motion that removes the spatial information and replaces it with a network structure.
The model is inspired by the adaptive VM, which is investigated in Chapter 4, and represents the
collective motion as an opinion formation process. Here, I extend the model by building in an
information component that states whether an individual is informed about a target, and if so,
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which target.
In the model, nodes represent individuals and their states keep the temporal direction of motion.
The links denote mutual awareness between individuals, which corresponds to spatial proximity.
The basic idea of the adaptive network approach to collective motion is to capture the key aspects of
the topology of interactions, i.e. who perceives whom, without accounting in detail for the geometry,
i.e. who is where. The geometric simplification in the model is intensified by a discretization of
individual directions of travel. The model was originally tailored to the locust experiment by
Buhl et al. (2006), which was briefly explained in Section 5.1. The setup of this experiment that
uses a ring-shaped arena effectively reduces the motion to one-dimension such that the primary
information regarding the direction of motion is whether individuals rotate in the clockwise or the
counter-clockwise direction. Here, I consider a scenario where the primary direction of motion is
likewise binary: in the direction of the target preferred by the strongly opinionated minority or the
numerical majority.
As to the dynamical processes involved, the adjustment of individual directions of motion as
well as the changes in local neighborhoods, due to spatial relocations, are modeled as a certain
set of stochastic network processes, as will be explained below. The abstract stochastic process
representation saves the model from making specific behavioral assumptions that are used in SPP
models, which are currently being questioned, as discussed in Section 5.1.
In the following, I first explain the representation of opinion and information in the network
model. Then, I explain the dynamical processes that lead to changes in the opinions and the
network topology.
5.3.1 Representation of opinion and information
Following Huepe et al. (2011), each node has an internal state indicating its opinion, which corre-
sponds to the current direction of travel. The opinion of an individual is a Boolean variable, which
can take the values Left or Right.
Going beyond Huepe et al. (2011), I also assign to each individual a fixed informational status,
which is either right-informed (the individual has a preference for, or a knowledge of, the right
target), left-informed (the individual has a preference for, or knowledge of, the left target) or
uninformed (the individual is unaware of both targets or has no preference). In contrast to the
opinion, the informational status does not change in time. In the following, I assume that the
number of right-informed individuals is larger than the number of left-informed individuals, such
that the Right is the majority target.
I denote the informational status of a node with the lower case letters r, l, and u for right,
left, and uninformed nodes respectively, whereas the current opinion is denoted by the upper case
letters R and L.
5.3.2 Dynamical network processes
I consider a network of N nodes, which is initialized as an ER random graph with initial mean
degree ⟨k⟩0. Informational status is assigned such that the number of right-informed (majority)
nodes is Nr, the number of left-informed (minority) nodes is Nl, and the number of uninformed
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nodes is Nu. The opinions of individuals are initialized in agreement with their informational status
for the informed nodes and assigned randomly with equal probability for the uninformed nodes.
The network evolves in time according to simple heuristic rules designed to capture a) the change
of each individual’s opinion due to interactions with its topological neighbors, and b) the change
of the topology due to individuals encountering and separating from one another in the spatial
domain. All processes that are based on interactions with other individuals (all the processes in
the following, except spontaneous opinion changes) depend solely on the opinions of individuals
but not their informational status, since I assume the absence of mechanisms for external signaling
as in Couzin et al. (2005).
I note that, in the following, I formulate the dynamics of the model in terms of transition
probabilities in a sufficiently small unit time step. I emphasize that these probabilities should be
read as defining the corresponding average rates of stochastic events, as also mentioned in Chapter 3.
Opinion changes
There are two types of opinion changes: induced and spontaneous.
Induced opinion changes:
Opinions change mainly due to interactions with other individuals, as in the VM of Chapter 4. An
individual that is linked to one or more individuals holding the opposite opinion has a probability
of adopting this opinion. This probability is nonlinear, such that being in contact with multiple
individuals holding the opposing opinion induces a higher average rate of opinion change than the
sum of the rates induced by the opposing individuals on their own, which accounts for crowding
effects in the group.
The following update event captures these properties of the induced opinion changes: A given
focal individual changes its opinion with probability c for every individual of opposing opinion it is
linked to. To capture the nonlinearity of the induced response, there is an additional probability p
of switching for every pair of opposing individuals with whom the focal individual is connected.
Spontaneous opinion changes:
As well as opinion changes induced by neighbors, individuals have a spontaneous probability of
changing their opinion, analogous to the noise term in the Vicsek model discussed in Section 5.1.
In addition to accounting for the random noise, I use the spontaneous opinion changes to capture
the effect of informational status: informed individuals have an increased probability of sponta-
neously switching to the opinion they are informed about. Furthermore, the increased spontaneous
switching probability is used to model the difference in intransigence between the majority and
minority subpopulations. Since the minority has a stronger preference than the majority, I set the
average rate at which a left-informed (minority) individual switches spontaneously to Left, higher
than the rate at which a right-informed (majority) individual spontaneously switches to Right.
The following set of update events captures these properties of the spontaneous opinion changes.
A given uninformed individual switches its state spontaneously with probability q. A left-informed
(minority) individual has a probability q of switching to opinion R when it has opinion L, but a
higher probability wl of switching to opinion L when it has opinion R. Likewise a right-informed
(majority) individual has a probability q of switching to L when it has opinion R, but a higher
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probability wr of switching to R when it has opinion L. We consider the case wl > wr, which
models the stronger preference of the minority.
I note that setting wl = wr = q eliminates the effect of informational status from the model
such that it reduces to the original model by Huepe et al. (2011).
Topological changes
The adaptive network model does not keep track of the spatial positions of individuals. Therefore,
all rules for the creation and deletion of links must depend solely on the opinion states of the
nodes. Nodes with different opinion states correspond to individuals moving in different directions,
therefore individuals rapidly encounter and leave (create and delete links with) individuals of the
opposite opinion. Conversely, I assume that individuals move alongside other individuals with the
same opinion for prolonged periods of time, resulting in both lower creation and deletion rates.
Encounters:
For every pair of individuals that are not linked and hold opposing opinions, there is a probability
ao that the individuals encounter each other and a link is established. Similarly, for every pair of
individuals that are not linked and hold the same opinion, there is a probability ae that a link is
established between the individuals (ao > ae).
Losing contact:
For every link between individuals holding opposing opinions there is a probability do that the
link is broken. Similarly for every link connecting individuals holding the same opinion, there is a
probability de that the link is broken (do > de).
5.4 Moment-closure approximation of the adaptive network model
In order to analytically describe the adaptive network model introduced above, I now develop a
MCA. I note that the first-order homogeneous MCA was shown to faithfully capture the dynamics
of the original model by Huepe et al. (2011), i.e. the model here with wl = wr = q. More refined
approaches considered in Chapter 4, in particular higher order homogeneous approximations and
the heterogeneous PA, can be expected to improve the precision of the approximation. However,
considering the complexity of equations already at the first-order and its good performance, I stick
to the first-order homogeneous MCA among alternative approximation schemes. In the following,
I give the expansion equations and closure terms. The derivations follow from Section 2.2.1 and
Section 4.2.
To start with the definitions of moments, the state of a node has two components: opinion
and informational status. I denote the density of nodes with opinion O ∈ {R,L} and information
w ∈ {r, l, u} as [Ow]. Using the definitions in Section 2.2.1, [AB] denotes the density of links
between nodes of given state A and B, [BAC] denotes the density of triplets consisting of a node
of state A and its two neighbors of state B and C, and, finally, [(A)BCD] denotes the density of
star motifs consisting of a central node of state A and its three neighbors of state B, C, and D.
Here, for clarity, I use A, B, C, and D as placeholders for symbols of the form Ow.
Before going into the discussion of the moment expansion equations, it is important to emphasize
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the distinction between informational status and opinion formation. Since an individual can alter
its opinion but not its informational status during the system evolution, the only possible changes
are from state Rx to state Lx, and vice versa, where x ∈ {r, l, u}. This leads to
nr = [Rr] + [Lr],
nl = [Rl] + [Ll],
nu = [Ru] + [Lu], (5.1)
where nx ≡ Nx/(Nr + Nl + Nu), for x ∈ {r, l, u}, and nr + nl + nu = 1. Therefore, the densities of
informed subpopulations are conserved such that dnx/dt = 0, for x ∈ {r, l, u}.
For the moment expansion, I start by writing an equation that captures the dynamics of the
densities of nodes holding opinion R and having an informational status x ∈ {r, l, u}. This yields
d
dt
[Rx] = σ̃(x, l)[Lx] − σ̃(x, r)[Rx] + c
 ∑
z∈{r,l,u}
[RzLx] −
∑
z∈{r,l,u}
[RxLz]

+p
 ∑
(z,s)∈M
[RzLxRs] −
∑
(z,s)∈M
[LzRxLs]
 , (5.2)
where σ̃(x, y) =
q, if x ∈ {u, y}wx, otherwise and M = {(r, r), (r, l), (r, u), (l, l), (l, u), (u, u)}.
In Eq. 5.2, the three positive terms on the right-hand side capture the gains due to state changes
from Lx to Rx resulting from spontaneous switching at rate σ̃(x, l), linear induced switching (due
to an opposing neighbor) at rate c, and nonlinear induced switching (due to a pair of opposing
neighbors) at rate p respectively. The three negative terms capture the losses analogously. As the
individuals are unaware of the informational status of their neighbors, the induced switching rates
are independent of the informational status of neighbors.
The rate equation for [Lx], with x ∈ {r, l, u}, can be obtained by interchanging R and L (r and
l, as well) in Eq. 5.2.
I now continue by writing the rate equations for the first-order moments [RxRy] and [RxLy],
which yields
d
dt
[RxRy] =
σ̃(x, l)[RyLx] + σ̃(y, l)[RxLy]
1 + δxy
− (σ̃(x, r) + σ̃(y, r)) [RxRy]
+ae[Rx][Ry] − de[RxRy] +
c
1 + δx,y
([RyLx] + [RxLy])
− c
1 + δx,y
 ∑
z∈{r,l,u}
[RxRyLz] +
∑
z∈{r,l,u}
[RyRxLz]

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+
c + p
1 + δxy
( ∑
z∈{r,l,u}
Ψ(LxRy, RzLxRy)[RzLxRy]
+
∑
z∈{r,l,u}
Ψ(LyRx, RzLyRx)[RzLyRx]
)
+
p
1 + δxy
( ∑
(z,s)∈M
Ψ(LxRy, (Lx)RyRzRs)[(Lx)RyRzRs]
+
∑
(z,s)∈M
Ψ(LyRx, (Ly)RxRzRs)[(Ly)RxRzRs]
−
∑
(z,s)∈M
[(Rx)RyLzLs] −
∑
(z,s)∈M
[(Ry)RxLzLs]
)
,
d
dt
[RxLy] = (1 + δxy) (σ̃(x, l)[LxLy] + σ̃(y, r)[RxRy])
− (σ̃(x, r) + σ̃(y, l)) [RxLy] + ao[Rx][Ly] − do[RxLy]
+c
−2[RxLy] + ∑
z∈{r,l,u}
[RzLxLy] +
∑
z∈{r,l,u}
[LzRyRx]

−(c + p)
( ∑
z∈{r,l,u}
Ψ(LyRx, RzLyRx)[RzLyRx]
+
∑
z∈{r,l,u}
Ψ(LyRx, LzRxLy)[LzRxLy]
)
+p
(
−
∑
(z,s)∈M
Ψ(LyRx, (Ly)RxRzRs)[(Ly)RxRzRs]
−
∑
(z,s)∈M
Ψ(LyRx, (Rx)LyLzLs)[(Rx)LyLzLs]
+
∑
(z,s)∈M
[(Lx)LyRzRs] +
∑
(z,s)∈M
[(Ry)RxLzLs]
)
, (5.3)
where δx,y is the Kronecker delta function and Ψ(g,G) is the multiplicity of the subgraph g in
graph G.
Before explaining the rates expressed in Eq. 5.3, I want to first clarify the origin of prefactors,
δx,y and Ψ(g,G) terms, that appear in the equation.
In the d[RxRy]/dt equation, the term 1 + δxy appears in the denominator to discard the double
counting of the corresponding processes when x = y. For instance, the term c([RxLy] + [RyLx])
accounts for the induced linear switching from opinion L to opinion R (state changes from Ly to
Ry in the first term, whereas from Lx to Rx in the second). When x = y, the same process would
be counted twice by the two separate terms c[RxLy] and c[RyLx]. We therefore need the prefactor
1/(1 + δxy).
In the d[RxLy]/dt equation, the term 1+δxy appears in the nominator this time since the corre-
sponding spontaneous switching processes can originate from each of the two nodes constituting a
symmetric inert link. For instance, the term σ̃(x, l)[LxLy] accounts for the spontaneous switching
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of the node with state Lx to state Rx. When x = y, there is an additional equal contribution from
switching of Ly to Ry, which is not captured. We thus need the prefactor 1 + δxy.
In both d[RxRy]/dt and d[RxLy]/dt equations, Ψ(g,G) terms appear as prefactors due to analo-
gous symmetric configurations for second and third-order subgraphs. The term Ψ(g,G) represents
the number of ways the subgraph g, on which the induced (linear and nonlinear) switching takes
place, can be placed in the graph G, so that in the overall the graph G contributes ΞgΨ(g,G) to
the derivative, where Ξg is the rate of the process originating from the motif g.
I now explain the contributions from different local processes to the d[RxRy]/dt equation. The
first two terms (with the prefactor 1/(1 + δxy)) account for the gains from spontaneous switching
events on RxLy and RyLx-links, where the node with opinion L adopts opinion R. Similarly, next
two terms are loses due to spontaneous switching events on RxRy-links, where one of the nodes
changes to opinion L.
The two terms that follow are the gains from encounters where a link is created between two
nodes of state Rx and Ly, and the losses where an RxRy-link is broken respectively. The next gain
terms in the second line are due to linear induced switching where an Lx (or Ly) node changes to
state Rx (Ry) on an RyLx (RxLy) link.
The third line captures the loses when one of the Rx or Ry-ends of an RxRy-link changes state
due to linear induced switching triggered by a neighboring node with opinion L and arbitrary
informational status z.
The terms in fourth and fifth lines correspond to the gains where an LxRy (or LyRx) link is
connected through its Lx (Ly) end to a node of opinion R and of arbitrary informational status z.
The Lx (Ly) node changes state to Rx (Ry) due to a) linear switching induced by the Rz node,
and b) nonlinear switching induced by the Rz – Ry (Rz – Rx) pair.
The terms in sixth and seventh lines are due to gains from nonlinear induced switching when
the Lx (Ly) end of an LxRy (LyRx) link is attached to two additional nodes of both opinion R and
arbitrary informational status z and s. The Lx (Ly) node changes state due to nonlinear induced
switching on the RzLxRs (RzLyRs) triplet.
Finally, an RxRy-link is lost when one of its two ends is connected to two additional nodes of
opinion L and of arbitrary informational status z and s, and the node with opinion R changes to
opinion L in a nonlinear induced switching event, corresponding to the last two terms.
The derivation of the d[RxLy]/dt equation follows from the equation d[RxRy]/dt. The rate
equation for [LxLy], with (x, y) ∈ M , can be obtained by interchanging R and L (r and l, as well)
in the equation for d[RxRy]/dt.
I note that the number of links are not conserved because of link creation and removal events.
Therefore, the mean degree ⟨k⟩ = 2
∑
(z,s)∈M [RzRs] + 2
∑
(z,s)∈M [LzLs] + 2
∑
z,s∈{r,l,u} [RzLs] is
not conserved but evolves according to
d
dt
⟨k⟩ = 2ae
∑
(z,s)∈M
([Rz][Rs] + [Lz][Ls]) − 2de
∑
(z,s)∈M
([RzRs] + [LzLs])
+2ao
∑
z,s∈{r,l,u}
[Rz][Ls] − 2do
∑
z,s∈{r,l,u}
[RzLs]. (5.4)
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I now truncate the expansion at the first-order by a PA that expresses the density of second
and third-order moments in terms of zeroth and first-order moments:
[ABC] ≃
(
h(AB)h(BC)
h(ABC)
)
[AB][BC]
[B]
,
[(A)BCD] ≃
(
h(AB)h(AC)h(AD)
h((A)BCD)
)
[AB][AC][AD]
[A]2
, (5.5)
where h(AB) = 1 + δAB, h(ABC) = 1 + δAC , and h((A)BCD) = 1 + δBC + δCD + δBD + δBCδCD +
δCDδBD. Here, I have used the PA that was developed in Section 2.2.1 for the triplet [ABC]. The
approximation for [(A)BCD] is obtained analogously, assuming the independence of AB, AC, and
AD-links.
Inserting Eq. 5.5 into the zeroth and first-order expansion equations leads to a closed system
of equations, which I briefly call the MCA in the following.
5.5 Uninformed individuals promote democratic consensus
Before investigating the dynamics of the adaptive network model in detail, it is useful to emphasize
the key ingredients of the model that leads to a competition between the minority and the ma-
jority subpopulations. The appeal of the model is that it combines the intransigence of informed
individuals with the stabilization of local consensus through interactions.
The intransigence of informed individuals is implemented using the process of spontaneous
opinion changes. An informed individual is unwilling to compromise with a local consensus in
the opposing opinion and tends to restore to the opinion it is informed about. Since minority
individuals have a higher preference in comparison to majority individuals, intransigence triggers
the dominance of the minority side.
The intransigence of informed individuals is counteracted by social interactions that are ex-
pressed in the form of induced opinion changes. The nonlinear induced switching process, which
is deliberately introduced into the adaptive network model, enables individuals to follow the local
majority in their neighborhood. Therefore, the predominant opinion in a local neighborhood is
reinforced by a positive feedback loop, which stabilizes the consensus states and is, thus, necessary
for the coherence of the group (Huepe et al., 2011). As the majority group comprises a larger
number of individuals, the support for local majority tends to favor the majority-preferred state.
Therefore, these two key ingredients, intransigence of informed individuals and stabilization of local
consensus, depict an effective competition between the two informed groups.
I now investigate the dynamics of the model in detail. In the absence of informed individuals,
when spontaneous switching due to intransigence is negligible such that wL = wR = q, the model
reduces to the original version by Huepe et al. (2011), as stated above. In this setting, the model
exhibits a swarming transition where the population reaches consensus on one of the two directions
arbitrarily (see Fig. 5.1-top). The swarming transition occurs at a pitchfork bifurcation, which can
be supercritical or subcritical depending on the values of parameters (see Fig. 5.1-bottom).
Here, I study the asymmetric condition where informed individuals are included in the pop-
ulation with wL > wR > q and thus the consensus direction is not arbitrary and determined by
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a competition between the minority and majority subpopulations, as explained above. I analyze
the parameter region where the consensus is stable and reached through a supercritical bifurcation
in the absence of informed individuals. I note that the subcritical regime introduces additional
nonlinear dynamics such as hysteresis, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Unless otherwise
stated, I use the following parameter values: ao = 0.70, do = 0.25, ae = 0.20, de = 0.10, q = 0.05,
wl = 0.80, wr = 0.20, c = 0.10, p = 0.20, N = 10
4, Nr/Nl = 1.25, and ⟨k⟩0 = 10.
Figure 5.1: Emergence of consensus in the absence of information. The swarming (order-disorder)
transition takes place at a pitchfork bifurcation. Top: Bifurcation diagram of the density of right-
goers [R] vs. link creation rate for opposite-goers ao. MCA (solid line) undergoes a supercritical
pitchfork bifurcation which is in very good agreement with AB simulations (circles). Bottom: Phase
diagram as a function of the link creation rates ao and ae for opposite and equal goers respectively.
In the bistable region (gray), the pitchfork bifurcation becomes subcritical. Parameters: N = 104,
do = 0.25, de = 0.1, w2 = w3 = 0.2, q = 0.1, and (top only) ae = 0.2. Figure taken from Huepe
et al. (2011).
Fig. 5.2-main shows the fraction of AB simulation realizations that reach consensus on the
majority-preferred direction. When uninformed individuals are absent or their number is below a
certain threshold, the minority opinion is always adopted by the population. When this threshold is
exceeded by adding uninformed individuals, the numerical majority takes over the control with an
immediate peak of the effect. As further uninformed individuals are added, the consensus decision
becomes randomized, i.e. there is a 1/2 chance to reach the consensus in either the minority or the
majority-preferred direction, due to vanishing density of informed individuals.
By looking more deeply into AB simulations, I uncover the role uninformed individuals play in
this process. Fig. 5.2-inset shows that the transition to the democratic consensus, i.e. consensus
favored by the majority, is accompanied by a sudden increase in the level of communication in
the population. Since they exhibit little intransigence or intrinsic bias, uninformed individuals
lend support to what they perceive (locally) as the numerical majority. Therefore, they promote
communication (induced switching) within the population. The level of communication makes a
sudden jump at the transition to the democratic consensus such that the population reaches the
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consensus through an elevated level of communication.
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Figure 5.2: Promotion of democratic consensus by uninformed individuals in the adaptive network
model. The strongly opinionated minority dominates for zero or low number of uninformed indi-
viduals. If uninformed individuals exceed a certain threshold, the numerical majority takes over.
Further inclusion of uninformed individuals inhibits the democratic consensus and noise dominates.
Main: The fraction of AB simulations (out of total 1000 simulations) in which the consensus is
adopted in the direction preferred by the numerical majority. Inset: The ratio of the total (linear
and nonlinear) induced switching events to the total spontaneous switching due to intransigence.
For both processes, only the events that lead to a change in the direction of consensus state are
counted. X-axis is 1/(nl + nr)
I now use the analytical approximation of Section 5.4 to investigate the dynamical mechanism
that causes the transition to the democratic consensus. For this, I employ the continuation analysis
to the MCA, using the numerical continuation software AUTO. Fig. 5.3 plots the total density of
individuals that adopt the majority-preferred opinion, i.e. the density of right-goers [Rr] + [Rl] +
[Ru], at the steady-state. For low densities of uninformed individuals, the minority controlled state
is the only stable attractor. As the proportion of uninformed individuals increases, the system
undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation resulting in a stable majority controlled state and an unstable
undecided state. AB simulations closely match analytical approximations. I note that although one
of the majority or minority branches is selected, there is a certain fraction of individuals going in
the opposite direction at the steady-state. However, there is a continuous mixing in the identities
of those that go in the “wrong” direction. They can, therefore, be treated as individuals that are
temporarily heading in the “wrong” direction in an animal group in motion.
I note that the model exhibits a pitchfork bifurcation in the absence of informed individuals,
i.e. when there is a symmetry between the two consensus states (see Fig. 5.1). The inclusion of
the informed individuals removes this symmetry and the bifurcation changes to the non-degenerate
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saddle-node form. This type of unfolding is indeed common in degenerate systems (Kuznetsov,
1998), as explained in Chapter 2.3.2.
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Figure 5.3: The stability of consensus in the adaptive network model. At low number of uninformed
individuals, the only steady-state is in the minority-preferred direction (red continuous line). This
minority branch is stable throughout the whole range of uninformed individuals. At a critical
number of uninformed individuals, two branches emerge at a saddle-node bifurcation: (1) a stable
branch in the majority-preferred direction (black continuous line) and (2) an unstable undecided
branch (black dashed line). Analytical approximation (lines) is in very good agreement with AB
simulations (blue circles).
The observed return of control from minority to majority can be explained by the interplay of
two dynamical processes: the direct interaction between informed individuals and the indirect in-
teraction through uninformed intermediaries. To understand how the control is returned, consider
that the propensity to adopt the opinion of others introduces a positive feedback. Uninformed
individuals contribute to this feedback without adding to the bias in the system. Thus adding
uninformed individuals has a stabilizing effect on both majority-preferred and minority-preferred
states. In the parameter range under consideration, the minority-preferred state is stable even with-
out addition of uninformed individuals, and thus does not profit from the addition of uninformed
individuals. By contrast, the majority-preferred state is infeasible without uninformed individuals,
but emerges once a certain density of uninformed individuals is reached. When sufficiently many
uninformed are present, the system is in a bistable regime where both the minority-preferred state
and the majority-preferred state are feasible. Our results show that in this state the numerical
advantage of the majority can overcome the stronger intransigence of the minority (see Fig. 5.2).
AB simulations and numerical integration of the MCA reveal that the informed nodes need to be
initialized with opinions in agreement with their informational status. This configuration is shown
to be established also in AB simulations of the SPP model, which was developed by our colleagues
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within the project the study in this chapter also belongs to, at the time point, where the animal
group effectively makes the collective decision between the two targets (Couzin et al., 2011).
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Figure 5.4: The phases of consensus in different directions in the adaptive network model. The
white region represents the parameter range where the saddle-node bifurcation causes a transition
from minority to majority control for a sufficiently high number of uninformed individuals. The
regions denoted ”majority” and “minority” represent parameter ranges where the majority or
minority preferences, respectively, are adopted regardless of the number of uninformed individuals.
Results are obtained by the numerical integration of the MCA at varying densities of uninformed
individuals nu.
Whether the majority or the minority dominates, and for which density of uninformed indi-
viduals, depends on a competition between the relative forces of the two informed subpopulations
(plurality for the majority vs. strength of preference for the minority). Fig. 5.3 plots the phase
diagram, where we see the outcome of opinion formation as a function of the ratio of the majority
to minority subpopulation (nr/nl) and the relative strength of the minority preference measured in
terms of the ratio of switching rates (wl/wr). There is a large range of parameter values where the
saddle-node bifurcation results in a transition from the minority to the majority control when suf-
ficient uninformed individuals are present. When the relative advantage of one of the two informed
subpopulations is sufficiently high, the population adopts the corresponding opinion whatever the
number of uninformed individuals is.
In order to test the prediction that uninformed individuals return the control from a strongly
opinionated minority to the numerical majority, an experiment with golden shiners (Notemigonus
crysoleucas), a species of freshwater fish, was conducted (Couzin et al., 2011). Two subpopulations
of individuals are separately trained and develop preference for either a blue or a yellow target.
Under the experimental conditions considered, golden shiners are known to have a natural bias
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towards yellow color (Spence and Smith, 2008). Consequently, the strongly opinionated minority
is constituted by N2 fish that are trained for the target marked by yellow. The numerical majority
of N1 fish is trained for the blue target. A third subpopulation of N3 fish is left untrained. After
the training sessions for the two informed subpopulations, the three subpopulations are gathered
together and they reach a consensus on one of the targets. The experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 5.5-b. See Couzin et al. (2011) for further details of the experimental procedure.
Figure 5.5: Experiments with golden shiners, a schooling fish species. Left: When the minority
(N2 = 5) are trained to the intrinsically preferred yellow target, inclusion of uninformed individuals
returns control from the minority to the numerical majority. Each data point is the fraction of
trials, among 18 replicates, in which the consensus is achieved for the blue target. Inset: A golden
shiner. Right: Image from an experimental video with N1 = 6, N2 = 5, and N3 = 10.
Fig. 5.5-a verifies the prediction of the adaptive network model for the role of uninformed
individuals in consensus decision-making. In the absence of uninformed individuals, the strongly
opinionated minority dictates its preferred target. Inclusion of uninformed individuals returns the
control to the numerical majority. I note that, at higher numbers of uninformed individuals, the
consensus direction should be randomized, i.e. both targets are reached with the same probability,
as in Fig. 5.3. However, this could not be tested due to the low number of uninformed individuals
used in the experiment.
5.6 Discussion
In this chapter, I have developed an adaptive network model of collective motion to investigate the
impact of prior information, or individual interests, on consensus decision-making. By the use of
MCAs, I have unraveled the dynamical mechanism, i.e. the bifurcation structure, that hands in an
unexpected critical role to uninformed individuals.
In the absence of uninformed individuals, a strongly opinionated minority is able to steer the
population to a consensus on the option it prefers. However, as they don’t have specific preferences
and instead support numerical advantages through nonlinear opinion adoption processes, unin-
formed individuals pass the control to the majority population when they reach a critical number.
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Therefore, around the critical number of uninformed individuals, the arrival or departure of a very
small number of uninformed individuals can drastically change the outcome. However, this is in
strong contrast to the previous conjectures on the role of uninformed individuals, who are expected
to be easily manipulated by strongly opinionated, or extremist, minorities (Buchanan and Tullock,
1958; Olson, 1971; Riker, 1982; Conradt et al., 2009).
Using the adaptive network model, I have identified the fundamental local mechanisms required
for this phenomena. The essential features are a) a nonlinear tendency to adopt the opinion of
their topological neighbors, and b) intransigence of informed individuals that directs them to their
preferred opinions. The spatial embedding, although has been shown to be of prior importance
in many other ecological systems (Durrett and Levin, 1994), is not one of these key ingredients.
The adaptive network model, rather, conceptualizes the problem as an abstract opinion formation
process in a networked society. The results established here, therefore, imply that the critical role
of uninformed individuals might also persist in human populations.
The simplicity of the commonly used opinion formation models hinders uttering strong state-
ments about opinion formation in human populations. Recent experiments and observations on
online social platforms (Centola, 2011; Vespignani, 2012) have provided evidence for the plausi-
bility of the processes included in these models. Nevertheless, the complicated nature of opinion
formation in humans and its inevitable dependence on uncontrollable external factors complicate
the direct test of theoretical predictions. However, social animal groups instead lend themselves to
the analysis of opinion formation models. Previously, an adaptive network model was shown to re-
produce the disorder-order transition in a locust population (Huepe et al., 2011). Here, I extended
this model that lead to a prediction on the critical role of uninformed individuals on consensus
decision-making, which was confirmed directly by an experiment in a fish school, providing the first
direct empirical test of adaptive network models. This suggests experiments in mobile social animal
groups as a fruitful testbed for the predictions of further adaptive network models. In this line
of research, the empirical measurement of the rates of stochastic network processes by real-world
experiments will certainly contribute to the value of adaptive network models of collective motion.
As to the merit of analytical approaches, I have illustrated that MCAs can be extended to
models with complex update rules. As discussed in Chapter 4, the numerical performance of AB
simulations scales badly with the complexity of update rules. I have benefited from MCAs as a
complementary approach that guided the effective use of AB simulations. This identifies MCAs, in
particular low-order homogeneous schemes due to their analytical tractability, as an effective tool
for the study of network models with complex update rules.
Finally, in this chapter, I have shown that adaptive networks and MCAs can be used to study
social dynamics in real-world problems. The analytical insights obtained from MCAs helped to
clarify the source of a real-world phenomenon. I hope that this will motivate the application of
adaptive network models and MCAs to further real-world problems.
Chapter 6
Epidemic spreading on growing heterogeneous
adaptive networks
In the previous chapters, I have illustrated the use of MCAs based on the phenomenological adaptive
RPS game, analyzed alternative approximation schemes using the adaptive VM as a benchmark,
and demonstrated their merit for studying real-world systems in the context of consensus decision-
making in a fish school. I now move on to a though technical challenge for MCAs: to capture the
dynamics of adaptive networks with broad degree distributions, which has not been analytically
investigated in the literature yet.
While moment expansions yield good results for many adaptive network models, considerations
in previous chapters identified potentially problematic cases for the approximation schemes and
in particular suggested the systems with very broad degree distributions as a strong challenge for
analytical approaches. Homogeneous and heterogeneous approaches have their distinct peculiar
difficulties in handling such systems.
The homogeneous approaches have problems regarding the quality of their estimations for
strongly heterogeneous networks. The performance of homogeneous approaches deteriorates with
the increasing width of the degree distribution due to a) MCAs that assume ER random graph
topologies, and b) arising correlations between degrees and states. The problem a) can be solved
by using the moments of the actual degree distribution instead of presuming a Poisson probabil-
ity distribution. However, since homogeneous approaches do not explicitly incorporate the degree
distribution, these moments need to be measured from AB network simulations and supplied as
external parameters. The reliance on the external supply of the topological parameters is not fa-
vorable since it establishes only a partial description in the case of adaptive networks. A further
complication is caused by the phenomenon b) which is common in systems with broad degree dis-
tributions. When the states of nodes strongly depend on their degrees, homogeneous approaches
are generally no more sufficient even if one externally provides the actual moments of the degree
distribution.
Heterogeneous MCAs overcome these difficulties by assigning nodes of different degrees to dif-
ferent classes. However, as illustrated on the simple VM in Section 4.3, the analysis of heteroge-
neous approximations is troublesome. Heterogeneous approximations are almost never analytically
tractable and they do not lend themselves to the continuation analysis. The analysis then inevitably
relies on the numerical integration of large ODE systems. Although asymptotic values of numeri-
cal integrations provide good estimates for stable steady-states, their use is limited for an overall
understanding of the phase portrait. Therefore, they are mostly useless for detecting unstable
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steady-states and periodic solutions, analyzing complex dynamics, and identifying bifurcations.
Considering these pitfalls of different approximation schemes, I aim to study an adaptive net-
work model that organizes into a topology with broad degree distribution. The network growth
with preferential attachment, which is explained in Section 2.1.4, constitutes a natural candidate
for such an approach as it leads to scale-free networks with infinite degree variance in the thermo-
dynamic limit. This model introduces an additional challenge for the density formalism of MCAs.
The subgraph densities are, by definition, normalized with respect to the number of nodes. In
open systems, such as growing networks, the number of nodes changes in time, defining a need to
renormalize the densities accordingly.
We would like to study a contact process on such a growing network that triggers a strong
feedback between topological evolution and state dynamics, as this might lead to complex phe-
nomena which would be a further challenge for the analytical approaches. As demonstrated in the
previous chapters, most opinion formation models evolve into homogeneous network topologies. In
contrast, epidemics on adaptive networks can exhibit complex emergent dynamics (Gross et al.,
2006; Shaw and Schwartz, 2008; Risau-Gusman and Zanette, 2009; Gräser et al., 2011; Wang et al.,
2011) and emergent topological properties (Gross et al., 2006; Shaw and Schwartz, 2008; Marceau
et al., 2010). Epidemic spreading thus suits better to our purpose.
Most adaptive network models of epidemic spreading are built on the social responses to the
epidemics, e.g. the rewiring of links to avoid contacts with infected individuals (Gross et al.,
2006; Shaw and Schwartz, 2008; Gross and Kevrekidis, 2008; Risau-Gusman and Zanette, 2009;
Marceau et al., 2010; Gräser et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011). The direct topological feedback via
the removal of nodes due to hospitalization, quarantine or death has received less attention. As
will be demonstrated below, the direct topological feedback has unique strong effects on the fate
of diseases in populations as well as the structure of populations.
This chapter is based on Demirel and Gross (2012). I study the spreading of a susceptible-
infected-removed disease on an adaptive network which simultaneously grows with the preferential
attachment mechanism. On one hand, the network growth supports the formation of topologies
with broad degree variance. On the other hand, those nodes with high degree are more likely to
catch the disease and be removed from the system due to the disease-induced deaths, which tends
to decrease the width of the distribution. The appeal of this model lies in this competition between
different topologies, which I will show to lead to the absence of epidemic thresholds. I develop a het-
erogeneous node approximation that both captures the properties of emergent network topologies
and also the absence of epidemic thresholds. Furthermore, I am able to treat the approximation
analytically by coarse-graining the heterogeneous equations and applying a linear stability analysis.
In the following, I discuss the epidemic spreading on complex and adaptive networks in Sec-
tion 6.1. Then, I introduce the growing adaptive SIR network model in Section 6.2. I develop the
MCA to the model in Section 6.3. I provide a basic analysis of the model in Section 6.4, which is
followed by a demonstration of the absence of epidemic thresholds using MCAs in Section 6.5. I
finish by a summary and discussion of results in Section 6.6.
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6.1 Epidemic spreading on complex and adaptive networks
Infectious or epidemic diseases can be essentially classified according to the type of immunity hu-
mans can develop against them, i.e. none / temporal / permanent. In accordance with the type of
the disease, different disease models have been developed (Hethcote, 2000; May and Lloyd, 2001).
Humans are able to develop permanent immunity against susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) dis-
eases like influenza. In contrast, in susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) diseases, e.g. tuberculosis
and measles, people become immediately receptive after they recover. Recovery from certain fatal
Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) diseases such as AIDS is impossible. In the following, in order
to preclude confusion, I use the SIR abbreviation for susceptible-infected-removed diseases only.
Using the SIS model for illustration, in a well-mixed population, where every pair of individuals
can get into contact with each other, the time evolution of the disease is captured by
d[I]
dt
= p[S][I] − r[I],
d[S]
dt
= −p[S][I] + r[I]. (6.1)
Here [S] ([I]) is the fraction of susceptibles (infected), p is the rate of disease transmission per
each contact between infected and susceptibles (captured by [S][I]), and r is the recovery rate.
Recovered individuals immediately become susceptible in the SIS model.
Epidemic diseases can have devastating effects on populations as illustrated by major epidemic
outbreaks in the human history causing millions of deaths at several occasions (Hays, 2005). It is
easily conceivable that this has a drastic effect on population structure and specifically on the struc-
ture of social contact networks in the population. Simultaneously, the fate of epidemics strongly
depends on properties of the contact networks, leading to a complex interplay. In the past two
decades, epidemic spreading has been extensively studied on different complex networks to under-
stand the influence of the social contact network structure on the disease prevalence (Keeling and
Eames, 2005; Bansal et al., 2007; Funk et al., 2010).
For a networked society, Eq. 6.1 (with the modification p → ⟨k⟩p) constitutes a zeroth-order
homogeneous approximation. The relevance of the degree heterogeneity and correlations between
links for the study of epidemic spreading, as explained below, has motivated the use of more
complicated MCAs at varying complexity (Keeling, 1999; Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2001b;
Newman, 2002b; Boguñá et al., 2003; Bauch, 2005; House and Keeling, 2011; Gleeson, 2011).
The dynamical behavior of epidemic diseases is determined by the epidemic threshold pc only
above which the disease can persist and spread to a finite fraction of the population, also known
as the disease prevalence. When p < pc, the disease fades out before it can spread. The epidemic
threshold is closely related to the giant component / percolation transition (Newman et al., 2001).
In particular, the steady-state properties of the SIR model on static networks are equivalent to the
bond percolation (Grassberger, 1983).
It has been shown that a crucial determinant of epidemic spreading is the degree distribution
of the contact network. The epidemic threshold, pc, can be expressed in terms of the first two
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moments of the degree distribution (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2001b; Boguñá et al., 2003)
pSISc =
⟨k⟩
⟨k2⟩
r
pSIRc =
⟨k⟩
⟨k2⟩ − ⟨k2⟩
r. (6.2)
If the variance of the degree distribution is finite, the epidemic threshold is also finite (Moore
and Newman, 2000; Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2001a; Moreno et al., 2002). By contrast, if the
variance diverges, e.g. in scale-free networks, then the epidemic threshold vanishes (Pastor-Satorras
and Vespignani, 2001a,b; May and Lloyd, 2001; Moreno et al., 2002; Castellano and Pastor-Satorras,
2010). Scale-free networks are thus critical for the spreading of infectious diseases as they allow
otherwise unlikely diseases with arbitrarily low infectiousness to spread and become endemic.
Today, the structure of social networks is recognized as a key factor with direct implications
for epidemic dynamics and potential counter measures (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2002b;
Zanette and Kuperman, 2002; Cohen et al., 2003; Holme, 2004; Meyers et al., 2005). This insight
has motivated the integration of real-world network data into epidemic models (Newman et al.,
2002; Hufnagel et al., 2004; Colizza et al., 2006; Read et al., 2008; Belik et al., 2011). Furthermore,
theoretical models have been extended by including several properties of real-world networks such
as degree constraints (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2002a), clustering (Eguiluz and Klemm,
2002; Newman, 2003b; Read and Keeling, 2003; Serrano and Boguna, 2006), information filtering
(Mossa et al., 2002), social hierarchy (Grabowski and Kosinski, 2004), and non-uniform transmission
probabilities (Newman, 2002b).
More recently, the study of the feedback of the epidemic on the social network structure has
initiated. The feedback can be indirect, e.g. by triggering behavioral changes of agents (Gross
et al., 2006; Funk et al., 2010), or direct by removing agents due to hospitalization, quarantine, or
death. Modeling the network response to an ongoing epidemic leads to an adaptive network.
The best studied adaptive network model of epidemics is the adaptive SIS model by Gross
et al. (2006) that captures the social response of individuals to an ongoing epidemics. In the
model, at the infection rate p, the disease spreads on the links between infected and susceptible
individuals. At the recovery rate r, infected individuals recover from the disease and immediately
become susceptible. The social response is expressed in the form of link rewiring: At the rewiring
rate w, susceptible individuals rewire their links with infected individuals to randomly selected
susceptibles in order to avoid contact with the infected.
The emergent network topology of the adaptive SIS model displays a number of complex features
at high rewiring w. Most interestingly, the network self-organizes into a strongly heterogeneous
topology (see Fig. 6.1-right, bottom). This is accompanied by a division of the population into
susceptible and infected subpopulations that display significantly different structures (see Fig. 6.1-
right, bottom) such that susceptible nodes form a tightly connected cluster isolating those who
are infected. Assortative mixing by degree, which is typical of social networks, also emerges with
the social rewiring mechanism (see Fig. 6.1-right, top). Furthermore, the model exhibits complex
system-level dynamics including bistability and oscillations that were explained using a first-order
homogeneous MCA (Gross et al., 2006).
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The work by Gross et al. (2006) was followed by a series of other papers (Shaw and Schwartz,
2008; Gross and Kevrekidis, 2008; Risau-Gusman and Zanette, 2009; Marceau et al., 2010; Shaw
and Schwartz, 2010; Lagorio et al., 2011; Gräser et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011) that extended the
analysis and looked at different variants of the model. In particular, it has been shown that the
study of the social response to epidemics is interesting from an applied point of view because it
could enable enhanced vaccine control (Shaw and Schwartz, 2010) and effective quarantine strategies
(Lagorio et al., 2011).
Figure 6.1: The network topology in the adaptive SIS model. The average nearest-neighbor de-
gree ⟨knn⟩ (top) and the degree distribution PSk for susceptibles (bottom, circles) and infected P Ik
(bottom, dots) as a function of the degree k. (Left) No rewiring, w = 0: the network is a random
graph with Poisson degree distribution and vanishing degree correlation. (Center) Only rewiring,
p = r = 0: the infected and susceptible populations separate into two disconnected components
with different mean and Poisson degree distribution. (Right) Adaptive network with rewiring,
w = 0.3, r = 0.002, p = 0.008: the degree distributions are broad and a strong assortative degree
correlation appears. Figure taken from Gross et al. (2006).
In comparison to social responses to the epidemics (Gross et al., 2006; Shaw and Schwartz,
2008; Gross and Kevrekidis, 2008; Risau-Gusman and Zanette, 2009; Marceau et al., 2010; Gräser
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011), direct topological feedback via the removal of nodes has received
less attention. Previous works considered the case where network growth and death processes are
balanced and thus the population stays in equilibrium and fluctuates around a fixed system size
(Kamenev and Meerson, 2008; Schwartz et al., 2009). The case of continuous growth was studied
in Guerra and Gómez-Gardeñes (2010), where new nodes attach preferentially to high degree non-
infected nodes. It was observed that a transition from a scale-free topology to an exponential one
takes place as the infectiousness decreases. In another study, network growth and node removals
have been incorporated in a single model (Hayashi et al., 2004). However, the authors focused
on the epidemic oscillations and did not consider topological effects in detail. Another related
work focused on the interplay between network growth and dynamical behavior in the context of
evolutionary game theory (Poncela et al., 2009), where new players preferentially attach to those
receiving higher payoffs.
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6.2 Spreading of a Susceptible-Infected-Removed disease on a grow-
ing adaptive network
Here, I consider the growth of a network with preferential attachment from which nodes are simul-
taneously removed due to a SIR epidemic (Anderson and May, 1991).
In this network a given node is either susceptible (state S) or already infected with the disease
(state I). We start with a fully connected network of m0 nodes and consider three dynamical
processes: a) the arrival of nodes, b) the disease transmission, and c) the removal of nodes.
In the following, all rates are measured per capita, including the arrival rate. This implies that
larger populations have a proportionally larger influx of agents. This assumption is necessary to
keep the model well-defined in the thermodynamic limit and appears plausible e.g. for growing
cities, where the attractivity increases with size.
New nodes arrive in the population at a constant rate q and are already infected with the
disease with probability w. Arriving nodes immediately establish links with m of the nodes selected
according to the preferential attachment rule (Barabási and Albert, 1999): A new node establishes
a link with a particular existing node of degree k with probability k/2L, where L is the total number
of links.
Disease transmission occurs at rate p on every link connecting a susceptible and an infected
node. Therefore, nodes with higher degree are proportionally more likely to catch and spread the
disease.
Removal of infected nodes take place at rate r. Because we describe a fatal disease from which
recovery is not possible, removed nodes and their links are entirely deleted from the simulation and
do not re-enter at a later stage.
Unless mentioned otherwise, the following set of parameter values is used throughout this
chapter: m0 = 6, m = 5, q = 0.01. In AB simulations the network is simulated until N reaches 10
7
(the scale of present mega cities), or the network has stopped growing and the time reaches 104.
6.3 Moment-closure approximation of the adaptive network model
In order to capture the dynamics of the growing adaptive SIR model, I develop a heterogeneous node
approximation (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2001a,b; Moreno et al., 2002), where the network
evolution is captured in a set of equations for the node densities in different degree-classes. Here,
I use a density formalism instead of the abundance formalism, previously used in the literature, as
it provides a direct interpretation of the thermodynamic limit.
Let me discuss the selection criteria for the heterogeneous node approximation among the
alternative schemes. The discussions in Section 4.3 and in the introduction of this chapter indicate
that a heterogeneous approach would satisfy our needs. However, the analytical means might then
be lost. A reasonable strategy to avoid this is to employ the simplest but still useful approach.
Since the processes considered in the model do not actively create state correlations between nodes,
heterogeneous pair and active neighborhood approximations include details that are not relevant
for our system. I therefore discard these alternatives and opt for the simpler heterogeneous node
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approximation. As shown below, I benefit from this simplicity to obtain analytical results.
For the approximation, I define [Ak] as the density of nodes of state A ∈ {S, I} and degree
k among all nodes in the network. Furthermore, the total density of S-nodes is denoted as [S],
[S] =
∑
k[Sk]. The density [I] is defined analogously such that [S]+[I] = 1. I note that the number
of nodes N is not conserved. Therefore, node densities should be renormalized due to node arrival
and removal events.
I now formulate a dynamical system that captures the time evolution of the densities [Sk] and
[Ik] due to infection, node arrival, and node removal processes.
d
dt
[Sk] = q
(
(1 − w)δk,m +
m
⟨k⟩
(
− k[Sk] + (k − 1)[Sk−1]
)
− [Sk]
)
−pzI [I]k[Sk] + r
(
zI [I]
(
(k + 1)[Sk+1] − k[Sk]
)
+ [I][Sk]
)
,
d
dt
[Ik] = q
(
wδk,m +
m
⟨k⟩
(
− k[Ik] + (k − 1)[Ik−1]
)
− [Ik]
)
+ pzI [I]k[Sk]
+r
(
zI [I]
(
(k + 1)[Ik+1] − k[Ik]
)
+ [I][Ik] − [Ik]
)
, 0 < k < kmax (6.3)
For understanding the equation governing the evolution of the density [Sk], consider that new
nodes with degree m arrive at the rate q and have state S with probability 1−w. Thus, the density
[Sm] increases at the rate q(1 − w). A newly arriving node builds a link to a node in the Sk class
with the probability k[Sk]/⟨k⟩ and causes it to pass into the Sk+1 class. Because m such links
are established by each newly arriving node, the density [Sk] decreases by qmk[Sk]/⟨k⟩. Similarly,
nodes in the Sk−1 class pass into the Sk class at the rate qm(k − 1)[Sk−1]/⟨k⟩. Additionally, we
need to renormalize the density [Sk] when a node arrives. This corresponds to a loss of the [Sk]
density of q[Sk].
At rate p, nodes within the Sk class become infected through their links with infected nodes
causing them to pass into the Ik class. The density of such links can be approximated to good
precision by zI [I]k[Sk], where zI = ⟨kI⟩/⟨k⟩.
Finally, nodes within the Sk class pass into the Sk−1 class due to the removal of their infected
neighbors. Given the density of such links, zI [I]k[Sk], the density of [Sk] decreases by rzI [I]k[Sk].
Similarly, nodes in the Sk+1 class pass into the Sk class corresponding to a gain of rzI [I](k+1)[Sk+1].
As infected nodes are removed, the density of all degree classes increases due to the renormalization
leading to a gain of r[I][Sk] for the density [Sk].
The rate equation for the density [Ik] is constructed analogously.
Before discussing how I will use Eq. 6.3 in the analysis of the model, I want to provide the
derivation of the density renormalization rates that are used above. Let the rate of the process
leading to a change in the network size be ω such that ω = q for addition and ω = r[I] for removal.
Without loss of generality, I assume that the number of nodes increases by one in such a discrete
update event, i.e. N(t+ ∆t) = N(t) + 1. In isolation from the changes due to other effects such as
the assignment of the new node to its degree class, the densities of all degree classes change due to
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the modification of the normalization factor such that [Xk(t+∆t)] = ω[Xk(t)]N(t)/(N(t)+1). The
change in densities in an update step is therefore [Xk(t + ∆t)] − [Xk(t)] = −ω[Xk(t)]/(N(t) + 1).
Then, the rate of change is
d
dt
[Xk] = lim
∆t→0
[Xk(t + ∆t)] − [Xk(t)]
∆t
= lim
∆t→0
−ω [Xk(t)]
(N(t) + 1)∆t
.
Using the definition of the time step ∆t = 1/N , we reach
d
dt
[Xk] = lim
N(t)→∞
−ω N(t)
N(t) + 1
[Xk(t)].
By taking the thermodynamic limit, we obtain the desired renormalization rate
d
dt
[Xk] = −ω[Xk(t)].
In the following, I refer to Eq. 6.3 as the heterogeneous approximation. Beyond the reliance on
extensive numerical simulations, heterogeneous approximations have a further drawback. Since it
is not possible to numerically integrate an infinite dimensional system of differential equations, one
needs to introduce a degree cut-off kmax by assuming
∑∞
k=kmax+1
Pk ≪
∑kmax
k=0 Pk. The higher the
degree cut-off, kmax, the more precise the heterogeneous approximation becomes.
In the following, I develop a low-dimensional approximation by summing over the degree classes.
I consider the susceptible proportion of the population [S], the mean degree ⟨k⟩, and the mean
degree of susceptibles ⟨kS⟩ which evolve according to
d
dt
[S] =
∑
k
d
dt
[Sk],
d
dt
⟨k⟩ =
∑
k
k
d
dt
([Sk] + [Ik]),
d
dt
⟨kS⟩[S] =
∑
k
d
dt
k[Sk]. (6.4)
Using Eq. 6.3 and Eq. 6.4, I obtain
d
dt
[S] = q(1 − w − [S]) − p⟨kS⟩⟨kI⟩
⟨k⟩
[S][I] + r[S][I],
d
dt
⟨k⟩ = q(2m− ⟨k⟩) + r(2⟨kS⟩[S] − ⟨k⟩(1 + [S])),
d
dt
⟨kS⟩ = q
(
(1 − w)(m− ⟨kS⟩)
[S]
+ m
⟨kS⟩
⟨k⟩
)
− p⟨kI⟩[I]
⟨k⟩
(⟨k2S⟩ − ⟨kS⟩2) − r
⟨kS⟩⟨kI⟩
⟨k⟩
[I]. (6.5)
In the following, I refer to Eq. 6.5 as the coarse-grained heterogeneous approximation.
Because we have not derived an equation for the second moment of the susceptible degree
distribution ⟨k2S⟩, Eq. 6.5 does not constitute a closed dynamical system. I address this problem
by replacing ⟨k2S⟩ by ⟨kS⟩2 + ⟨kS⟩ in an additional approximation. I note that this approximation
is valid exactly when the network has a Poisson degree distribution. It can therefore be thought of
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as a ‘random-graph approximation’. This approximation will certainly fail in the case of scale-free
networks. By contrast, as will become apparent below, the approximation still performs well for
distributions with large finite variance.
Using the random-graph approximation I obtain
d
dt
[S] = q(1 − w − [S]) − p⟨kS⟩⟨kI⟩
⟨k⟩
[S][I] + r[S][I],
d
dt
⟨k⟩ = q(2m− ⟨k⟩) + r(2⟨kS⟩[S] − ⟨k⟩(1 + [S])),
d
dt
⟨kS⟩ = q
(
(1 − w)(m− ⟨kS⟩)
[S]
+ m
⟨kS⟩
⟨k⟩
)
− p⟨kS⟩⟨kI⟩[I]
⟨k⟩
− r ⟨kS⟩⟨kI⟩
⟨k⟩
[I], (6.6)
where [I] and ⟨kI⟩ are given by the conservation laws [S] + [I] = 1 and ⟨k⟩ = ⟨kI⟩[I] + ⟨kS⟩[I],
such that the system constitutes a closed model. In the following, I refer to this model as the
homogeneous approximation.
6.4 Topological transition from scale-free to exponential networks
One can attempt to guess the outcome of the model by the following (slightly naive) line of reason-
ing: Observing a scale-free topology implies that the epidemic is extinct. But an extinct epidemic
implies scale-free structure and hence vanishing epidemic threshold precluding extinction. Logi-
cally, the only possible solution is that the epidemic persists (unconditionally) in a network that is
not scale-free. In other words, one would expect that the coevolution of epidemic state and network
structure should lead to a vanishing epidemic threshold in an exponential network.
One could argue that this naive reasoning is wrong because the paradox above can be resolved
temporally, such that the epidemic goes extinct while the network is exponential, whereas a disease-
free scale-free network develops at later times. Subsequently the network cannot be re-invaded by
the disease because all infected have been removed. However, this temporal resolution is only
feasible in finite networks. In the thermodynamic limit it can be easily shown that a finite number
of infected survive even below the epidemic threshold, which precludes complete extinction and
thus is sufficient to reignite the epidemic at a later stage.
In the remainder of this chapter I present a detailed dynamical analysis of the epidemic model
showing that the naive reasoning presented above is actually correct in the thermodynamic limit.
I confirm the results by comparison with AB simulations of the network.
Before I launch into a detailed discussion of the model, let me consider the limiting case of
network evolution in the absence of the epidemic. In this case the model is identical to the BA model
of network growth (Barabási and Albert, 1999), which is known to lead to scale-free topologies,
where the degree distribution follows a power law Pk ∝ k−γ with exponent γ = 3, as discussed in
Section 2.1.4. In the present model the emergence of scale-free topologies is thus expected in the
limit where the disease goes extinct or remains limited to a finite number of infected nodes ≪ N .
When the epidemic is present, high degree nodes are disproportionately likely to become infected
and subsequently removed, which can be expected to prevent the formation of scale-free topologies.
I confirm this intuition by plotting degree distributions for various parameter sets in Fig. 6.2.
Because the homogeneous approximation does not provide any information on the degree distribu-
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Figure 6.2: Degree distribution for varying infectiousness p and infected arrival fraction w. Left:
AB simulations. Right: heterogeneous approximation. Scale-free degree distributions are observed
when disease infectiousness vanishes (p = 0). For increasing infectiousness the degree distribution
quickly becomes exponential. Parameters: r = q = 0.01, m0 = 6, m = 5. Shown are averages over
1000 simulation runs.
tion, I show a comparison of the numerical integration of the heterogeneous approximation with AB
simulations. The figure shows a good agreement between the modeling approaches and confirms
basic intuition. When all arriving nodes are susceptible (w = 0), a scale-free degree distribution
with the expected exponent γ = 3 is formed for p = 0. I will later show that the heterogeneous
approximation can be solved in the closed form for p = 0, confirming Pk = k
−3. At finite infec-
tiousness p, the topology changes from scale-free to exponential. The same behavior is observed at
higher rates of infected arrivals, 0 < w < 1.
When all arriving nodes are already infected (w = 1), the distribution has a bimodal form for
p = 0 with high degree contribution coming from the initial susceptibles which never get infected. At
positive infectiousness p, these individuals eventually die and the mode at high degrees disappears.
In order to quantify the topological transition from the scale-free to the exponential degree
distribution, I plot the variance σ2 of the degree distribution as a function of infectiousness p and
fraction of infected arrivals w in Fig. 6.3. As either parameter increases, the disease prevalence
in the steady-state, [I]∗, increases and removal occurs at a high rate. As a result the degree
distribution becomes narrower and the degree variance decreases. It is apparent that very high
values of the variance are only found for low infectiousness p, whereas higher infectiousness quickly
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leads to narrow distributions.
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Figure 6.3: Variance σ2 of the degree distribution. Degree variance σ2 is plotted as a function of
the infectiousness p and the infected arrival fraction w from AB simulations. The degree variance
σ2 decreases with increasing infectiousness p and fraction of infected arrivals w. Inset: Degree
variance σ2 as a function of the degree cut-off kc. A transition from a cut-off dependent (p = 0,
scale-free) to an independent (p = 0.0004, p = 0.001, and p = 0.005, exponential) regime is observed
as the infectiousness p is increased. In AB simulations (circles), nodes were restricted to at most
kc neighbors. In the heterogeneous approximation (solid lines) the cut-off kc is directly imposed as
kmax. Parameters: r = q = 0.01, m0 = 6, m = 5, kc = 5 × 103.
Above I computed the variance σ2 of the degree distribution of networks. One concern in any
computation of this kind is finite-size effects. In the heterogeneous approximation these effects
appear directly in the form of the maximal degree that is considered in the approximation. In AB
simulations, a similar cut-off exists as the maximal degree in a network of finite size is bounded
by the number of nodes. Hence, all moments of the degree distribution, including the variance,
must be finite regardless of the shape of the degree distribution. However, if the finite networks
are drawn from an ensemble that becomes scale-free in the thermodynamic limit, the variance σ2 is
often found to increase logarithmically with the imposed cut-off (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani,
2002a).
I now rule out that low values of the degree variance σ2, observed above, were due to finite-size
effects by considering the variance σ2 as a function of the degree cut-off kc (Fig. 6.3 inset). For the
case of p = 0, case of scale-free behavior, I find that the observed variance increases logarithmically
as expected. Conversely, for the finite values of infectiousness p the observed σ2 is insensitive to
a sufficiently large cut-off. In summary these results show that fatal diseases should relatively
quickly destroy scale-free structure of social networks at all but the smallest removal rate and/or
infectiousness.
Let us now investigate the effect of the emergent network topology on the prevalence of the
disease. Plots of the disease prevalence as a function of the infectiousness p and the fraction
of infected arrivals w are shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. Fig. 6.4 shows that the heterogeneous
approximation (dashed lines) is in exact agreement with the AB model for the whole range of
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Figure 6.4: Dependence of the disease prevalence [I]∗ on infectiousness p (top) and fraction of
infected arrivals w (bottom). The disease prevalence increases monotonically with infectiousness p
and fraction of infected arrivals w. In AB simulations (circles), [I]∗ is calculated over the surviving
runs among 1000 total realizations. Homogeneous approximation (solid lines) is the analytical
solution of Eq. 6.6. Heterogeneous approximation (dashed lines) is the stationary value of the
numerical integration of Eq. 6.3. Parameters: r = q = 0.01, m0 = 6, m = 5.
parameters p and w. The precision of the homogeneous approximation is also high for a large
range of parameter values. As illustrated in Fig. 6.5, the absolute error in estimation of the disease
prevalence of the approximation is maximal for intermediate values of infectiousness p, but still
less than 0.05. The only qualitative discrepancy between the approximation and the AB model
emerges at low infectiousness p for zero infected arrivals (w = 0). Here, the homogeneous model
predicts the existence of an epidemic threshold, whereas in the AB simulation and the heterogeneous
approximation the disease is found to persist for any finite infectiousness p.
6.5 Absence of epidemic thresholds
Summarizing the results shown so far, ongoing epidemic dynamics quickly leads to the formation
of networks with finite variance. Generally, one would expect that such networks should exhibit a
finite epidemic threshold. Nevertheless, the heterogeneous approximation and simulations indicate
that the epidemic can persist in these networks for any finite positive value of the infectiousness. Let
us therefore investigate the apparent absence of the threshold in greater detail. In the following,
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I confirm this absence by what is essentially a less naive version of the naive line of reasoning
presented in the introduction. Throughout the argument I will only consider the case where all
arriving agents are susceptible, as the epidemic threshold is harder to define otherwise.
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Figure 6.5: Performance of the homogeneous approximation in estimating the disease prevalence
[I]∗ in the (p, w) parameter space. Top-left: AB simulations. Top-right: homogeneous approxima-
tion. Bottom: absolute difference between AB simulations and the homogeneous approximation.
Homogeneous approximation performs well for a large range of infectiousness p and infected arrival
fractions w. Parameters: r = q = 0.01, m0 = 6,m = 5.
The epidemic threshold is commonly defined as the minimal value of the infectiousness, below
which a randomly picked node is susceptible with probability 1. In any finite network this implies
that below the epidemic threshold each individual node is susceptible. By contrast in the thermo-
dynamic limit there can still be a finite number of infected nodes as long as the density of such
nodes in the network is zero, i.e. [I] = 0. In the following, I denote the state below the epidemic
threshold as the disease-free state, but recognize that there may still be a finite number of infected
agents.
Because the density of infected vanishes in the disease-free state, it is apparent that the de-
gree distribution must be independent of the parameters p and r. This can also be verified in
the heterogeneous approximation. Furthermore, in the thermodynamic limit, i.e. N → ∞, the
degree distribution converges to the power law Pk ∼ k−3 for k ≥ m and thus also the degree
variance of susceptibles σ2S diverges in the disease-free state. Considering any state with stationary
disease prevalence [I]∗, mean degree ⟨k⟩∗, and susceptible mean degree ⟨kS⟩∗, the heterogeneous
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approximation implies
d
dt
⟨k2⟩ = q
(
m2 + 2m− ⟨k⟩
∗
2
)
+
r
2
⟨k⟩∗[I]∗ − r
(
⟨k2⟩ − ⟨k2S⟩[S]∗
)
. (6.7)
Using ⟨k2⟩ = ⟨k2S⟩[S] + ⟨k2I ⟩[I], it follows that σ2 → ∞ iff σ2S → ∞. In addition, the steady-state
solution of the coarse-grained heterogeneous approximation provides that 1/σ2S vanishes only when
[I] = 0. Thus, the disease prevalence can vanish only when the degree variance is infinite.
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Figure 6.6: The epidemic threshold p∗ as a function of a given value of degree variance σ2. Results
have been obtained by numerical continuation of a bifurcation point of Eq. 6.5. The epidemic
threshold scales in the same form as on static networks, i.e. p∗ ∼ ⟨k⟩/σ2, showing that the epidemic
threshold vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. Parameters: r = q = 0.01, w = 0, m0 = 6, m = 5.
The argument above provides a substantiation for our intuition that, in the disease-free state,
preferential attachment will eventually lead to the formation of scale-free topologies, where the
degree variance of the susceptibles diverges. Considered on its own this argument does not preclude
the existence of an epidemic threshold, below which the network is disease-free and scale-free.
Although we know that the epidemic threshold vanishes in models of epidemic spreading on static
scale-free networks, the same is not necessarily true in the adaptive network considered here. We,
therefore, explicitly compute the epidemic threshold by checking the stability of the disease-free
state against invasion of the epidemic.
I employ the linear stability analysis. For the disease-free state, the Jacobian J can be obtained
directly from the coarse-grained heterogeneous approximation (Eq. 6.5), which yields
J =
−q + pm− r −p −p + 4pm2rm −q − 2r 2r
Γ1 Γ2 Γ3
 (6.8)
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where
Γ1 = p + σ
2
S + qm + 2mr
Γ2 = −
p
2m
σ2S − r −
q
2
Γ3 =
p
2m
σ2S + r −
q
2
. (6.9)
We can now compute the epidemic threshold p∗ as the critical threshold in p where the disease-free
state loses its stability through a transcritical bifurcation. Since the Jacobian J depends only on
the value of the susceptible degree variance σ2S but not on its partial derivatives, the susceptible
degree variance σ2S can be treated as a parameter and the epidemic threshold can be obtained as its
function by numerical continuation of the bifurcation point. For sufficiently large degree variance
σ2S , we find the scaling relation p
∗ ∼ ⟨k⟩/σ2S (Fig. 6.6), which recovers the result for static networks.
The epidemic threshold thus vanishes in the thermodynamic limit when σ2S → ∞.
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Figure 6.7: The fraction of surviving runs for low infectiousness p as a function of the initial network
size M0. The fraction of surviving runs increases as the initial network size m0 increases. In order to
ensure the same initial average degree m, the BA growth model with m = 5 and m0 = 6 is iterated
until the network reaches size M0. Then nodes are assigned states and the infection, removal, and
network growth processes take place simultaneously. Parameters: r = q = 0.01, w = 0, m0 = 6,
m = 5.
The two paragraphs above provide a clearer picture of the paradoxical situation. If the disease
prevalence vanishes, then the network becomes scale-free, however the scale-free network has a
vanishing epidemic threshold and thus supports finite prevalence. In principle this paradox can
be resolved in two ways, a) either the network does not become stationary but switches back and
forth between scale-free and exponential phases, or b) the network approaches a state where the
epidemic persists in an exponential topology.
It is apparent that in finite networks the temporal dynamics can lead to a disease-free scale-
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free state. In this case the network goes through an initial exponential phase where an epidemic
threshold exists that leads to the extinction of the epidemic. Subsequently, a scale-free topology
builds up, in which the epidemic threshold vanishes. However the epidemic cannot reappear as no
infected are left which could reignite the epidemic.
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Figure 6.8: The dynamical evolution in the [I] − ⟨k⟩ plane for high removal rate r. At high
infectiousness p, the observed behavior resembles a homoclinic trajectory. The network grows from
a healthy initial state until an infected eventually arrives and the disease quickly spreads over the
network and the infected individuals subsequently die. Homogeneous approximation (red circles)
fails to capture this behavior and predicts a stable equilibrium. Parameters: q = 0.01, r = 0.10,
m0 = 6, m = 5, w = 0.1.
I emphasize that the mechanism above is a finite-size effect. In the thermodynamic limit there
would generally be some infected left in the disease-free state. To see this consider that infected
are removed exponentially, so that after any finite time there will still be infected left which can
launch the network back into an endemic state, such that scenarios a) and b) are the only possible
outcomes. The finite-size extinction of the epidemic is demonstrated explicitly in Fig. 6.7, which
shows that the fraction of AB simulation runs in which the epidemic persists increases with the
initial network size M0.
Precluding the finite-size effect described above, simulation runs in the parameter range con-
sidered so far approach a finite prevalence for any positive value of infectiousness. The paradox
outlined above is thus resolved by alternative a) the model does not have an epidemic threshold
although the evolving topologies remain exponential. As a final step in our exploration I now search
for evidence of the temporal resolution of the paradox, the alternative b).
Up to now I have considered relatively small removal rates r. At sufficiently high removal rate,
the evolution of the disease and the topology exhibits dynamics different from the convergence to a
stationary state. Fig. 6.8 shows a representative evolution at non-zero fraction of infected arrivals
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w. At the combination of high infectiousness p and high removal rate r, the dynamics resembles a
homoclinic trajectory in the ⟨k⟩−[I] plane. The disease spreads quickly over the network and covers
the whole population immediately. Then disease-induced removals dominate and the population
becomes extinct until new healthy individuals arrive and the disease spreading restarts, which leads
to cycles of population growth and collapse.
When all arrivals are susceptible, i.e. w = 0, the epidemics in the finite population disappears
entirely and the collapse-and-growth cycle cannot be completed. A disease-free scale-free network
then emerges. Based on the arguments above one can suspect that the same behavior cannot
occur in the thermodynamic limit. Instead it is likely that the observed dynamics forms part
of a homoclinic cycle, where long phases of very low disease prevalence are disrupted by sharp
outbreaks. Similar dynamics have, for instance, been studied in an adaptive-network model of
cooperation among agents (Zschaler et al., 2010). In the present model, the MCA fails to capture
this behavior and predicts a stable steady-state solution for high values of r.
The observed dynamics at high removal rates would correspond to diseases with extreme mortal-
ity where infected individuals die almost immediately. This is reminiscent of the massive pandemics
in history, where humanity was exposed to new pathogens with very high virulence (Hays, 2005).
While such diseases could lead to the deaths of large fractions of populations, continuous supply
of healthy individuals through immigration provided new hosts to the disease and introduced new
bursts of disease spreading which caused repeated epidemics cycles.
6.6 Discussion
In the present chapter, I have considered a challenging problem for MCAs: network topologies
with broad degree distributions. For this I extended the heterogeneous node approximation scheme
to the growing adaptive networks and illustrated the approach on an epidemic spreading scenario.
Furthermore, I coarse-grained the heterogeneous equations and established a low-dimensional ODE
system that does not make assumptions on the moments of the degree distribution, in contrast to
the conventional homogeneous approaches. Therefore, I combine the advantages of homogeneous
(analytical tractability) and heterogeneous (representation of degree heterogeneity) approaches.
This analytical approach can be applied to study the system-level bifurcations in other dynam-
ical network models with broad degree distributions. Here, a requirement for the coarse-graining
scheme to be useful is that the Jacobian of the coarse-grained description is independent of the
partial derivatives of the higher moments of the degree distribution with respect to the lower order
ones in the steady-state. The identification of such systems is an open question for further research.
Furthermore, I have introduced a scheme for the handling of networks with varying system size
within the framework of density formalism. This renormalization scheme can be applied to all open
systems for considerations in the thermodynamic limit. It can likewise be extended to other MCA
schemes.
Regarding the relevance for epidemiology, the main finding here is that no epidemic threshold
exists in the model although the variance of the degree distribution remains finite at finite infec-
tiousness. Thus in evolving exponential network topologies “unlikely” diseases with arbitrarily low
infectiousness can persist indefinitely.
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I presented a detailed analytical exploration for the case of low removal rate, where the preva-
lence of the disease reaches a stationary level. In the growing population the ongoing epidemic
dynamics eliminates the nodes of high degree and thus leads to the formation of exponential
topologies for which the variance of the degree distribution is finite. However, this mechanism
only reduces the width of the degree distribution so far that the epidemic can still persist. Thus
for any finite value of the infectiousness the network adapts its topology such that the variance of
the degree distribution is lower to point where the epidemic can still be sustained, which explains
the observed absence of the epidemic threshold.
When the removal rate is sufficiently high, we observed a much more dynamic picture, where
degree variance acts as a supply of fuel that slowly builds up before being burned in large epidemic
outbreaks. These dynamics are reminiscent of the massive deaths from epidemic diseases in newly
forming urban areas. A detailed analysis thus appears as a promising target for future work.
Independently of the specific mechanism, the general reasoning presented here should hold in
all systems in which the dynamics of the population, in absence of the epidemic, leads to topologies
with diverging variance of the degree distribution. In such networks, disease-induced mortality
and/or rewiring can be expected to reduce the variance to a finite value, but not so far as to
cause extinction of the epidemic. The central finding that networks with finite variance are formed
in which the epidemic can still persist should thus remain valid for a broad class of epidemic
dynamics and many different mechanisms of network growth, including vertex copying and super
linear preferential attachment. I strongly expect the analytical approach developed here to faithfully
capture the dynamics of this class of models.
The dynamical feedback between the population structure and the epidemic disease has been
so far studied in a number of articles in the past five years (Gross et al., 2006; Shaw and Schwartz,
2008; Risau-Gusman and Zanette, 2009; Marceau et al., 2010; Gräser et al., 2011; Wang et al.,
2011). However, models captured mostly social interactions in non-fatal diseases. A significant
obstacle to progress in this line of work is that the network evolution in most models is driven by
behavioral changes of individuals. However, for behavior often no records exist such that model
predictions cannot easily be compared with real-world data. By contrast, in the model proposed
here, the social network evolves due to demographic processes such as migration and death on
which data may be easier to obtain.
I believe that the proposed model is relevant for epidemics in rapidly growing cities, especially
in the developing countries. I hope that in this context connecting the model to real-world data will
be feasible in the future. One can easily imagine extensions of the present model that incorporate
policy measures such as vaccination, quarantine, or regulation of migration. I hope that this will
in the future lead to the formulation of more efficient policies for combating epidemic diseases.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis, I have studied contact processes, which describe the transmission of node states, in
adaptive networks. In particular, I have considered the processes of epidemic spreading, opinion
formation, and collective motion of animal groups, and have developed corresponding adaptive
network models. For the exploration of the dynamics of these models, in addition to AB simulations,
I have employed coarse-graining ODE systems, i.e. MCAs, that enable the analytical treatment of
adaptive networks. I have evaluated the performances of alternative MCA schemes in the literature
and developed new ones that address challenges posed by adaptive networks.
In Chapter 3, I have demonstrated the application of a simple MCA using an opinion formation
model where opinions are interrelated in a cyclic dominance structure. For this, I have introduced
the adaptive RPS game. I have shown that the model exhibits four different dynamical phases:
stationary, oscillatory, consensus, and fragmented. In particular, the consensus is reached through
oscillations with amplitudes that grow in time. On the path to consensus, an arbitrary opinion is
thus collectively promoted due to a herd effect in the absence of new supporting evidence for the
corresponding opinion. Although it could not provide a faithful approximation to the dynamics, the
simple MCA still proved to be useful in understanding the transitions between different dynamical
phases.
In Chapter 4, I have tested and compared the major MCA schemes in the literature, using the
adaptive VM of opinion formation as the benchmark model. I have identified the advantages and
disadvantages of different approximation schemes. As to the performances of different approxima-
tion schemes for the adaptive VM, all approaches captured the fundamental dynamical behavior
that the network undergoes a fragmentation transition at a critical rewiring rate. However, conven-
tional homogeneous and heterogeneous approximations provided poor quantitative estimates close
to the fragmentation transition. Active motif approximation, which was tailored for the study of
the fragmentation transition, performed very well in the vicinity of the transition point as expected,
whereas it failed miserably away from the transition point.
In Chapter 5, I have developed an adaptive network model of opinion formation that depicts
the collective motion in a mobile animal group. I have considered a population that consists
of two informed subpopulations, a strongly opinionated minority and a numerical majority, with
conflicting interests, and a third uninformed subpopulation. Using AB simulations and a MCA, I
have predicted that the uninformed individuals play a critical role in consensus decision-making.
For sufficiently strong minority preference, the consensus is reached on the opinion favored by the
minority at low number of uninformed individuals. If the fraction of uninformed individuals exceeds
a critical threshold, the control is returned to the numerical majority. Uninformed individuals thus
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promote democratic consensus. The prediction on the role of uninformed individuals has been
confirmed by a direct test in a fish school experiment. I have, thereby, demonstrated the value of
adaptive networks and MCAs for real-world problems.
In Chapter 6, I have considered the MCAs for adaptive networks with strongly heterogeneous de-
gree distributions. Focusing on an epidemic application, I have extended an existing MCA scheme,
heterogeneous node approximation, to the case of growing networks. I have established a particular
coarse-graining approach that obtains analytical results from heterogeneous approximations, which
generally is not possible. By means of this approach, I have unraveled the interplay between the
spreading of a fatal SIR disease and the network topology of a population that grows through the
arrival of new individuals which get connected to the existing ones, preferring those with higher
degree. I have shown that the model lacks an epidemic threshold, despite the variance of the
degree distribution being finite at finite infectiousness. Thus, growing populations are extremely
vulnerable to epidemics.
A great deal of natural and human-made systems that are founded on local interactions between
constituting elements have been modeled as complex networks, which represents the system as a
discrete set of nodes and links. The complex network representation provides an abstraction from
the specific domain, which allows to make connections between seemingly different systems sharing
common essential properties. For instance, opinion formation takes place in the social realm and
is essentially free of spatial restrictions, whereas collective animal motion is coordinated through
interactions embedded in a physical space. Despite this strong contrast, the opinions of individuals
(voting decision in a human population and the direction of motion decision in an animal group)
are transmitted in both systems via local interactions. Based on this state transmission property,
I have treated the opinion formation and collective motion in a common framework as variants
of the contact process. Developing complex network models has thereby helped to identify the
fundamental properties required to produce the complex phenomena observed in the corresponding
systems, which also implies that similar phenomena should strongly be expected in other systems
possessing these properties.
Due to the prominence of the coupling between the evolution of the network topology and
the dynamics of constituting elements in real-world systems, adaptive network models have been
employed as a common framework to model coevolutionary systems. This coevolution makes dy-
namics and topologies reachable that are otherwise impossible on non-adaptive systems. I have, for
instance, shown that a growing population exhibits zero epidemic threshold although the variance
of the degree distribution is finite at any finite infectiousness, which is a pure adaptive network
effect that would be impossible on a static network.
Among the fingerprints of adaptive networks is the complex dynamics that can be understood
in terms of phase transitions or bifurcations, respectively in statistical mechanics and dynamical
systems representations. In this thesis, I have used MCAs to handle the adaptive networks in
the dynamical systems framework. I have shown that the democratic consensus promoting role of
uninformed individuals in mobile animal groups is associated with a saddle-node bifurcation. The
fragmentation transition observed in the adaptive VM and the adaptive RPS game corresponds
to a transcritical bifurcation. Furthermore, a Hopf bifurcation in the adaptive RPS game leads to
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oscillations.
As they render the application of dynamical systems theory possible, MCAs have been fre-
quently used in the study of the dynamics on static networks, and also adaptive networks. There
are numerous MCA schemes that vary in different aspects such as the heterogeneities captured, the
basis of subgraphs, and the order of closure approximation. I have compared the major approxima-
tion schemes in the literature and shown that even very sophisticated heterogeneous approximations
can fail to provide faithful estimates due to the emergence of specific dynamic correlations. Since I
have shown that none of the existing approaches in the literature are successful even for the simple
adaptive VM, a universally valid approximation scheme is highly unexpected. This defines a strong
need for further research on characterizing the necessary conditions for the validity of different
approximation schemes. A major mechanism that invalidates MCAs is the build up of topological
and dynamic correlations. Although the rewiring of links in adaptive network models tends to
remove such correlations and heterogeneities in general, I have shown that it may also contribute
to certain non-trivial correlations, as in the fragmentation transition. I have illustrated that very
precise estimates can then be obtained by designing new basis of moments that are tailored to the
specific dynamic and topological correlations in the system under consideration.
Here, I have applied MCAs to analytically investigate the emergence of certain dynamical phases
and network topologies in contact processes in adaptive networks. I have not only used the existing
approximation schemes, but also extended their limits by incorporating topological evolution rules
into the approaches designed for static networks (heterogeneous PA), representing the dynamics
of models with complex update rules (homogeneous PA of the collective motion model), and in-
troducing a density renormalization scheme to handle open systems within the density formalism
(heterogeneous node approximation of the adaptive SIR model). Furthermore, combining the ad-
vantages of homogeneous and heterogeneous approaches, I have developed a coarse-graining scheme
that leads to analytically tractable low-dimensional representations, yet does not presume random
graph topologies.
For the sake of analytical tractability, most of the adaptive network models in the literature are
kept phenomenological. However, the simplicity of these models hinders their relevance for real-
world problems. Realistic processes and features should, therefore, be incorporated into adaptive
network models. The verification of adaptive networks with empirical data and the integration of
real-world data into adaptive network models are among the most promising directions of research
on adaptive networks, which has recently been targeted, for instance, in the context of finan-
cial markets (Peixoto and Bornholdt, 2012). For the verification of adaptive network models of
opinion formation, collective decision-making in animal groups can become an important testbed,
essentially due to the feasibility of controlled experiments with animals. I have provided the first
example in which predictions from an adaptive network model of opinion formation were directly
verified by a fish school experiment. Furthermore, the study here on the spreading of infectious
diseases in growing populations provides a candidate adaptive network model that can be tested
by demographic data, in contrast to other adaptive network models of epidemics that rely on social
parameters that are very hard to measure. A further source of empirical data and testbed for adap-
tive networks is the online social platforms, which will possibly be more intensively investigated
for scientific purposes in the following years, as hinted by recent calls for research in this direction
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(Lazer et al., 2009; Conte et al., 2012).
As it necessitates to develop more detailed adaptive network models in order to match real-world
dynamics more closely, the tools for the analysis should be congruently improved. The bad scaling
of the performance of AB simulations with the complexity of the update rules limits the use of AB
simulations in the study of complex adaptive network models. However, analytical approaches can
instead be extended to more complicated settings relatively unrestricted by numerical constraints,
as illustrated in this thesis in the collective motion example, which could also guide numerical
explorations. In this regard, promising directions of research on MCAs are to capture a wider
spectrum of node states (models with multiple discrete node states and node states defined by arrays
/ matrices), multiple and weighted links, and complex high-order local update rules. Furthermore,
the study of continuous adaptive networks is largely an untouched field in terms of analytical
treatments and thus is potentially a fruitful topic for analytical investigations.
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Appendix A
Moment expansions for node update rules
In this thesis, I have mainly used the link update rule and have derived moment expansions ac-
cordingly. Node update rules introduce a bias between the expected degrees of selected nodes due
to the order of selection, as explained in the main text. This difference manifests itself in the
moment expansions. In the following, I will illustrate this on the first-order moment expansion of
the adaptive VM with reverse and direct node update rules.
Reverse node update rule:
Moment expansion equations for the reverse node update rule are similar to those of the link update
rule (Eq. 4.4) with the following changes in rates.
An A-node adopts state B at rate (1 − p)[A][AB]/⟨kA⟩ and an AB-link is replaced by a BB-
link through rewiring at rate p[A][AB]/⟨kA⟩. Analogously, a B-node adopts state A at rate (1 −
p)[B][AB]/⟨kB⟩ and an AB-link is replaced by an AA-link through rewiring at rate p[B][AB]/⟨kB⟩.
The first selected node (node X) has degree k with probability Pk and its random neighbor
(node Y) has degree k′ with probability k′Pk′/⟨k⟩. The degree distribution of node X does not
show up in the first-order equation and the degree distribution of node Y is the same as in the link
update rule. Therefore, the first-order equation for the reverse node update rule differs from that
of the link update rule due to the changes of rates of events only
d
dt
[A] = (1 − p)
(
[AB]
⟨kA⟩
− [AB]
⟨kB⟩
)
,
d
dt
[AA] = (1 − p)
(
[AB]
⟨kA⟩
+
[AB]2
⟨kA⟩[A]
− 2[AB][BB]
⟨kB⟩[B]
)
+ p
(
[AB]
⟨kB⟩
)
,
d
dt
[BB] = (1 − p)
(
[AB]
⟨kB⟩
+
[AB]2
⟨kA⟩[B]
− 2[AB][AA]
⟨kA⟩[A]
)
+ p
(
[AB]
⟨kA⟩
)
. (A.1)
At the symmetric state [A] = [B] = 1/2, Eq. A.1 is equivalent to Eq. 4.4 with the rescaled time
t′ = ⟨k⟩t. I note that higher order expansion equations will additionally involve the neighbors of
node X leading to further modifications in equations that account for the difference between normal
and excess degree distributions.
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Direct node update rule:
In the node update rule, an A-node adopts state B at rate (1 − p)[AB]/⟨kA⟩ and an AB-link is
replaced by an AA-link through rewiring at rate p[AB]/⟨kA⟩. Similarly, a B-node adopts state A
at rate (1 − p)[AB]/⟨kB⟩ and an AB-link is replaced by a BB-link at rate p[AB]/⟨kB⟩.
To estimate the indirect contribution term, we use the quantity Q(A|A1B2) that represents the
average number of A-neighbors of an A-node given that it already has a B-neighbor. Indices 1 and
2 indicate that the A-node was chosen first and the B-node was chosen after that. Given that node
X is chosen at random in the direct node update rule, it has degree k with probability Pk. We also
know that X has a B-neighbor, thus the probability that each of the k− 1 remaining neighbors has
state A can be estimated as [AAB]/⟨qA⟩[AB]. Averaging over the entire network we obtain
Q(A|A1B2) =
∑
k
(k − 1)Pk
[AAB]
⟨qA⟩[AB]
=
⟨kA⟩ − 1
⟨qA⟩
[AAB]
[AB]
.
Then, the following set of equations is reached for the direct node update rule:
d
dt
[A] = (1 − p)
(
[AB]
⟨kB⟩
− [AB]
⟨kA⟩
)
,
d
dt
[AA] = (1 − p)
{
[AB]
⟨kB⟩
+
2 (⟨kB⟩ − 1) [ABA]
⟨qB⟩⟨kB⟩
− (⟨kA⟩ − 1) [AAB]
⟨qA⟩⟨kA⟩
}
+ p
[AB]
⟨kA⟩
,
d
dt
[BB] = (1 − p)
{
[AB]
⟨kA⟩
+
2 (⟨kA⟩ − 1) [BAB]
⟨qA⟩⟨kA⟩
− (⟨kB⟩ − 1) [BBA]
⟨qB⟩⟨kB⟩
}
+ p
[AB]
⟨kB⟩
. (A.2)
At the steady-state, the link density [AB] can be expressed in terms of triplet density in Eq. A.2
[AB] =
(1 − p)(⟨k⟩ − 1)
κ⟨k⟩
([AAB] − 2[ABA]) . (A.3)
However, this requires numerical values of the triplet densities that should be measured from
the AB simulations, which is undesirable as explained in the main text. Instead, we develop a
first-order MCA. Since node X is selected without resorting to the information of node Y, node Y
should be treated as a sample from the neighbors of node X. An alternative solution to this problem
is to ignore the information from node Y and use a pair approximation. Then, any neighbor of
node X has state A with probability 2[AA]/[A]⟨k⟩A. The PA formulation for Q(A|A1B2) is
Q(A|A1B2) ≃ Q(A|A1) =
∑
k
Pk(k − 1)
2[AA]
[A]⟨kA⟩
=
2 (⟨kA⟩ − 1)
⟨kA⟩
[AA]
[A]
.
This is equivalent to using the PA for the density of triplets, such as
[AAB] ≃ 2κA
[AA][AB]
[A]
.
Replacing this expression for [AAB] and the analogous expressions for the other densities of
triplets in Eq. A.2, we arrive at
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d
dt
[A] = (1 − p)
(
[AB]
⟨kB⟩
− [AB]
⟨kA⟩
)
,
d
dt
[AA] = (1 − p)
{
[AB]
⟨kB⟩
+
(⟨kB⟩ − 1) [AB]2
[B]⟨kB⟩2
− 2 (⟨kA⟩ − 1) [AA][AB]
[A]⟨kA⟩2
}
+ p
[AB]
⟨kA⟩
,
d
dt
[BB] = (1 − p)
{
[AB]
⟨kA⟩
+
(⟨kA⟩ − 1) [AB]2
[A]⟨kA⟩2
− 2 (⟨kB⟩ − 1) [BB][AB]
[B]⟨kB⟩2
}
+ p
[AB]
⟨kB⟩
. (A.4)
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